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With a theme of Financial Inclusion for 
Sustainable Development, this year’s 
European Microfinance Week confer-
ence brought together over 450 
opinion-leaders, top management of 
banks, funds and other financial 
institutions, practitioners, academics, 
analysts, raters and industry commenta-
tors to present key innovations, 
challenges, and Best Practice in the 
inclusive finance sector.

Run by the European Microfinance 
Platform (e-MFP), the conference 
featured multiple workshops, plenaries 
and Action Groups sessions and 
trainings, reflecting the breadth and 
importance of this topic. The event was 
a great success, with positive feedback 

Anne Contreras, Chairwoman  
Christoph Pausch, Executive secretary

in particular about the quality of 
speakers, networking opportunities, and 
new linkages forged between investors, 
practitioners, analysts, and other 
support providers.

sustainability in inclusion has never 
been more important, and the session 
programme presented the various 
financial, social and environmental 
components of sustainability, including 
identifying overheated and underserved 
markets to better target growth and 
increase sustainability; incentivising 
long-term financing by investors; new 
approaches to managing risk; expand-
ing outreach through better under-
standing of client needs and developing 
tools to reach them effectively and 
affordably; protecting clients from 
shocks in difficult contexts and provid-
ing them with a suite of financial 
services for sustainable livelihoods; and 
increasing environmental sustainability 
– through finance for clean energy 
products and improved agricultural 
practices. 

As said in the closing remarks at the end 
of the conference, what these ap-
proaches all have in common is an 
emerging long-term thinking about the 
future of the Financial Inclusion sector, 
and of its clients.

This report seeks to bring together some 
of the important discussions, findings 
and presentations of the conference, 
both for those who were able to attend 
(but who of course could not be in all 
sessions at the same time!) and for 
those unable to be in Luxembourg at 
the exceptional conference venue, the 
Abbaye de Neumünster, back in 
November. 

Thanks must go as always to everyone 
involved in both the conference and the 
production of this report, and we hope 
you enjoy it.

We look forward to welcoming you at 
the next European Microfinance Week, 
from 16th-18th November 2016.
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thurSday 19 noVEMBEr 2015

WELcoME addrESS

SPeAkerS Christoph PAUSCH, e-MFP

 Anne CONTrerAS, Arendt & Medernach / e-MFP

Christoph PAUsCH, Executive secretary  

of the European Microfinance Platform 

(e-MFP),  opened European Microfinance 

Week (EMW) 2015, by welcoming more 

than 450 participants. This year a record 

number of financial institutions, 

government and international agencies, 

NGOs, investors, academics and support 

providers from 67 countries came 

together at the Abbaye de Neumünster  

in Luxembourg. With the theme of 

Financial Inclusion for Sustainable 
Development the conference’s objective 

would be to explore a wealth of ideas on 

how we can innovate in providing 

financial services in a sustainable and 

scalable way. After a brief overview of the 

exciting programme ahead for the coming 

days, Pausch emphasized the new app 

and social media tools to help participants 

network more effectively. Finally he 

mentioned his gratitude to  

the speakers, moderators, sponsors and 

funders which made European 

Microfinance Week 2015 possible.

Anne CONTRERAs, e-MFP Chairwoman 

also welcomed the participants to the 

conference on behalf of the e-MFP Board 

and secretariat. Before introducing the 

first plenary session, she referred to the 

tragic event in Paris on 13th November 

and asked for a moment of silence for the 

victims and their families of this and other 

recent terrorist attacks around the world, 

including Nigeria and Lebanon.
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PLENARY:
aSSESSinG LiMitS: toWardS SuStainaBLE GroWth in MicrofinancE

MOderATOr Bob SUMMerS, MicroCapital

SPeAkerS Tanmay CHeTAN, Agora Microfinance 

 Isabelle GUÉrIN, IRD-Cessma

 daniel rOZAS, MIMOSA Project / e-MFP

 klaus TISCHHAUSer, responsAbility Investments AG

prESEntationS

Moderator Bob sUMMERs of Micro-

Capital opened this session exploring  

how MFIs can grow in a sustainable  

manner and introduced the speakers.

Isabelle GUÉRIN presented her research 

project on microcredit crises. she men-

tioned that microcredit crises are not 

behind us, stressing the need to identify 

the causes of crises and design preventive 

measures. The research had a practical 

outcome: a microcredit crises preven-

tion dashboard providing a list of factors 

that come into play in the run-up to a 

crisis. Guérin introduced the three main 

categories of causes of crises. Crises can 

originate from the demand-side, supply 

side and the environment, and impact 

on three levels: i.e. the client, MFI and 

country. she modelled this in a graph in 

order to highlight the multiple interrela-

tions between causes. As a key research 

outcome, Guérin noted that a crisis 

can happen at the clients’ level without 

immediately affecting the MFI or country 

level. The most salient features of crises 

are excessive concentration and political 

pressure at the country level, competi-

tion and development speed at the MFI 

level, while at the client level a crisis can 

emerge when the offer does not match 

client needs or potential. 

Guérin noted that crises result from unsus-

tainable growth. This can be observed at 

different levels. sustainability should be 

understood from a financial, sociocul-

tural (i.e. what is the acceptability and 

legitimacy of MFIs or microfinance) and a 

political (i.e. what are the power relation-

ships between the various stakeholders) 

perspective. Returning to the dashboard 

and its factors she explained that interact-

ing factors at each level, means that only 

a systemic analysis can help to understand 

crises. The graph can represent all sorts 

of crises. Guérin concluded by providing 

examples of microcredit crises in Tamil 

Nadu, India and the Dominican Republic. 

Daniel ROZAs introduced the MIMOsA 

dashboard by asking the audience if they 

would drive without a dashboard. With-

out a dashboard you do not know your 

metrics and have less control over your 

vehicle. MIMOsA (Microfinance Index of 

Market Outreach and saturation) is a tool 

to better understand microfinance mar-

kets. It shows how much credit a market 

is able to absorb and how much credit 

is already in the market. It bases market 

capacity on the Human Development 

Index (HDI), population density and credit 

bureau quality. The index can show if a 

market is saturated or underserved. The 

Global Findex is used to show how many 

people have taken up a loan from an MFI 

in the last months, which is useable as a 

variable for MIMOsA because of its accu-

rate method, but it is not perfect. Global 

Findex data is complemented by data 

from specific countries, MIMOsA field 

and MFI surveys. It helps to understand 

what the gap is between the demand and 

the supply side in the market. By connect-

ing demand and supply, you will be able 

to make a better estimation of the market 

penetration and multiple borrowing.

Rozas continued with the example of 

Cambodia: Is it really the 2nd most pen-

etrated market, as the Global Findex 

implies? According to MIMOsA, this 

is incorrect as the data shows there is 

roughly a 10 percent gap between sup-

ply and demand figures. And while the 

MIMOsA field survey shows that approxi-

mately 10 percent of lenders are not offi-

cially registered, these are small and can-

not account for the difference. It appears 

the Khmer wording of the Findex survey 

is at fault, having captured a substantial 

number of informal loans as formal lend-

ing. Cambodia is still saturated, but far 

less than implied by Findex. By applying 

the data in MIMOsA in combination with 

the expected growth path of a region or 

country, Rozas mentioned that you can 

also estimate the market penetration in 
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the future which he explained with the 

example of Bolivia.

summers then discussed sustainable 

growth with the investors in the panel. 

Tanmay CHETAN mentioned that goals 

for growth are sometimes too ambi-

tious, overheating the market as a result. 

Chetan would like to see a more equal 

relationship between MFIs and clients in a 

well-regulated environment where clients 

have control and choice. Clients have to 

be able to make better informed decisions 

on what is actually necessary to improve 

their livelihoods. If not, chances of a crisis 

at the client level will be much higher, 

leading to ripple effects. Chetan men-

tioned that you should also check what 

happened in case of non-repayment. In 

most cases this is a result of health related 

incidents and loss of livelihood, both 

of which can be mitigated somewhat 

through insurance. Only a small percent-

age is not willing to pay. 

According to Klaus TIsCHHAUsER it is 

a big success that we now talk about 

oversupply instead of how to kick-

start growth. We should not get into 

depressed mode, but remember that 

finance is always prone to crises. Finance 

is extremely important for development, 

but we know that growth has advantages 

and disadvantages. Therefore, we should 

aim for controlled growth while knowing 

that most is out of our control. We should 

not expect to steer away from crises, but 

make sure that we can cope with crisis 

situations. According to Tischhauser, 

investors should make sure that their 

organisational structure does not promote 

overheating. His institution, for example, 

discourages bonus systems and does not 

punish staff for not investing if they fear 

an overheated market. Managing growth 

thus requires good planning, the right 

tools and sound risk management are key.

 

summers then introduced the topic of 

regulation. Chetan mentioned that a lack 

of regulation can lead to a crisis due to 

a lack of accountability, as was the case 

in India. However, one should also be 

careful not to introduce overregulation. 

Chetan gave the example of unregistered 

NGOs in Cambodia, which charged high 

fees compared to the MFI. Central bank 

regulation then mandated the registration 

of NGOs as MFIs, leading to improved 

cross lending data. Tischhauser supported 

Chetan’s message, adding that microfi-

nance has to aim at the client, but most 

issues are at country level. If you want to 

develop the sector, market regulation is 

essential.

The moderator asked the panel how to 

choose between long- and short-term 

investments. Tischhauser mentioned that 

he prefers a longer horizon as growth 

of value takes a long time. His organisa-

tion often works with open-ended equity 

investments. 

diScuSSion

Adalbert Winkler of the Frankfurt school 

of Finance & Management noted that 

there is one key indicator for a crisis: 

speed of credit growth. He asked the 

panel if they caution that their institu-

tions are growing at a high rate. Chetan 

replied that his partner institutions do not 

have artificially mandated growth control 

mechanisms, but are cautious with the 

speed of lending and focus on internal 

controls to moderate growth. He also 

mentioned that in Cambodia in the last 

4-5 years credit provided by his institution 

is increasingly funded by local deposits. 

Tischhauser stressed that you also have 

to look into the details. It very much 

depends on the quality of the MFI, and he 

warned against new entrants that heat 

up the market with competitive products. 

The last question from the audience 

examined the issue of growth and size of 

the Moroccan market. Guérin replied that 

Morocco was a typical case where the 

demand is overestimated - even though 

many people are not served. This does 

not mean that they need microcredit. 

And beyond Morocco, the overestimation 

of the demand is one of the reasons for 

crises in other contexts. Rozas mentioned 

that Morocco is a very unusual market 

with a growth of 100 percent in three 

years. The crisis was due to mismanage-

ment of fraudulent loans.
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aSSESSinG iMpact in MicrofinancE: nEW pErSpEctiVES

MOderATOr Maha kerAMANe, BNP Paribas

SPeAkerS Laura FOOSe, Social Performance Taskforce (SPTF)

 robin GrAVeSTeIJN, Oikocredit

 Lucia SPAGGIArI, MicroFinanza Rating

prESEntationS 

Maha KERAMANE opened this session by 

stressing the importance of efficiency and 

how in order to maximise efficiency, insti-

tutions need to measure their impact. she 

then introduced the panellists. 

Laura FOOsE started her presentation 

by stating that the most important part 

about collecting data is systematic use 

in order to make coherent decisions on 

products and services. she added that the 

microfinance industry today has a lot of 

outreach and output data, but not much 

outcome and impact data. she explained 

that the purpose of the sPTF Outcomes 

Working Group (OWG) is to develop prac-

tical guidelines for credible measurement, 

analysis, and reporting on outcomes by 

drawing on experience with different 

approaches and tools. 

Foose explained that the first area the 

OWG is working in is identifying a core 

set of indicators in primary outcome 

areas: economic poverty, assets and hous-

ing, and business. When a set of core 

indicators is ready, the OWG will host 

webinars to share initial findings and 

solicit feedback. she invited those inter-

ested to participate in the webinars. The 

final document should be ready for pub-

lication by mid-2016. she explained that 

the framework which the OWG is using 

to develop these indicators is linked to the 

health outcomes performance indicators 

program that was used by Freedom from 

Hunger (FFH). Three basic criteria were 

established to identify indicators: feasibil-

ity, usability, and reliability. she added it 

is also important to find indicators that 

show change over time. 

The indicators that were selected by FFH 

were tested in Peru, Philippines and India. 

Foose provided the main lessons learned 

from FFH’s project. she stated that stand-

ardisation of indicators may be difficult. 

During the FFH project standardisation 

was attempted across multiple contexts 

but this showed that it may be easier to 

standardise the dimensions instead of the 

specific indicators, since dimensions (e.g. 

context, type of organisation, motivation, 

and poverty levels of clients) are impor-

tant factors that influence which indica-

tors are most relevant in each case. Inter-

pretation of results should be done with 

great caution as they are context specific. 

Robin GRAVEsTEIJN presented Oikocred-

it’s Client Outcome Program. This pro-

gram is accompanying MFI partners with 

technical support in tracking and manag-

ing their poverty and employment mis-

sion by using management information 

system (MIs) data. Oikocredit is analysing 

client level datasets to track and explain 

outcomes and capacitates staff of MFIs to 

analyse and use the data. He added that 

Oikocredit does not collect any data, but 

uses already available data collected by 

the institutions. He emphasized that insti-

tutions can use information on poverty 

outreach for product development or for 

tracking their mission. 

He then introduced his forthcoming dis-

cussion paper: Effects of microcredit on 

the poverty of borrowers using the PPI: 

Evidence from two Asian MFIs. For the 

purpose of this research, he used data 

from two MFIs; together representing 

a sample of more than 600,000 clients. 

One of the findings was that both MFIs 

experienced rapid growth but simultane-

ously a very high customer exit. Less than 

50 percent of their clients would stay 

with the MFI for more than three years. 

When the MFIs became aware of this they 

decided to conduct a customer satisfac-

tion study and hired an sPM Manager. 
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The main outcome of the paper is that 

microcredit has a small but positive signifi-

cant effect on poverty reduction for active 

borrowers for both MFIs. 

LAPO, a microfinance bank in Nigeria 

received funding from the Agence Fran-

çais de Développement (AFD) to finance 

affordable housing for low income popu-

lations, including improvement, enlarge-

ment and construction of housing. Micro-

Finanza Rating developed a measurement 

system to track program outcome. Lucia 

sPAGGIARI showed the various outcomes 

they had looked at: the percentage of 

clients upgrading from tenants to owners; 

the number of households that got their 

own toilet; the number of households 

with safer conditions; and the percentage 

of dwellings with improved roofing. she 

added that these outcomes could poten-

tially lead to the following impact: higher 

social status and increased self-fulfilment, 

higher hygiene practices and improved 

health status, higher safety and improved 

quality of living standards. 

spaggiari mentioned that measuring 

outcomes in housing can be more cost-

effective than in other areas such as con-

sumption, poverty and income, because 

housing is very tangible and easier to 

measure when compared to other indi-

cators, more attributable and it is often 

finalised in a reasonably short period of 

time. she remarked that although micro-

credit can be a useful financial tool, we 

should be careful in assuming that it is 

a poverty alleviation tool. Various rigor-

ous randomized control trials (RCTs) have 

shown that microcredit can lead to higher 

earnings from self-employment, higher 

protection against income shocks, better 

risk management, and decreased asset 

selling when hit by a negative shock. 

However, there is no proof of impact on 

increased income, on increased female 

decision-making, and on increased school 

attendance. spaggiari closed her presen-

tation by stating that she is not advocat-

ing the use of RCTs for all microfinance 

institutions, but encourages others to 

take the lessons learned from RCT to 

focus the design of the systems to meas-

ure change on the type of impact that 

microfinance can have, versus the type  

of impact that microfinance would like  

to have. 

diScuSSion

Keramane asked the panellists whether 

the sector needs to review its expecta-

tions or whether we should use the les-

sons learned from the impact evaluation 

studies in order to design better products 

which can improve microfinance as a pov-

erty alleviation tool. Foose mentioned that 

we should identify appropriate indicators 

which do not only focus on poverty alle-

viation as a long-term goal, but also on 

the short- and medium-term. Gravesteijn 

mentioned that many organisations are 

still unfamiliar with the importance of 

using data analysis when launching new 

products. He also stressed that there is 

an issue with knowledge management 

as many organisations who perform 

data analysis do not share the informa-

tion within their institution. spaggiari 

remarked that we should either improve 

products to meet the goal of poverty 

alleviation or reset expectations and be 

transparent. 

A question from the audience was on 

financial vulnerability and whether it is 

part of the studies. Many clients of micro-

finance are trapped in a vicious cycle of 

over-indebtedness. Gravesteijn said that 

over-indebtedness is difficult to measure 

for MFIs as in many cases, clients have 

multiple loans from different MFIs and 

use one to pay another. He said that the 

institutions can look at other indicators 

that show increased vulnerability and are 

easier to track, for example changes in 

marital status. Foose added that finan-

cial vulnerability could be included in 

economic poverty outcome indicators. 

Gravesteijn added that propensity score 

matching studies can help identify finan-

cial vulnerability. 

Another question from the audience was 

on standardisation of indicators. Many 

MFIs have their own indicators. should 

those institutions start using the standard-

ised indicators? Foose explained that as 

long as the indicators used by an MFI are 

useful, they should keep on using them. 

standardisation of indicators is mainly 

for those who have not started using 

indicators yet. The session concluded with 

Florian Grohs of Oikocredit comparing 

Gravesteijn’s results with those from the 

RCTs. The former showing a small and 

significant effect of microcredit on pov-

erty reduction while the latter show no 

impact. spaggiari remarked that there is a 

difference between impact and outcome. 

Impact implies attribution while outcome 

implies association. However, she added 

we should not stop using outcomes as 

an internal management tool as they are 

more cost-effective to measure and more 

usable, while the impact measurement 

will probably remain the only credible way 

of demonstrating the effect of microfi-

nance to external stakeholders.
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doES financiaL incLuSion foStEr financiaL StaBiLity?

MOderATOr Piotr kOrYNSkI, Microfinance Centre (MFC)

SPeAkerS Olivier JÉrUSALMY, European Financial Inclusion Network (EFIN)

 Timothy LYMAN, CGAP

 Adalbert WINkLer, Frankfurt School of Finance & Management

prESEntationS

Piotr KORYNsKI of the Microfinance Cen-

tre set the objectives for the session: to 

clarify the importance of financial inclu-

sion, explore the relationship between 

financial inclusion and stability, and dis-

cuss implications for policy makers and 

practitioners. Korynski defined financial 

inclusion as access to, and use of formal 

financial services by households and firms. 

Financial stability he defined as the extent 

to which the financial system – interme-

diaries, markets and market infrastructure 

– can withstand shocks without major 

disruption in financial intermediation and 

effective allocation of savings to produc-

tive investment. He stressed that financial 

inclusion and stability can have trade-offs 

and synergies, which would be further 

explored during this session. 

Timothy LYMAN of CGAP presented his 

research on Financial Inclusion, stabil-

ity, Integrity and Consumer Protection 

(I-sIP), which was launched under the 

auspices of the G20 Global Partnership 

for Financial Inclusion (GPFI). In the past, 

stability was the main focus of financial 

sector policymakers, but since the last 

financial crisis, financial integrity and 

consumer protection became increas-

ingly important. Financial inclusion is the 

newest entrant to the policy objectives of 

many standard-setting bodies and policy 

makers. The linkages between all four 

are little studied. CGAP just concluded a 

research exercise in the Philippines, which 

followed similar research in south Africa, 

Pakistan and Russia, showing that at the 

level of outcomes, financial inclusion rein-

forces the other three objectives, but is 

also reinforced by them in the long term. 

However, in the short term, and at the 

level of individual policy interventions, the 

linkages between I-sIP objectives are not 

well understood and therefore not sys-

tematically considered in policy making. 

Lyman then introduced CGAP’s approach 

to defining pairwise linkage zones 

between any two of the I-sIP linkages, 

using the pairwise linkages between 

inclusion and stability as an example. The 

matrix used defines trade-off zones and 

synergy zones – as well as a neutral zone 

in the middle, for ineffective interventions 

that do not affect either of the objectives 

in question. Policy makers want to opti-

mize the linkages, maximizing synergies 

and minimizing trade-offs. In order to 

optimize linkages among inclusion, stabil-

ity, integrity and protection in designing 

a particular intervention policy makers 

should have: 1) clear definitions for each 

of the I-sIP objectives; 2) a structured 

approach to identify material linkages; 

3) inter- and intra-agency collaboration; 

4) regularly collected and analysed data; 

5) periodic structured consultation with 

providers; and 6) management of I-sIP 

linkages by adapting policy and regulation 

over time. Lyman concluded by mention-

ing that the potential of the I-sIP meth-

odology is not only to analyse past inter-

ventions, but also to guide policy makers 

beforehand. 

Adalbert WINKLER of the Frankfurt school 

of Finance & Management introduced 

preliminary findings of a study conducted 

jointly with Tania Lopez, a PhD student 

at the Frankfurt school on the linkages 

between financial inclusion and stability. 
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The study was motivated by the fact that 

on the one hand there was financial crisis 

of 2008 and on the other hand, policy 

makers responded to the crisis by a call 

to achieve universal access to finance by 

2020. He wondered if this should not be 

considered as a paradox. Winkler started 

out by reviewing the theory on financial 

inclusion and stability. Theory suggests 

that financial inclusion might contribute 

positively to financial stability due to:  

1) diversification effects on the asset side 

and 2) the expansion of cheap and relia-

ble retail deposits on the liability side, lim-

iting risk taking on the asset side. How-

ever, theory also indicates that financial 

inclusion might have a negative impact 

on financial stability because it involves 

deterioration in lending standards. The 

limited empirical evidence available mainly 

points towards financial inclusion posi-

tively contributing to financial stability. At 

the same time, the available studies use 

different indicators for financial inclusion 

and stability. 

Winkler then presented a cross-country 

analysis based on the IMF Financial Access 

Database. Financial inclusion was meas-

ured by the number of borrowers served 

by the banking sector, namely the growth 

rate in the period 2004-2007, depict-

ing the pre-crisis rise in financial inclu-

sion, and the percentage of borrowers 

in the working age population in 2007, 

depicting the level of financial inclusion. 

Financial stability was measured by the 

drop in credit growth in the period 2007-

2009. The study showed that: 1) financial 

inclusion seems to follow a pro-cyclical 

pattern; 2) stronger growth in financial 

inclusion does not contribute to making 

financial systems more stable; 3) having a 

high(er) level of financial inclusion has a 

moderating impact on financial instability; 

4) caution is warranted in making strong 

statements that financial inclusion might 

foster financial stability; and 5) the case 

for financial inclusion has to be based on 

other arguments than financial stability 

benefits.

Olivier JÉRUsALMY of EFIN presented cases 

where extension of credit delivery increased 

financial exclusion, and therefore influ-

enced financial stability. According to EFIN, 

financial exclusion is a process whereby 

people encounter difficulties accessing 

financial services which are appropriate to 

their needs and enable them to lead a nor-

mal life. This definition stresses the need 

for fairness and social justice in access to 

finance. However, markets do not allocate 

value to the principles of fairness or social 

justice. According to Jérusalmy, free market 

providers will provide anything if the price 

is high enough and they can expect to 

make a return – regardless of higher level 

of arrears and defaults. 

He substantiated his view with two cases. 

One related to the sub-prime lending 

market in the UK where there is effec-

tively no limit on the amount lenders can 

charge borrowers. The other example 

related to foreign currency denominated 

mortgages in Romania, which increase 

the risk of default when the exchange 

rate changes. Jérusalmy promoted the 

quality of the credit portfolio as an indi-

cator to assess credit practices, to iden-

tify toxic credit as well as to assess the 

responsible practices by policy makers on 

credit market regulation. 

diScuSSion

The audience asked the panel if they 

looked at the level of the individual or 

households in their researches, and to 

what extent sMEs were considered. 

Lyman answered that CGAP only looks at 

those sMEs which operate informally at 

the household level. These enterprises are 

not bankable by the formal sector. Win-

kler supported Lyman’s response. Thomas 

Rahn illustrated the case of the Arab 

region, where donors continue to pour 

credit into markets. He asked Winkler if 

this approach will eventually work for the 

region. Winkler responded that liquidity 

and credit are not directly linked to finan-

cial inclusion. He stressed that we should 

be careful in claiming that credit is a 

panacea for everything. It can also be very 

destabilizing if the right measures are not 

in place. The causality between growth 

and financial inclusion is still unclear. The 

only thing we know so far is that the two 

do not go without each other.

Another contribution from the audience 

asked how the conclusions of the pre-

sented research can help practitioners. 

Winkler responded that although financial 

inclusion and stability are not perfect 

partners, they are promoted together. 

Winkler stressed to be cautious with 

this claim as there are not enough stud-

ies which robustly show that boosting 

financial inclusion will increase financial 

instability. Lyman agreed, and called for 

caution when interpreting the data.

Lyman then answered a question on how 

climate change has a place in this debate. 

He mentioned that the Financial stability 

Board (FsB) recently added climate finance 

as a topic of concern (while also putting 

on its agenda explicitly for the first time 

the topic of stability and financial exclu-

sion risk), though it remains unclear where 

they will go with either topic. 
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MicrofinancE rESponSE to thE rEfuGEE criSiS 

MOderATOr edvardas BUMSTeINAS, EIB

SPeAkerS Alia FArHAT, Al Majmoua (Lebanon)

 Jasmina GLISOVIC, Council of Europe Development Bank

 resi JANSSeN, Cordaid

 Silke MUeFFeLMANN, Frankfurt School of Finance & Management

prESEntationS 

Edvardas BUMsTEINAs welcomed the 

audience and speakers and said that the 

current refugee crisis questions the appro-

priateness of policy responses. since many 

refugees are potential microfinance cli-

ents, the aim of the session was to iden-

tify appropriate areas and responses of 

microfinance to the current refugee crisis. 

Alia FARHAT from the leading Microfi-

nance Institution in Lebanon, the Leba-

nese Association for Development - Al 

Majmoua, presented her experiences 

from the field. Lebanon experienced a 

rapid influx of syrian refugees over the 

last years, from around 25,000 in June 

2012 to over 1.5 million registered in June 

2015. The NGO has financial and non-

financial services in place to deal with this 

influx of refugees; focusing especially on 

building the entrepreneurial capacities of 

women and youth. One pilot uses group 

lending methodology for mixed groups 

of syrian and Lebanese, with the aim to 

increase social cohesion. In addition, the 

NGO has several non-financial services 

in place. The largest include trainings on 

financial education, on technical skills and 

vocational trainings and social cohesion 

activities between Lebanese and syrian 

refugees. Farhat stated that traditional aid 

architecture has reached its limits. There 

is a need to build a resilience agenda for 

both the refugees and host countries. 

Financial resources play an important role 

and mechanisms include encouraging 

international investment in host countries 

to boost the economy, developing infra-

structure in the host countries to help 

absorb the load of influx and develop 

local MsMEs to help job creation for both 

syrians and Lebanese. 

Resi JANssEN explained how Cordaid 

uses three approaches for their work 

with refugees. Firstly, Cordaid provides 

relief support to refugees in conflict 

areas, neighbouring countries and along 

the roads to Europe. secondly, Cordaid 

supports the creation of social coopera-

tives for refugees in the Netherlands to 

strengthen their socio-economic participa-

tion. Cordaid provides these cooperatives 

with legal advice, training, coaching, link-

ages to financial services and exchange of 

experiences. Finally, in cooperation with 
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the stability Impact Fund, Cordaid invests 

in MFIs, sMEs and funds in fragile coun-

tries to stimulate entrepreneurship and 

job creation in order to prevent migration 

in the first place. 

Jasmina GLIsOVIC, Country Manager at 

the Council of Europe Development Bank 

(CEB), explained that CEB works with a 

wide range of institutions to help solve 

social problems that occur as a result 

of the presence of refugees, displaced 

persons or migrants in Europe. she 

stressed that there is a need for holistic 

approaches - from immediate assistance 

to integration. For emergency support, 

CEB created the Migrant and Refugee 

Fund to help countries most affected 

by the massive inflow of migrants and 

refugees, for example by helping to set 

up registration centres. For long-term 

integration in host countries, CEB used a 

combination of different support services 

focusing on social housing, education, job 

creation and microcredit. For the latter, 

one of the main challenges is the identi-

fication of MFI partners which are able to 

reach refugees / migrants with adequate 

services and credit risk.

silke MUEFFELMANN of the Frankfurt 

school of Management & Finance 

provided lessons learned from various 

projects worldwide. she evaluated the 

importance of different actors in both 

fragile states and host countries, from the 

perspective of the client. The importance 

of actors differs in host countries and in 

fragile states. While banks and MFIs have 

a role to play in both, relief organisations 

such as Cordaid, have a bigger role to 

play in fragile states than in Europe. Also 

international financial institutions and the 

international donor community should 

make sure that more financial resources 

and funding flow to fragile states, since 

Europe has the economic power, suf-

ficient financial resources and the experi-

ence with integration to deal with the 

inflow of refugees.

diScuSSion

Bumsteinas asked Farhat to expand the 

idea of social cohesion and the impor-

tance to target both refugees and the 

host community. Farhat explained that 

usually 4 to 5 sessions were needed to 

build the necessary trust for group lend-

ing. Therefore financial services were 

only provided after the non-financial 

services. Bumsteinas asked Mueffelmann 

to explain the surprising factor that relief 

organisations are not needed in Europe. 

Mueffelmann explained that Europe 

has the necessary financial systems and 

funds and that it is rather a political deci-

sion if these funds will be relocated to 

respond to the refugee crisis. Glisovic 

added some complexity to Mueffelmann’s 

statement that Europe can manage the 

refugee crisis. she stated that countries 

in Europe have divergent perspectives on 

the refugee crisis and also have different 

economic and financial situations, which 

complicates the situation. 

Niclaus Bergmann from the savings Banks 

Foundation for International Cooperation 

(sBFIC) drew attention to the practical 

issues of the refugee crisis. With approxi-

mately 500,000 refugees to open a bank 

account in Germany by the end of the 

year, practical issues that have to be dealt 

with include the lack of capacities in 

branches, language barriers, and financial 

illiteracy of the refugees. Farhat agreed 

and explained that their services therefore 

focus on the capacity building of staff 

members to better deal with refugees. 

Mueffelmann responded to a ques-

tion about the importance of informal 

finance services. she stated that it is 

rather important to find innovative ways 

within the formal financial sector to serve 

refugees. New delivery channels such as 

mobile phones could play an important 

role. Farhat concluded the discussion by 

addressing the legal issues with refugees. 

In Lebanon, syrian refugees only receive 

working permits in a few sectors, includ-

ing construction, cleaning and agriculture. 

This shows that microfinance has a role 

to play in developing other innova-

tive income generating activities, but 

that macroeconomic solutions are also 

needed. Bumsteinas agreed that micro-

finance has a role to play in the refugee 

crisis, but that it also has certain limits.
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BrinGinG financiaL SErVicES to undErSErVEd MarkEtS

MOderATOr Bart de BrUYNe, Independent consultant

SPeAkerS Henry dOMMeL, UNCDF

 Francis VAZHePArAMBIL, Standard Microfinance Bank Limited (Nigeria)

 kaspar WANSLeBeN, LMDF

prESEntationS

Bart DE BRUYNE introduced the topic of 

the session by sharing his recent impres-

sions from Rwanda, with branches of 

banks and MFIs popping up at every 

corner. so who and where are those with-

out access to finance? The Findex study 

shows that in the last three years, world-

wide access to finance increased from 50 

percent to 60 percent of the adult popu-

lation having bank accounts. Nonethe-

less, De Bruyne called attention to the 40 

percent of the population which remains 

unserved, bringing us to questions of who 

they are, what kind of services they need 

and how they can be reached.

In this context, Henry DOMMEL pointed 

out that reaching underserved markets is 

a challenge for everyone, including policy 

makers, also revealing that the key lies 

in obtaining good data and analysis. He 

revealed that, in order to tackle this issue, 

UNCDF launched a special initiative called 

Making Access Possible (MAP) in partner-

ship with FinMark Trust and Cenfri.  

He explained that MAP is a global diag-

nostic and programmatic framework 

which relies on a holistic approach to 

financial inclusion; it is a stakeholder 

process carried out with other donors, 

ministries and government actors, as 

well as with the private sector. At the 

moment, maps have been completed in 

six different countries, with an expansion 

plan which will reach 25 countries in the 

next few years. Dommel explained that 

the meta-analysis reveals a few cross-

cutting issues in the countries analysed. 

He firstly noted that, whereas societies 

are under stress due to issues such as 

epidemics or unequal growth, states do 

not have the capacity to provide services 

to their populations, thus creating difficul-

ties to drive financial inclusion. Dommel 

also brought attention to the ongoing 

use of informal financial services, which 

calls for the adaptation of formal services 

to reflect the benefits of informal ones 

such as convenience and flexible terms. 

Finally, the data showed that one quarter 

of the people in the countries covered 

is dependent, and that young adults 

are often heads of household. Financial 

services to cover this population, such as 

savings accounts, remain limited. To con-

clude his presentation, Dommel empha-

sized that the analysis of data through 

MAP unlocked financial inclusion, helping 

the industry understand specific segments 

and how to generate growth and employ-

ment. He admitted that many of those 

findings were already known, but that 

MAP went into more detail to confirm 

and better analyse the needs of the sector 

as well as the clients.

Francis VAZHEPARAMBIL brought in the 

context of micro level data by introducing 

the case of the standard Microfinance 

Bank Limited (sMBL), located in the 

Adamawa state, Nigeria. As a background 

note, he explained that Adamawa has 3.2 

million inhabitants, of which only three 

percent has access to formal finance. It 

is also a region which has been hit hard 

by insurgency, which led to a ten percent 

increase in financial exclusion in the last 

two years. Vazheparambil emphasized 

that, in addition to the region’s distance 

and unstable political situation, Adamawa 

suffers from deficit of trust in financial 

institutions. As such, sMBL had to find 

soft solutions to overcome these atti-

tude issues, such as the adoption of a 

village-centred approach. Vazheparambil 

explained that traditional systems are very 

active in Adamawa, thus the interaction 

with tribal chiefs was essential in influenc-

ing the population. In addition, the bank 

extended its programme on financial 

education, which increased trust and 

confidence in the financial institution.  

He also revealed that an important strat-

egy was to offer savings before loans, 

which goes with the traditional system. 

From the investor’s point of view, Kaspar 

WANsLEBEN explained that LMDF works 

in isolated countries, covering markets 
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where financial services are missing.  

He acknowledged that supporting under-

developed actors brings about two cor-

responding assumptions: 1) an inherent 

risk, where infrastructure and human 

capacity are lacking; and 2) a high poten-

tial. He clarified that growth patterns are 

much lower in underserved contexts and 

that, when things go wrong, the response 

from the system is usually inadequate 

due to a weak regulatory framework. 

Accordingly, working in these circum-

stances requires a long-term perspective 

and high risk tolerance. Wansleben used 

three interesting examples: 1) the Atlantic 

coast of Nicaragua, an unserved niche 

within a country; 2) the underdeveloped 

support to micro-entrepreneurs in Uru-

guay, which is a fairly developed country; 

and 3) the improper financial services 

targeting school fees in Kenya, which is 

a microfinance and technology pinnacle. 

To conclude his presentation, Wansleben 

mentioned three underserved areas which 

deserve the attention of investors: 1) 

smallholder agriculture; 2) youth financial 

inclusion; and 3) ecological challenges, 

such as energy efficiency.

diScuSSion

The first discussion point, directed to 

Vazheparambil, revolved around staff 

retention in a challenging environment 

such as Adamawa. Vazheparambil 

acknowledged that it is very difficult to 

recruit staff. Usually, the hired staff needs 

to be local due to their familiarity with the 

region and contact with local communi-

ties. He explained that the staff must be 

trained, which is done in-house and has 

received support from UNDP. Retention 

is the next challenge, since sMBL does 

experience large staff turnover. Through a 

performance management system, which 

is reviewed every quarter, the bank tries 

to link incentive to performance. 

A member of the audience confirmed 

that trust is a major issue in Nigeria, 

which makes it difficult to start client 

relationships through savings accounts. 

Vazheparambil responded that this 

approach is closely linked to traditional 

systems, and that it does help to start 

client relationships with a community-

based approach. Dommel confirmed this 

approach by emphasizing that the MAP 

data showed that formal services which 

mimic, adapt and embed tradition can be 

very powerful. 

Another discussion point revolved around 

the process to identify specific investment 

opportunities. Wansleben explained that 

LMDF relies on its close cooperation with 

Luxembourg-based NGO ADA to assess 

opportunities on the field, a process 

which requires time and sufficient data. 

These scope studies reveal how the mar-

ket works and what segments are avail-

able in a specific country or region.

Dommel addressed a question related 

to the engagement of investors and the 

public sector within MAP programmes. 

He emphasized that MAP should be 

seen as a public good, and that the 

programmes utilise complementary data 

from the public sector such as Central 

Banks and statistical offices. Dommel 

further clarified that it is the responsibil-

ity of the public sector to use the MAP 

data to create a roadmap in terms of 

policies. On the donor side, he brought 

attention to the need for collective 

efforts in terms of co-financing pro-

grammes, but also to use MAP data to 

strategize and implement. 

The panellists and the audience agreed 

that smallholder agriculture remains an 

immensely underserved sector, especially 

when it comes to specific services such as 

crop insurance. It was concluded that it is 

also necessary to change the expectations 

and terms of investors when it comes to 

smallholder microfinance, which is still 

perceived as a high-risk segment. 

The joint conclusions of the moderator and 

panellists revealed that there is an urgent 

need for the industry to come together 

so as to create solid partnerships and 

coordinate multi-actor interventions, thus 

promoting complementarity, ownership 

and holistic approaches. It was also noted 

that the collection and systematisation of 

data from the field play a crucial role in 

empowering and enabling organisations to 

make robust strategic decisions as well as 

to design sustainable interventions target-

ing underserved markets. The e-MFP Rural 

Outreach and Innovation Action Group can 

contribute to this development by further 

deepening access to finance and financial 

education for small holder farmers.
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thE roLE of apEXES in financiaL incLuSion

SPeAkerS Cécile LAPeNU, CERISE 

 dominique LeSAFFre, SIDI

 Alan MOOre, ILCUF / e-MFP

prESEntationS

Dominique LEsAFFRE kicked off by intro-

ducing sIDI as a French solidarity investor, 

working through alliances and accord-

ing to local agendas. He explained that 

even though much has been written and 

documented on microfinance, very little is 

written about the role of Apexes as local 

actors for the microfinance sector. What 

is the agenda to create an Apex body in 

a country? sIDI realised that it is impor-

tant to define that role more clearly, and 

decided to publish a guidebook on the 

design, launching and management of 

an Apex, with the assistance of CERIsE. 

The recommendations in this guidebook 

will be based on an analysis of selected 

Apexes in six countries according to five 

topics: legal status; governance; targets, 

products & services; economic model; and 

social performance management. Regions 

and countries included: East Africa Region 

(one Apex), senegal, south Africa, Colom-

bia, Guatemala and Peru.

Cécile LAPENU continued by explaining 

the early findings of the analyses. They 

used CGAP’s definition of an Apex. On 

the first topic, legal status, Lapenu men-

tioned many different forms, ranging from 

public, to private, to cooperative. she also 

mentioned that Apexes are not very much 

on the radar of local legislation, whereas 

this is considered relevant to assure access 

to financing and support in the local con-

text. While some flexibility is important, 

it is crucial to provide more clarity on the 

structure and status of an Apex body, also 

in the light of funding it. On the topic of 

governance, Lapenu sees this as the key 

to drive an organisation, more than the 

legal status. Governance must be defined 

by the membership, sometimes involv-

ing the “clients”, i.e. the microfinance 

institutions. Moreover, the relation with 

the state or government entities needs 

to be clear, including mechanisms for 

collaboration and overview. On targets, 

products and services, it is important to 

highlight the specific functions and added 

value of the Apex, as well as the financ-

ing and re-financing of its operations, the 

role of international funders and actors 

vs. national networks, technical assistance 

to members, and views on sustainability 

aspects. 

The Apex must also clarify its fee structure 

and indicate how its (innovative) non-

financial services will lead to improved 

professionalization. As for the economic 

model, there needs to be a clear idea 

about revenues and the competitive oper-

ating environment. Like for the previous 

topic, financing/re-financing of opera-

tions needs to be defined, focusing on 
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innovative value chain models and targets 

(involving sometimes extended member-

ship such as producer organisations or 

social businesses). This is often context 

specific and difficult to replicate, also 

depending on membership structure, the 

training model for actors and knowledge 

and capacity levels. Concerning social 

impacts and performance, it has to be 

realised that this is a valuable, but long 

process, and requires effort and invest-

ment in capacity building.

subsequently, Alan MOORE shared experi-

ences of the Irish League of Cooperative 

Unions Foundation (ILCUF) in working 

with Apex bodies (sACCOs). ILCUF’s mis-

sion comes down to “helping people to 

help themselves”. In his experience, sAC-

COs need some 10-15 years to develop 

a mature structure, as was also the case 

with the ILCU Foundation, which has been 

in existence since 1980. He showed the 

different roles and functions of an Apex 

from the perspective of the cooperative 

unions (CUs), members and the public.  

It is important to develop a long term 

perspective, with a clear legal structure 

and operations model. Regulation is cru-

cial for service provision, which he showed 

with a slide on the core functions of Apex 

partners they work with. This can differ 

considerably from country to country. 

sustainability of the Apex is dependent  

on a number of factors, and requires more 

than a symbolic contribution from mem-

bers. In general, it will take more than five 

years to become financially sustainable. 

He demonstrated this through an example 

of Ethiopia, where the sACCO structure is 

still quite basic for such a big country. He 

concluded his presentation with a number 

of characteristics of a CU Apex, such as on 

competition, ownership, monitoring, and 

leadership and innovation.

diScuSSion

Lesaffre opened the discussion by asking 

about the innovative capacity of Apexes; 

are they in the lead to innovate or are 

they following development patterns? 

According to Moore, this will depend also 

on the membership structure and roles of 

the Apex, but he would expect sACCOs 

to lead in such processes. On the ques-

tion whether ILCUF assessed the success 

of the Apexes it works with, and how 

this is measured, Moore answered they 

have only recently started to do so more 

intensively. They are now looking further 

into their sustainability and the added 

value they provide. Lesaffre added that it is 

important to define what success means. 

More research is needed to identify quan-

titative benchmarks on their strategic 

positioning within a country, in relation 

to other relevant actors. This will in turn 

require indicators for relationships with 

clients, and with the environment as a 

whole. According to Lapenu, this requires 

identifying buy-in from the members, 

the capacity of the Apex to evolve and 

adapt, as well as the monitoring of this 

development and the use of services by 

clients. Lesaffre subsequently mentioned 

that there are already tools for measur-

ing success, but that the debate needs 

to be brought to the level of the Apexes 

involved. 

On the question whether the funding 

sources of Apexes are local investments or 

come from outside, Lesaffre answered that 

next to business models proper (design 

and structure), this is one of the key out-

comes expected from the analysis in rela-

tion to sustainability. Lapenu added that 

this also involves defining criteria to assess 

value added. Moore responded that right 

governance is key to generate added value 

and access to funding.

Lesaffre continued the discussion by point-

ing out that we should avoid duplication 

of efforts. According to the audience, this 

can be countered by developing skills, 

structure and tools on the part of Apexes, 

in order to be able to effectively commu-

nicate in this respect. Lesaffre replied that 

this is also confirmed by the early findings 

of the research. Besides a strong manager, 

it will require appropriate internal rules 

and governance, transparency and com-

munication, and hence reduced distance 

from the membership. The Guidebook on 

Apexes by sIDI and partners is expected to 

appear in February 2016.
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hoW can MiVS Stay rELEVant in MaturinG MarkEtS?

MOderATOr Sachin S VANkALAS, LuxFLAG

SPeAkerS Christophe BOCHATAY, Triple Jump

 Loïc de CANNIÈre, INCOFIN

 Brad SWANSON, Developing World Markets

 Maria Teresa ZAPPIA, BlueOrchard

prESEntationS and diScuSSion

sachin s VANKALAs welcomed the audi-

ence and started the session by introduc-

ing the speakers and providing an over-

view of the major trends related to MIVs, 

based on symbiotics’ 2015 MIV survey. 

As of December 2014, there are approxi-

mately 110 MIVs operating in five differ-

ent continents with total assets adding up 

to UsD 10 billion. MIVs represent 10-15 

percent of the total microfinance market-

place. Growth in 2014 was lower than in 

2013 but all MIVs still recorded a steady 

growth of 13 percent in total assets and 

16 percent in microfinance portfolio. 

Furthermore, consolidation is taking place 

among MIVs - In 2014, 9 new MIVs were 

created and 12 ceased activities either 

because they matured/wound-down (9 

out of 12) or because they were incorpo-

rated into another entity. Finally, MIVs are 

diversifying their portfolio towards Micro-

finance Plus (MF+) microfinance products 

related to specific themes, such as climate 

change, housing or education have come 

to represent around seven percent of 

MIV assets. There is clearly growth, but 

also some limitations, when compared 

to previous years. This leads to the ques-

tion how MIVs can remain relevant to the 

market with competition from local banks 

and lenders in the market.

The panellists were then asked to intro-

duce themselves and to react to the sym-

biotics study. Maria Teresa ZAPPIA noted 

that BlueOrchard is an impact investor 

with a total of UsD 1.5 billion under man-

agement. BlueOrchard recently rebranded 

their organisation from a microfinance 

investor to an impact investor, as they 

are now also investing in other topics 

such as education and climate insurance, 

besides traditional microfinance. Zappia 

challenged the statement that the mar-

ket for MIVs is becoming saturated. she 

sees many opportunities in underserved 

markets.

Loïc DE CANNIÈRE from INCOFIN, started 

by claiming that MIV is an outdated term. 

He prefers the term private equity fund. 

INCOFIN manages around UsD 700 mil-

lion in assets. De Cannière then referred 

to the MIV survey, mentioning that the 

total of UsD 10 billion consists of equity 

stakes as well as debt investments which 

provide a very confusing picture. 

Christophe BOCHATAY represented Triple 

Jump which manages approximately UsD 

500 million, consisting of a wide variety 

of funds. In general, he sees a maturing 

sector with more competition from local 

banks and increasing consolidation. He 

noted that MFIs are raising more deposits 

and undergoing rapid change in the sec-

tor due to technological innovations.

Brad sWANsON of Developing World 

Markets, a Us-based fund manager with 

both debt and equity funds under man-

agement, noted that the sector should 

indeed “work itself out of a job”, mean-

ing that local banks should take over as 

they are better equipped to take on the 

task. He sees, however, that there remains 

a demand in the south for private equity 

as it still not sufficiently available from 

local sources. He hopes that in the future 

local actors will also take up this task. 

Vankalas then continued by asking the 

panel whether they are mostly investing in 

tier 1 MFIs. How can you remain relevant 

in this reality when the large, mature,  
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tier 1, well established MFIs have multiple 

possibilities of financing available at their 

hand and are in a position to select which 

MIV to use? De Cannière responded that 

there are still many products in developing 

markets lacking sophistication, referring 

to India as an example of a matured mar-

ket with a lot of standardised products. 

INCOFIN aims to deepen the services 

provided by their investees and supported 

swanson’s statement that equity is a good 

way to do so. swanson added that Devel-

oping World Markets sees equity finance 

as a stage in development, just like micro-

finance. When Developing World Markets 

invests in an MFI, the organisation prefers 

to exit by selling to banks. In the past 18 

months, his organisation sold three MFIs 

to banks, of which one was a bank in the 

south. According to swanson, the biggest 

challenge to bring an MFI to a point where 

an MIV can exit is not on the operation 

side but on the governance. Governance 

systems need to be ready to accommodate 

growth towards the formal sector.

Vankalas changed subject by asking the 

panel how MIVs tackle the currency deval-

uation issue which has caused substantial 

defaults in several markets. Zappia replied 

that there is a lot to be done in the provi-

sion of local currency and that even exist-

ing hedging options are far from optimal. 

In addition, in some markets the provision 

of unhedged local currency (e.g. Viet-

nam) is a must but this brings significant 

currency risks in fund portfolios and can 

only be a choice in a limited number of 

markets and for very small exposures. De 

Cannière added that imbalances occur 

in currencies market. He mentioned that 

INCOFIN is no longer in the African mar-

ket because it cannot provide competitive 

interest rates compared to local banks. 

He promoted MIVs to push for savings 

instead, because that is still an area where 

they can add value to local markets. 

Vankalas then turned the subject to 

regulation by governments and central 

banks and key issues such as introduc-

tion of interest rate caps in several devel-

oped markets. De Cannière is taking this 

more into consideration than before and 

sometimes chooses not to invest. Zappia 

agreed with him and finds regulation a 

very challenging topic as she observed 

that many defaults in microfinance are 

related to regulations and political inter-

ventions. 

After swanson mentioned the impor-

tance of standardisation of social perfor-

mance in the Us market, Vankalas asked 

Bochatay to give his opinion on social per-

formance reporting within the MIV sector. 

He answered that while the microfinance 

sector has a long tradition, MIVs lag 

behind on social reporting and stressed 

that harmonizing standards for measuring 

social performance is crucial. The panel 

agreed that expectations are too high 

regarding social performance measure-

ment by MIVs. De Cannière added that 

MIVs should aim for sMART impact and 

outcome indicators and restrict the total 

amount of indicators. In line with social 

performance the panel agreed that more 

focus is needed on thematic funding to 

diversify portfolios and to have clearer 

social performance outputs. Moreover, 

MIVs should aim to identify successful tier 

2/3 MFIs in rural areas which can support 

their double bottom line approach. How-

ever, the panel agreed that tier 2/3 MFIs 

cannot be their core business. 

A participant in the audience asked the 

panel for their opinion and experiences 

on diversified activities. Zappia responded 

that many MFIs are already investing in 

other services, such as housing or educa-

tion, but often not in a proactive man-

ner. The opportunity is to see how MIVs 

could facilitate the formalisation of such 

products. De Cannière added that rural 

finance products can also be very interest-

ing. swanson mentioned that potential to 

diversify product portfolios also depends 

on the structure of the MFI. 

The audience finally asked if MIVs include 

producers from immature markets in their 

portfolio. De Cannière responded that 

INCOFIN started a fair-trade fund and he 

was amazed that MFIs often do not focus 

on farmers and producer organisations. 

Zappia agreed but also pointed out the 

risks of rural finance products and options 

to reduce these risks by having a broad 

and diversified portfolio. 
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financiaL SErVicES to incrEaSE rESiLiEncE to naturaL diSaStErS 

MOderATOr Hannah SIedek, EIB

SPeAkerS Annalisa BIANCHeSSI, Microinsurance Network

 James kUrZ, Mercy Corps

 Stewart McCULLOCH, VisionFund International

prESEntationS 

Hannah sIEDEK welcomed the audience, 

highlighting that the presentations of the 

speakers would address the role of finan-

cial services after the Typhoon Haiyan in 

November 2013. Haiyan was one of the 

strongest tropical cyclones ever recorded, 

devastating portions of southeast Asia, 

particularly the Philippines. The typhoon 

left 1.6 million people displaced in the 

country. 

stewart McCULLOCH, Global Insurance 

Director at VisionFund International, 

illustrated Haiyan’s devastating effect on 

people’s livelihood with a video. The video 

showed that, following a humanitarian 

disaster, microfinance has the potential to 

support people’s recovery by empower-

ing them economically. VisionFund set 

up the Livelihood Restoration Loan which 

was launched three months after the 

typhoon. The critical feature of the loan 

has been the increased flexibility in terms 

of loan amount, and loan term as well as 

the lowered service fee. This assured that 

the loans were designed to work for each 

individual client. An impact evaluation, 

almost two years after Haiyan, showed 

that 97 percent of the 3,000 clients 

surveyed found that the loan had been 

helpful in restoring their livelihood and 

the majority of clients reported a quick 

recovery thanks to the loan. McCulloch 

concluded that the loan helped people 

to restore their income through microfi-

nance. Additionally, the 97 percent on-

time repayment rate proves that “active 

management of clients through disasters 

is also good business”. The success of the 

livelihood restoration loan has led Vision-

Fund to set up recovery lending in fragile 

African states affected by El Niño. 

James KURZ, manager of Institutional 

Financial services, introduced the global 

humanitarian relief and development 

organization Mercy Corps. The organisa-

tion builds financial services companies 

and other social-businesses to increase 

financial inclusion. Mercy Corps believes 

that access to financial services before, 

during and after a disaster has a mean-

ingful impact on recovery and outcomes. 

Kurz gave several examples of cases when 

access to financial services supported 

people’s recovery. After the Bosnia/serbia 

floods in May 2014, Partner, one of 12 

MFIs founded by Mercy Corps, enabled 

the rapid identification of victims in need 

of assistance to rebuild their homes and 

businesses. In the Philippines, follow-

ing Haiyan, Mercy Corps leveraged its 

close relationship with BanKO to deliver 

emergency cash via mobile money. since 

microinsurance for natural hazards is 

scarce and has not achieved critical 

scale, one of Mercy Corps newest pro-

jects includes the social-business MiCRO 

(Microinsurance Catastrophe Risk Organi-

sation). With several pilots of micro- and 

mesoinsurance running, MiCRO is com-

mitted to the idea that microinsurance 

can be brought to scale by using a deal 

maker in the middle of the chain. This 

actor can make critical upfront efforts 

and bear first-mover risk, bridge the gap 

between global and local actors and dem-

onstrate demand and feasibility.

Annalisa BIANCHEssI provided a sector 

point of view from the Microinsurance 

Network, a global multi-stakeholder 

platform for microinsurance industry and 

experts. Given the fact that the Philip-

pines has the highest insurance penetra-

tion in Asia and Oceania, the unfortunate 

disaster in the Philippines allowed for 

a study to understand how microinsur-

ance service providers responded and 

performed in terms of claims processing 

and benefits payments in the aftermath 

of Haiyan, as well as how that affected 

the clients of these service providers. 

The study showed that as of July 2014, 

111,000 out of 126,362 microinsurance 

claims had been paid out, with 27 per-

cent of reported claims already paid in 

the first 4.5 weeks after the typhoon. The 

quick response was especially facilitated 

by strong agent-client relationships and 
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a good collaboration between regula-

tors, insurers and intermediaries to serve 

the client’s needs. Moreover, some inter-

mediaries had a disaster team that had 

been trained for typhoons, allowing for 

a quick response. In addition, the trust 

between intermediaries and providers 

enabled faster claims settlements. The 

quick response after the typhoon led to a 

greater demand for microinsurance after 

the event. Bianchessi concluded that the 

loans brought added value to the clients 

and that microinsurance should be a 

formal part of the Disaster Risk Manage-

ment Framework as it has an important 

role to play in disaster rehabilitation and 

recovery. 

diScuSSion

Bruno Molijn from Oxfam Novib ques-

tioned the possible roles of funders, if 

it makes sense to lobby governments 

to make funds available to MFIs as an 

important part of emergency funding. 

McCulloch stressed that there is a role 

since funds are needed. Next to funds, 

organisations like VisionFund play a key 

part to provide information on how to 

use those funds to best manage clients 

through disasters in a sensible way. Never-

theless, McCulloch mentioned that there 

are maybe better ways, referring to meso 

level insurance packages which take small 

amounts of premium and create institu-

tional shock absorber schemes. Vision-

Fund is creating one, MiCRO is another 

example. This way, the industry could deal 

with shocks themselves. Kurz agreed and 

stated that capital markets and mecha-

nisms such as catastrophe bonds have a 

crucial role to play. Capital markets have 

more financial resources available than 

many aid agencies or governments from 

developing countries. In addition, Kurz 

mentioned that timing is an important 

issue in disaster relief management and 

ex-ante solution can make funds available 

much faster than donors can raise funds. 

silke Mueffelmann from the Frank-

furt school of Finance & Management 

questioned the novelty of microfinance 

in disaster rehabilitation and recovery. 

McCulloch agreed that recovery lending 

is nothing new, but highlighted that the 

bureaucratization of the ex-ante financing 

techniques is. Kurz shared his experience 

that it might take up to six months to 

raise money after a disaster, with adverse 

effects on the livelihoods of clients. Once 

ex-ante techniques are institutionalized, it 

is possible to make resources available a 

few days after a disaster has occurred. 

Further discussion revolved around dif-

fering lending techniques depending on 

types of disasters and if prices of financial 

services increase directly after a disaster. 

Kurz explained that depending on the 

severity of a disaster, prices may go up. 

Usually science and risk profiling at larger 

scale determine the pricing.
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toWardS thE iMpLEMEntation of SuStainaBLE forWard-LookinG  
riSk ManaGEMEnt: chaLLEnGES and LESSonS LEarnEd 

MOderATOr kevin FrYATT, Risk management Initiative in Microfinance (RIM)

SPeAkerS Ligia CASTrO-MONGe, ADA/REDCAMIF

 Florian GrOHS, Oikocredit

 Charles ISINGOMA, Hofokam (Uganda)

prESEntationS and diScuSSion

Kevin FRYATT introduced the subject and 

panellists, who represented different 

perspectives: that of MFI, investor/techni-

cal assistance provider, and consultant 

respectively. Ligia CAsTRO replaced Claire 

Ozanne of PAMIGA, who unfortunately 

could not attend.

After presenting the Risk Management 

Graduation Model (RMGM), Fryatt ques-

tioned Charles IsINGOMA on Hofokam’s 

recent transformation process, and the 

practical challenges that had meant in 

terms of risk management. Isingoma 

explained that probably one of the big-

ger challenges had been the different 

backgrounds of Board members. The skills 

gap to fulfil its oversight role required the 

Board to engage in training to acquire 

essential skills. Castro added that there 

are lots of tools to use, but more impor-

tant is how to manage Board exposure to 

capacity building efforts. Boards usually 

get a lot of training and learn how to 

use nice words, so it is crucial that they 

learn to really practice risk management 

and take on their respective responsibili-

ties: “who is the owner of the risk?” This 

requires a strategic view on resolving 

operational issues. Isingoma added that 

indeed it is important to harmonise and 

be aware of respective backgrounds in 

order to effectively tackle challenges.

When asked by Fryatt how to avoid fire-

fighting behaviour in the organisation, 

Isingoma responded that the appetite for 

risk management in an organisation, e.g. 

its risk culture, needs to evolve. According 

to Castro, backgrounds and values need 

to be standardised; changing behaviour 

and overcoming personal views and inter-

ests. When asked by Fryatt whether this 

means formalising the roles of manage-

ment, Castro agreed and added that a 

change is needed to evolve from an NGO 

culture into a formal culture and to over-

come the resistance to change.

Florian GROHs reflected on his experi-

ence at a recent FMO event on risk 

management, adding that a risk manager 

is highly important in a financial institu-

tion. Bringing into the discussion the 

role of the regulators, Grohs explained 

that forward-looking risk management 
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is difficult to grasp. He gave the example 

of Cambodia, where a strong oversight 

role of the regulator was instrumental 

in avoiding over-indebtedness. This also 

involved awareness of joint risks and 

solutions, strong leaders, and the role of 

MIVs and facilitators in the sector. Castro 

questioned whether this is then a real 

concern or more a fashion, as longer term 

solutions are required to prevent over-

indebtedness. According to Grohs, one of 

the roles of the regulator in this respect is 

to assure reserve fund provisions.

Fryatt continued by asking the panellists 

what should be done in the institutions 

to get them to move from a qualitative 

approach on risk towards a more quan-

titative approach. Isingoma mentioned 

the importance of a strong management 

information system, which is robust and 

collects and provides the right data for 

decision-making. Castro responded that 

there is an inherent danger with informa-

tion systems to have poor quality data, 

therefore requiring training in registering 

correct and proper data sets. At the same 

time, she stressed to not only rely on 

quantitative data but also revert to  

the basics of qualitative understanding.  

A participant from the audience added to 

this the value of feedback from the work 

floor, and the 4-eyes principle of check-

ing, i.e. to come with practical solutions 

rather than too much quantitative analy-

sis. Fryatt confirmed and pointed to the 

need to build capacities and understand-

ing concerning the graduation model and 

hence develop specific skills sets for an 

appropriate comprehensive risk manage-

ment system. He referred to some kind 

of ‘urban myth’ that big institutions will 

have robust risk management systems, 

which is currently not necessarily the 

case. The Risk Management House and 

the Graduation Model offer tools in this 

respect.

According to Isingoma, in his institution, 

some risk analytics, like sensitivity analysis, 

do not yet have a risk management tool. 

He further explained that Hofokam had 

identified a need to achieve more sustain-

ability, for which they needed to enhance 

the internal control processes. They 

established a risk management depart-

ment in the period 2007-09 and after 

2010, established their department of 

compliance, with the aim to enhance the 

capacity for internal accountability. Castro 

pointed out that the ADA/REDCAMIF 

project aims to get a buy-in from users to 

stick to rules and compliance, in order to 

manage credit, operational and financial 

risks. she advocates including risk analysis 

in every strategic plan, and establishing 

a risk management culture as part of an 

organisation’s foundation.

Fryatt summarised the discussion on 

forward-looking risk management among 

the panellists as being concerned with: 

risk gaps, risk culture in organisations 

and boards, and data issues. He then 

invited questions from the audience. A 

Rabobank risk manager referred to the 

corporate responsibility of financial insti-

tutions to bring risks under control, and 

to prevent microfinance causing a next 

financial crisis. Concerned with putting 

too much theoretical weight in a risk 

management framework, he did not fully 

agree with the Risk Management House 

fulfilling its purpose if it is built on loose 

sand. Although the Risk Management 

Graduation Model addresses Know Your 

Customer (KYC), from his perspective, 

the model does not well reflect the reality 

on the work floor, where ‘knowing the 

customer’ is important. What if the client 

is not complying with social, environmen-

tal and other issues? We should learn 

from crises, and not base too much on 

theoretical models. Another member of 

the audience, on the other hand, pointed 

to a number of good developments, and 

improvement of credit performance. He 

stressed the importance of rewarding staff 

and customers through incentives and 

promotion if there is a good and profit-

able performance. A participant from 

Egypt added that the culture is changing, 

leading to a major exercise in risk man-

agement. There is now experience with 

top-down and bottom-up approaches. 

‘Crunching numbers’ is not enough, you 

need to get buy-in and ownership, so you 

have to reward people that perform well. 

Fryatt concluded that building the Risk 

Management House indeed requires 

considerable time and capacity building, 

in particular also in areas of change man-

agement and changing business culture. 

Castro added that this is not a standard-

ised process, and involves everybody, not 

just a risk manager. MFIs need to prioritise 

risk management and be prepared to get 

their hands dirty. Grohs also pointed to 

training in risk culture, not only for credit 

risks but also operational and financial. 

According to Isingoma, the Risk Manage-

ment Graduation Model provides a practi-

cal framework for MFIs to structure their 

risk management function.
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ManaGinG SociaL pErforMancE: Spi4-aLinuS

MOderATOr Jürgen HAMMer, Grameen Crédit Agricole Microfinance Foundation / SPTF

SPeAkerS Samir BArGHOUTHI, ACAD (Palestine)

 Micol GUArNerI, Independent consultant

 Cécile LAPeNU, CERISE

prESEntationS 

Jürgen HAMMER opened this session by 

explaining the reasons why sPTF was cre-

ated and recalled the Universal standards 

of social Performance Management, a 

proposal to structure all the issues of social 

performance management (sPM) into 6 

global dimensions and 19 standards. 

Cécile LAPENU mentioned that the sPI4 

is a social audit tool designed for MFIs to 

assess their practices and is completely 

aligned with the Universal standards of 

sPM (UssPM). she explained how the 

sPI4 can be used as a self-assessment tool 

for MFIs. she mentioned that for first time 

sPI4 users, CERIsE provides feedback on 

data consistency and ways to improve 

overall data quality. sPI4 facilitates report-

ing on the MIX sP indicators, which are 

included in the tool. sPI4 offers a variety 

of reporting formats including separate 

reports summarising the MFI’s level of 

implementation on the Universal stand-

ards, the smart Certification standards, 

and the MIX social performance indica-

tors.

Lapenu explained that the Universal 

standards draw on good practices from 

leading industry initiatives, such as the 

smart Campaign, MF Transparency, 

CERIsE, Imp-Act Consortium, ILO, and 

practices that the financial services provid-

ers (FsPs) have already been successfully 

implementing in the field. she stressed 

that all of these practices are contained 

in one manual. The six dimensions in the 

Universal standards are: defining and 

monitoring social goals; ensuring board, 

management and employee commit-

ment to social goals; designing products, 

services, delivery models and channels 

that meet clients’ needs and preferences; 

treating clients responsibly; treating 

employees responsibly; balancing financial 

and social performance. she remarked 

that sPI4 standardises reporting across 

stakeholder groups and thereby reduces 

the burden on FsPs. The main reasons 

why FsPs should use the sPI4 is because 

it will help them manage their social per-

formance, spend less time on reporting 

requirements and more time on improving 

practices. she added that the sPI4 was 

launched in 2014 and is available for free. 

The only commitment for an FsP using 

sPI4 is that it should report the results to 

CERIsE. she then talked about the ALI-

NUs working group (ALigning Investors 

due diligence to the Universal standards), 

a group of investors and fund managers 

committed to using the Universal stand-
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ards / sPI4 in their investments. Currently 

there are 12 MIVs who have developed a 

joint selection in sPI4 and test it in their 

due diligence process. 

Micol GUARNERI guided the audience 

through the use of sPI 4 with ACAD 

and the subsequent sPM work that was 

conducted within the framework of TA 

Project financed by the EIB to support the 

transformation of ACAD NGO into ACAD 

Finance. Assisted by the TA expert team, 

ACAD updated its business strategy and 

built a full set of new policies, procedures 

and manuals to meet regulatory require-

ments. The sPM component of the pro-

ject aimed at assisting ACAD to improve 

its sPM practices, mainly by integrating 

sPM aspects into the new business plan 

and operational manuals; integrating sPM 

into ACAD training curricula; identifying 

social indicators and integrating them into 

the reporting to the board of directors 

and coaching senior management on the 

tools created and sPM implementation. 

Guarneri pointed out the advantages of 

using sPI4. sPI4 was used to facilitate 

the design of the TA component and of 

a complete sPM action plan for ACAD. 

It is a tool ACAD can institutionalise, an 

operational tool that can facilitate internal 

monitoring of the sPM action plan by 

ACAD. The set of documentation and 

resources associated with the sPI tool 

will support ACAD in actually improving 

practices. sPI4’ was also used because 

it allows global reporting to a grow-

ing number of investors and is aligned 

with other industry initiatives. she then 

presented the main UssPM findings and 

explained how they focused on working 

towards the main weaknesses by creating 

action plans and implementing improve-

ments. she noted that the board of direc-

tors was regularly being informed on the 

progresses of the UssPM implementation 

action plan. she closed her presenta-

tion by stating that the main reason for 

success was that sPM became a part 

of ACAD’s normal business operation 

as ACAD has now integrated sPM into 

operations of all levels. she added that 

the board of directors’ buy-in also played 

a crucial role. 

samir BARGHOUTHI, CEO of ACAD 

explained how they decided to use sPM 

when they underwent transformation 

from an NGO to an MFI. He explained 

that many of the employees within the 

organisation were afraid that ACAD was 

going to lose focus on its social mission 

by transforming into an MFI. He explained 

how integrating sPM in ACAD was a 

challenging procedure as working in the 

Palestinian Territories meant they needed 

to work with different legal and regula-

tory frameworks per region. He stressed 

that the commitment from shareholders, 

top management and board of directors 

was of crucial importance during the 

entire procedure. He added that an inter-

nal auditor was delegated by the board to 

have authority to audit the implementa-

tion of the social performance. He then 

went through the social action plan and 

the various UssPM areas to give examples 

of the various actions that have been 

implemented and the work still in pro-

gress. 

diScuSSion

Hammer explained how ALINUs can be 

used by investors and that it is a very flex-

ible tool that can be adapted to specific 

organisational needs. A question from an 

EIB representative related to the work-

load needed to use the ALINUs tool in 

due-diligence. Hammer explained that a 

continuously growing number of organisa-

tions have done an sPI4 assessment. The 

CERIsE tool allows them to download this 

information directly into an ALINUs tool. 

He explained how by using the ALINUs 

tool, investors can focus their work on data 

analysis and improvement plans, looking 

into the different areas of UssPM, instead 

of spending time collecting data on due 

diligence. He also stressed that social rating 

agencies will be using sPI4 in their valida-

tion procedures, and in the rating process 

provide a “validation” of data quality. 

Another question from the audience was 

about the reaction of organisations in the 

field when investors ask them to do an 

sPI4 assessment. sPI4/ALINUs includes 

approximately 80 indicators which can 

take time to answer. Hammer explained 

that a large number of the indicators 

included in the sPI4 are already part of a 

normal due diligence procedure. Moreo-

ver, he added that about 60 percent of the 

indicators in the sPI4 come from the smart 

Campaign indicators. Organisations that 

have already done a smart Campaign - 

self-assessment or certification - can auto-

matically upload these indicators into sPI4. 

A question from ALIDE Benin was about 

the importance of reaching out to regula-

tors. Hammer explained that there is a reg-

ulators’ stakeholder group present in sPTF. 

For many issues, for example transparent 

pricing, it is increasingly being approached 

and getting involved in the process. Lap-

enu added that regulators are already 

working with client protection indicators 

of the smart Campaign. she emphasized 

that CERIsE is thinking about creating a 

similar tool to ALINUs for the regulators. 

However, she noted that CERIsE and sPTF 

needs to work with regulators to under-

stand which indicators would be of inter-

est to them to track on a regular basis. 

Hammer added that now that the industry 

has sPI4 as a standard tool, regulators can 

keep track of sPM much easier.
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faciLitatinG accESS to utiLity SErVicES throuGh diGitaL financE  
in EMErGinG MarkEtS

MOderATOr Marie-Sophie TAr, PHB Development 

SPeAkerS Michel HANOUCH, CGAP

 Paul MUGAMBI, Kytabu and PHB Development

 Helene SMerTNIk, GSMA

prESEntationS

Marie-sophie TAR opened the session by 

noting that it was organised by the e-MFP 

Digital Innovations for Financial Empower-

ment Action Group. Tar emphasized that 

affordable access to basic services such 

as power, water and education is key to 

sustainable development. In this regard, 

Digital Finance Plus (DF+) is an innova-

tive approach in the field which creates a 

link between access to basic services and 

digital finance. she invited the audience 

to explore the integration of DF+ into 

their own activities and businesses, subse-

quently introducing the very diverse panel 

of experts.

Michel HANOUCH, firstly introduced the 

work of CGAP on branchless banking, 

which is divided into three areas: 1) build-

ing up the inclusive payment ecosystem; 

2) adding other financial services to foun-

dational blocks and increasing knowledge; 

and 3) using these rails to solve real-life 

problems such as access to energy, clean 

water and education – which was the ori-

gin of DF+. Hanouch mentioned that two 

high level hypotheses are being tested in 

DF+: 1) whether Digital Financial services 

(DFs) has transformational potential in 

terms of the reach, affordability, efficiency 

and transparency in the provision of 

essential services such as energy, educa-

tion and water; and 2) whether these 

services would enable people to adopt a 

broad range DFs. In terms of the adoption 

of DFs this could have two components, i) 

whether the link to DFs incentivizes users 

of these essential services to register for 

and use mobile money and ii) whether the 

data generated by digital payments for 

essential services would help build credit 

profiles and open opportunities for addi-

tional products. Hanouch explained that 

energy was the first sector to be looked 

at, mostly due to the high number of peo-

ple who still lack access to energy (around 

1.1 billion) or to reliable energy. In pay-as-

you-go (PAYG) solar systems, the costs of 

connection amount to UsD 125-250, in 

contrast to UsD 1,000-2,000 per house-

hold in traditional grids. In addition, the 

model uses consumer financing to achieve 

affordability, while the customer pre-pays 

for energy days via mobile money. In rela-

tion to the two hypotheses, it has been 

generally observed that: 1) the model 

does not scale without customer-wallet 

digital payments; and 2) off-grid service 

provision is driving uptake of digital finan-

cial services; there is a trust element cre-

ated between the customer and provider.

Hanouch also talked about the DF+ 

readiness study, a framework developed 

in cooperation with McKinsey which 

addresses various aspects such as the 

telecom infrastructure, the adoption 

and outreach of digital financial services, 

the role of government and regulation, 

and the main players and challenges to 

improve the delivery of services. To end 

his presentation, Hanouch mentioned 

that CGAP is moving from energy to 

other services such as water and educa-

tion, which will serve as a basis to test 

their hypotheses. 

Helene sMERTNIK, replacing Arunjay 

Katakam, presented DF+ from the per-

spective of a Mobile Network Opera-

tor (MNO). To frame her presentation, 

smertnik reminded the audience that 

digital finance is not an end in itself, 

but a means to target services such as 

education, health and other utilities. 

she specifically highlighted the Mobile 

for Development Utilities Programme, 

which leverages mobile technology and 

infrastructure to improve access to basic 

energy, water and sanitation services. 

smertnik emphasized that mobile access 

extends beyond the reach of the actual 

infrastructure, positioning it as a unique 

catalyst, helping to increase access to 
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these services. she also clarified that the 

programme focuses on mobile bill pay-

ments which can be done in two ways: 

1) over-the-counter; and 2) mobile wallet. 

From the perspective of MNOs, services 

can be provided in three ways: 1) pre-set; 

2) customized, which requires more trust 

and investment; 3) shared Application 

Program Interfaces (APIs), which is cur-

rently an ambition rather than a wide-

spread practice. According to smertnik, 

the upscaling of mobile bill payment 

depends on a few variables, such as the 

maturity of mobile financial services and 

network operators, as well as the con-

nectivity level. In general, mobile bill pay-

ment can be seen as an enabler for the 

customer, thus eliminating upfront cost of 

equipment and contributing to new reve-

nues for entrepreneurs, to energy savings 

and generally higher quality of life.

Paul MUGAMBI brought in the perspec-

tive of the end client to the panel, provid-

ing practical insights to the facilitation of 

access to utility services. After pointing 

out that the creation of digital finance has 

produced a platform that enables people 

to innovate services, Mugambi divided 

his presentation into four specific pay-as-

you-go services: 1) Electricity: Mugambi 

highlighted the role of pre-payment in 

electricity, explaining that clients are 

used to consuming in small bites and 

end up being more careful about their 

expenditures when this system is used. 

The pre-payment system for electricity 

also enables the client to pay from any 

location by using mobile money. How-

ever, the system requires new equipment 

and consumer education. Mugambi also 

explained that the client must have some 

liquidity in order to pay for electricity in 

advance. 2) solar energy: Mugambi clas-

sified two pay-as-you-go models: ‘pay to 

own’, where the client slowly pays for the 

ownership of the equipment and ‘solar as 

a service’, where the client pre-pays for 

energy days via mobile money. 3) Water: 

Mugambi explained that water manage-

ment presents a number of challenges 

in revenue collection and reporting. In 

an automated service solution, the client 

is able to load money into a smart card 

which is linked to the amount of water 

they can collect. When presented to the 

machine, the smart card will send money 

to a central account. 4) Education: In a 

service resembling Amazon, clients can 

lease books in tailored bites, which can 

lower the costs down to between 50 and 

70 percent when compared to purchas-

ing. The system works according to two 

models, where either the parents pre-pay 

for their children or governments/schools 

pre-pay for students.

diScuSSion

The first discussion point revolved around 

the high costs of bill payment services in 

small transactions, and how to negoti-

ate such costs with providers. Mugambi 

acknowledged that costs have indeed 

been too high, but noted that some 

providers have managed to negotiate a 

subsidised rate. He further clarified that 

these providers launched products in part-

nership with the MNOs, which translated 

into better rates for end users. smert-

nik also pointed out that the costs will 

depend on the volume of services offered, 

and that GsMA is working with operators 

regarding the transaction fee.

On a related point, a technology provider 

from the audience revealed that, in addi-

tion to high transaction costs, a lot of 

time is spent to operate the Virtual Private 

Network (VPN) connection. He called for 

more advocacy before MNOs consider 

the use of APIs. smertnik responded by 

acknowledging that opening APIs repre-

sents a risk for operators. GsMA is doing 

as much advocacy as it can in this direc-

tion. Hanouch explained that MNOs are 

keen to figure out a strategy to open their 

APIs, and that he is indeed starting to see 

more interest from the industry. The next 

discussion point concerned the models 

used to facilitate access to solar energy 

and education. Mugambi explained that 

solar energy replaced kerosene in remote 

areas, and there is a possibility to develop 

larger solar systems over time. He also 

clarified that the micropayment of books 

allows for flexibility and eliminates the 

financial burden of buying a book, and 

that a client can rent a book if they want. 

Regarding intellectual property rights, 

Mugambi explained that the revenue is 

shared with publishers who supply the 

content.
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prESEntationS

Georgina VÁZQUEZ of Calmeadow 

opened the session by welcoming the 

speakers and participants. she explained 

that the session would provide insights 

into the successes and failures of the first 

African MIV: AfriCap. she emphasized 

that there is little known about what is 

going on inside MIVs and their govern-

ance structures. Calmeadow recently 

funded a study on AfriCap carried out by 

Grassroots Capital to learn more about 

the governance structures of MIVs. The 

session aimed to share the study as well 

as the experiences from AfriCap board 

members and a board member of the 

company providing technical assistance 

(TA) to AfriCap.

The study was presented by Paul DILEO of 

Grassroots Capital. According to his find-

ings, the major achievements by AfriCap 

were: 1) AfriCap fulfilled the goals of its 

Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) 

and founders to move first, be creative, 

and break new ground. 2) Clear commit-

ment of the board members to AfriCap’s 

success. Board members were engaged 

and, in most cases, generous with their 

time and expertise. On the other hand, 

several important lessons were learned. 

Firstly, as a board you have to set clear 

strategic, financial and social priorities. 

As the structure changed from a closed 

end fund to an investment company and 

later into a holding structure, the strategy, 

staffing and governance should have 

been changed accordingly. secondly, you 

have to match goals with adequacy of 

resources. AfriCap’s, overambitious goals 

led to a wide spread of investments. The 

fund had less than UsD 50 million at its 

disposal but made 21 investments. In 

contrast, an average-sized fund would 

have only 12 investments. Thirdly, you 

have to address leadership challenges, 

especially if there is no dominant share-

holder. The supervision of fund managers 

could have been better: with the goal of 

AfriCAP to transfer to local governance 

and management, the Board needed to 

carefully support the transitions. Fourthly, 

there was no feedback loop which meas-

ured performance and used outcomes to 

plan and take necessary action to address 

divergences.
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Hany AssAAD of Avanz Capital, who was 

involved with AfriCap from 2000 to 2007, 

provided more context on the develop-

ment of AfriCap. The Development Finan-

cial Institutions (DFIs) wanted to invest in 

microfinance, while at the same time they 

stopped their private equity funds. As an 

exception, African DFIs were given the 

mandate to start a private equity fund, 

based on positive experiences of ProFund. 

Assaad then explained how the structure 

moved from a private equity fund to an 

investment company and then into a 

holding company. This would nowadays 

no longer be possible as it diffuses the 

boundaries of liability. The distinction of 

roles between investors, fund managers 

and board members changes with every 

revision of the governance structure. He 

stressed that within AfriCAP, roles of the 

board and fund manager were not always 

clearly defined, leading to chaotic meet-

ings and unstructured decision-making. 

Assaad also stressed that nowadays the 

governance structure and strategy should 

be defined at the beginning. Finally, 

Assaad mentioned that currently the aver-

age number of investments of a fund is 12. 

AfriCap made 21 investments as a small 

fund, making it hard to effectively govern 

investments. In addition, the geographical 

scope, focusing on the entire continent of 

Africa, was considered too big.

Emile GROOT explained about the role 

of DFIs in MIVs. He raised the question 

what a DFI should do within the board of 

an MIV. Groot mentioned that, as a DFI, 

you have to take responsibility for your 

investment and focus on the long-term. 

secondly, DFIs should advocate a decent 

remuneration structure in order to attract 

best qualified people and to achieve the 

set investment goals. Thirdly, DFIs should 

focus on environmental and social issues. 

Fourthly, as a DFI investment officer you 

should assign an independent person 

to represent you in the board after the 

investment is made. Taking part in the 

board of the investee yourself will lead 

to a blurring of functions. Lastly, as a DFI 

you should train corporate governance 

specialists that can help the board to run 

in a proper manner. Groot concluded that 

inappropriate MIV corporate governance 

structures were often the reason for MIV 

failures, observed during his time spent at 

FMO’s restructuring department.

Ira LIEBERMANN presented insights on 

the governance structure between Afri-

Cap and the board of Fintech Africa, an 

affiliated company that provided techni-

cal assistance (TA) to AfriCap investees. 

Liebermann was part of the Fintech 

board. Fintech raised UsD 8.5 million to 

support AfriCap investees. According to 

Liebermann, it was generally agreed that 

Fintech´s support was useful but that it 

is hard to measure the impact of the TA 

provided. However, Liebermann was able 

to raise several important issues regarding 

tensions with AfriCAP management on 

appropriate interventions such as choos-

ing which IT system to use. Another issue 

related to transparency. some investment 

agreements made by AfriCap included the 

delivery of TA of which Fintech´s board 

was unaware. Furthermore, Liebermann 

mentioned that it was difficult to get 

information regarding the performance 

of MFIs, making reporting on the MFIs 

difficult. Finally, he noted that TA support 

is only as good as the quality of the MFIs. 

He stressed that some of the weaker MFIs 

were unable to absorb the TA provided 

alongside AfriCap investments, making it 

much less effective.

diScuSSion

The first question from the audience 

revolved around relations between the 

AfriCap and Fintech boards. The audi-

ence wondered whether Fintech was on 

the board of AfriCap. Liebermann replied 

that the president of the board of AfriCap 

was in Fintech´s board, but not vice versa. 

However, in hindsight, this could have 

been a good idea. Liebermann stressed 

that Fintech´s board had to be well aware 

of the developments within the fund´s 

board to determine the investees’ abil-

ity to absorb the TA. The audience then 

asked if the fund should have focused 

more on a particular segment. Hassaan 

replied that this is not advisable as private 

equity funds look for risk adjusted returns 

and as such, should not become too spe-

cialised. 

Finally, a member from the audience com-

mented that a TA company should aim to 

get a return on TA investments so you can 

reinvest in TA again. He then asked if the 

manager of AfriCap had the qualities to 

perform his or her tasks. Groot answered 

that there was a mismatch between 

tasks and capacities with the first fund 

manager while between the second fund 

manager and the board of AfriCap there 

was a mismatch in expectations of what 

the fund should invest in.
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David BARTOCHA opened the session by 

stating that microfinance in conflict areas 

is getting increasingly important. The 

session aimed at answering the question 

of how the financial sector can operate in 

such areas. 

Thomas RAHN from GIZ presented the 

actions of the regulator in the Pales-

tinian case which made it possible to 

navigate the financial sector through 

political conflicts such as the Gaza War 

in July 2014. The Palestine Monetary 

Authority (PMA) takes several actions to 

increase the resilience of the financial 

sector. Firstly, the PMA takes pre-crisis 

measures. Continuous preparation takes 

place to ensure business continuity and 

financial preparedness during future 

crisis. Banks, for example, are prepared 

to provide alternative sites if necessary 

and go through scenario settings to test 

their reaction in crisis situations. secondly, 

during a crisis the PMA assures a stable 

infrastructure and implementation of 

applicable crisis scenarios takes place. The 

PMA makes sure that banks have enough 

cash available to serve clients’ needs and 

maintain trust, coordinates opening hours 

and takes decisions whether justification 

is given for opening branches, provisions 

exemptions and loan rescheduling when 

necessary. Thirdly, post-crisis the regula-

tor evaluates the crisis management in 

terms of financial inclusion, financial and 

physical infrastructure as well as internal 

communication of the PMA steering unit. 

Rahn concluded that a number of lessons 

can be learned from the Palestinian case. 

Marloes HUIs, from the University of 

Groningen, presented results of a cross-

sectional study by Nina Hansen and Mar-

loes Huis researching the social impacts 

of access to microfinance services. The 

ProMIs program implemented by GIZ in 

sri Lanka provides microfinance services 

through MFIs to marginalized people. The 

MFIs encourage saving, provide trainings 

and loans. since 2009, 20,000 marginal-

ized people have profited from access to 

microfinance services. The cross-sectional 

study among 480 marginalized individuals 

in four war-affected regions showed that 

the program had positive outputs in the 

treatment group. 67 percent of the cli-
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ents saved money; 35 euros on average. 

84 percent of the clients participated on 

average in 2.12 trainings and 45 percent 

of the clients used the received micro loan 

to expand economic activity, 41 percent 

to start a business. The impact assessment 

showed that the program also had posi-

tive higher order impact. Microfinance 

services combined with training increased 

the empowerment, financial and social 

integration as well as inclusion of margin-

alized people. 

sitara MERCHANT, from the Aga Khan 

Agency for Microfinance, introduced 

the sEEP / Citi Disaster Risk Reduction 

(DRR) Program as a member of the multi 

stakeholder steering committee. The 

program aims at bringing together a wide 

range of institutional actors to promote 

a common agenda around DRR for low 

income financial markets. Firstly, it aims 

at improving the resiliency of financial 

services providers and communities they 

serve. secondly, the program focuses on 

creating awareness of the need for disas-

ter preparedness, given the more frequent 

and severe crisis, and building consensus 

among key stakeholders around effective 

disaster risk reduction practices. Lastly, 

it aims to strengthen the capacities of 

financial service providers and their clients 

to anticipate, cope, and recover from the 

negative impacts of disasters. Initially, the 

DDR program secured funding for 1.5 

years. The activities of the steering com-

mittee to date include: 1) a Kick-Off event 

september 28, 2015 in Washington DC; 

2) Bilateral discussions with sC members 

to identify current initiatives for knowl-

edge sharing; 3) Desk review of market 

mapping tools for DRR diagnostics of 

financial services market; and 4) Develop-

ment of a country level framework for 

engagement to be pilot tested in India in 

2016.

Merchant also shared her experiences 

from the work of Aga Khan Agency for 

Microfinance (AKAM) whose mission is 

to affect demonstrable, measurable, and 

lasting improvement in the quality of life 

of its clients by delivering appropriate 

financial services to diminish the vulner-

ability of the disadvantaged and enable 

economic and social inclusion. AKAM 

works closely with the other Aga Khan 

Development Network (AKDN) agencies 

as part of a coordinated approach that 

brings together many inputs and disci-

plines. Merchant shared two examples 

from AKAM’s financial institutions in 

Afghanistan, The First MicroFinance Bank 

Afghanistan (FMFB-A) and syria, The First 

Microfinance Institution syria (FMFI-s). 

The Afghanistan example illustrated the 

importance of building client resilience 

though a housing finance product that 

is coupled with Construction Appraisal 

and Advisory (CAA) in a country which 

is a seismic hot spot. FMFB-A has more 

than 55 thousand clients; with an out-

standing portfolio of UsD 61.5 million. 

The housing finance portfolio accounts 

for 15 percent of the total portfolio (UsD 

9.5 million) and 17 percent of clients (9.3 

thousand). The syria example illustrated 

how FMFI-s maintains its client centric 

focus, putting clients at the centre and 

structuring processes to meet their needs, 

which has mitigated institutional risks 

during the current crisis. Between 2011 

and 2015, the cumulative loans disbursed 

added up to more than 74 thousand with 

a value of over UsD 65 million. While 

FMFI-s’ sister agencies, Aga Khan Foun-

dation and FOCUs Humanitarian, have 

distributed aid to more than 35 thousand 

households.

diScuSSion

Rahn, when asked to provide other ele-

ments of financial sector resilience, men-

tioned the institution’s survival, the client’s 

survival – including the clients’ trust in the 

financial system, and the infrastructure 

between the financial institution and the 

client. Bartocha asked if, based on the 

Palestinian case, the conclusion could 

be drawn that good regulation is more 

important than the political situation. 

Rahn disagreed as a crisis situation is not 

only about regulation, but also about 

leadership and cooperation between 

actors. Lastly, there is no single concept 

that is applicable to all countries. The 

regulation of the financial sector is very 

costly in Palestine and this might not be 

appropriate for other countries.
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Christian HERTZ started this session by 

introducing the panellists. He mentioned 

that there are different motivations for 

organisations to comply with social stand-

ards. some organisations comply because 

standards are imposed by law or by inves-

tors. Other organisations comply because 

they want to follow market trends, and 

others commit to comply with self-

imposed standards. 

Beatrice GITHINJI explained that Chase 

Bank implemented the Environment and 

social Risk Management system (EsMs) 

as a result of investors’ and legislative 

requirements and self-motivation. The 

bank also adopted the International 

Finance Corporation performance stand-

ards to ensure environmental and social 

sustainability. They assigned a consultant 

who together with ILO, acting as the 

Africa Agriculture Trade & Investment 

Fund (AATIF) compliance advisor, assisted 

the Bank in implementing the EsMs. 

Together they created the EsMs policy, 

resulting in: 1) an exclusion list defin-

ing which projects the bank should not 

finance due to non-compliance issues;  

2) a categorisation tool which categorises 

the environmental social risk for each  

of the project the bank is financing;  

and 3) an evaluation checklist.

According to Githinji, the main challenge 

Chase Bank faced during the imple-

mentation of the EsMs was the lack of 

awareness and understanding by staff on 

the need to carry out environmental and 

social due diligence on the borrowers. she 

explained that Chase conducts continu-

ous training and has incorporated the Es 

trainings in the induction training of new 

staff. The bank has also created a budget 

for external trainings on environmental 

and social risk identification, manage-

ment, mitigation and monitoring. Moreo-

ver, managers are being trained on how 

to effectively communicate the benefits of 

proper Es management to clients. Finally, 

the policy is being revised to include the 

criteria of risk identification, categorisa-

tion and management. According to 

Githinji, the main benefits of the EsMs 

implementation is compliance with cur-

rent and potential investor’s requirements, 

compliance with legal requirements, the 

mitigation of credit and reputational risk, 

improved loan book quality, new lending 

opportunities such as renewable energy, 

and improved internal capacity due to 

staff training. 
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Karl DAYsON presented on the European 

‘code of good conduct’ which was initi-

ated by the European Commission (EC) 

in 2007. The Commission identified four 

priority areas: improve legal and insti-

tutional environment for microcredit; 

improve climate for employment and 

entrepreneurship; promote best practice 

in the sector; provide financial capital for 

non-bank MFIs. Dayson explained the 

strategic and intrinsic motivations for 

developing the code. He talked about the 

global microcredit crisis during the late 

2000s and how European microcredit 

had to be differentiated and gain access 

to private capital as public money avail-

able for microcredits was decreasing. 

Moreover, there was no consistency on 

accounting measures due to the different 

national legal frameworks, and no agree-

ment on what is considered sustainable. 

He stressed that the involvement of the 

EC was a powerful centrifugal force. 

Even though the Code was a voluntary 

act, the EC supported those involved and 

facilitated its development. He added 

that there was a desire for high perform-

ing actors in the microfinance industry to 

capture the market and its resources.  

Furthermore, the code was a vehicle to 

drive internal change within organisations. 

In order to develop the code, they 

reviewed existing international codes to 

identify the best practices globally which 

in turn formed the base of discussions 

with the EC. There were six stakeholders’ 

workshops including regulators, investors 

and practitioners, and constant discussion 

with the main European MFI trade bodies.  

When the code was finalised, they tested 

its implementation with several organisa-

tions. Dayson mentioned that motivations 

are usually less about altruism and more 

about limiting the market. He stressed 

that the role of the EC was catalytic as 

diverse and competing FsPs needed 

something to hold them together during 

the process. The EC was also verifying 

whether the objectives included transpar-

ency, external credibility, performance 

improvement, standardisation, and 

addressing non-compliance. 

Hertz explained that FsPs need to comply 

with the code if they want to access EU 

financial capital. The Code includes a 

core part of fundamental clauses that all 

organisations need to comply with. The 

rest of the clauses vary depending on the 

type of organisation. Dayson remarked 

that organisations that want to comply 

with the Code are given 18 months to 

prepare for the implementation. The 

Code was designed this way to encour-

age participation. 

Craig CHURCHILL presented ‘Microfi-

nance for Decent Work’, ILO’s action 

research program that aims to measure 

the impact of MFIs on the improvement 

of working conditions, namely occupa-

tional safety and health, reduction of 

child labour, informality, over-indebted-

ness and vulnerability to shocks. Partner 

MFIs had to initially identify which of the 

aforementioned challenges their clients 

are facing, and then find ways and solu-

tions to tackle them. Churchill provided 

examples of various innovations the MFIs 

introduced in order to tackle the prob-

lem identified. For example, MFIs that 

identified poor working conditions as 

an issue, offered their client trainings on 

work safety and loans aimed to improve 

the working environment. All innova-

tions implemented aimed to improve 

clients’ social and economic performance. 

ILO’s partners showed that having more 

empowered and better performing clients 

will lead to their own economic and social 

empowerment. 

diScuSSion

A question from the audience related to 

the impact of the EsMs on credit risk for 

Chase Bank. Githinji mentioned that the 

impact was twofold. Firstly, Chase Bank 

was able to revise the loan review process 

for loans that did not meet environmental 

standards. secondly, the EsMs assisted 

them in factoring in future values of prop-

erty used as collateral in a more efficient 

way factoring in the current use of land. 

she added that having the EsMs has 

assisted in improving the reputational risk 

through financing sustainable projects. 

Hertz closed the session by providing the 

main conclusions. social standards can 

make a difference not only on a social 

level but also on a business level. Initial 

motivation for developing and following 

various social standards may differ for dif-

ferent actors in the sector, but in the end, 

the measures taken and what we do to 

achieve them is very similar. social stand-

ards may be initially self-imposed deci-

sions by institutions wanting to do more 

than what’s necessary but when many 

key players align their positions, these 

self-imposed standards can end up being 

industry standards and those not comply-

ing may lose part of the market.
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Arvind AsHTA introduced the theme and 

the participants, referring to the Univer-

sity Meets Microfinance award given to 

Veronika BERTRAM-HÜMMER. He found 

the publication, dealing with index-based 

insurance after disaster, of much rel-

evance among the many new publications 

and tools on microfinance having become 

recently available.

Bertram-Hümmer presented the results 

from an impact evaluation of an index-

based insurance on households’ disaster 

recovery. she explained that index insur-

ance only disburses money if a regional 

index, which is exogenous and publicly 

observable (e.g. regional precipitation), 

passes a pre-determined threshold. Her 

study focusses on the Index-based Live-

stock Insurance in Mongolia, a rather suc-

cessful case of an index insurance product 

which generated a high demand already 

during the pilot stage that allowed scaling 

up to the national level. Bertram-Hümmer 

showed the positive impacts of index 

insurance payments after a ‘once-in-50-

years’ winter disaster in 2009/10: Insured 

herding households had a significantly 

larger herd size one to two years after 

the disaster than comparable, uninsured 

households. Due to the insurance pay-

ments, the insured households were able 

to receive credit more easily and to afford 

not to sell off their livestock during and 

after the disaster.

Anaar KARA continued with a presenta-

tion on agricultural and health insurances 

aiming to break cycles of poverty and 

stabilise the revenues of low-income pop-

ulations and promote well-being of farm-

ers. While index-based insurance can be 

based on different datasets, she showed 

how PlaNet Guarantee’s insurance solu-

tions have a positive impact on the 

players in the value chain including the 

smallholder farmer, banks/MFIs, agribusi-

nesses and input dealers. These positive 

impacts can range from mitigating climate 

impacts, promoting investment to stabiliz-

ing income. she then provided examples 

of how this has worked in the sahel 

region, where they assessed insurance 

needs for the entire value chains in Mali, 

Burkina Faso, senegal and Côte d’Ivoire. 
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They developed insurance indexes, and 

then engaged in partnerships with local 

partners for the distribution of the insur-

ance schemes. she concluded with some 

quotes from clients in such schemes. 

When asked by a Rabobank Founda-

tion representative in the audience on 

the definition of proper premiums and 

contracts, Kara said that cost is indeed a 

challenge and PlaNet Guarantee would 

like to see longer reinsurance contracts as 

one way to bring costs down. 

Maria Livia DE RUBEIs had just come 

back from a study on mutual health 

schemes, in the context of the Zina pro-

ject in Madagascar. This project aims to 

improve and achieve sustained access to 

health care services for informal workers 

(borrowers of MFIs and farmers), as well 

as to enhance synergies between public 

and private actors. De Rubeis analysed 

the operations of three different Mutual 

Health Organisations (MHOs) in different 

regions of Madagascar, which are run 

under the coordination of a central plat-

form based in Antananarivo. The study 

aimed to compare the results and differ-

ences in coping with different shocks. she 

explained that differences in consumption 

patterns and healthcare services costs, 

as well as in clients’ financial capabili-

ties, determine the choice of the health 

services to be covered under the mutual 

scheme and the amount of the premi-

ums. Phase 3 of the project runs up to 

2018. By expanding areas and services 

it is expected to ultimately contribute 

to the National Health strategy. When 

asked whether the approach is replicable 

in other countries, De Rubeis responded 

that the use of a platform that centralizes 

some of the costs of the mutual schemes 

can be advantageous when field mis-

sions to the implementation zones (which 

are strongly needed) do not impact the 

platform’s budget. Regarding sustainabil-

ity, she believes that this is slowly being 

achieved through the scaling up of sub-

scriptions.

diScuSSion

The audience then asked the panel-

lists about the potentials for upscaling. 

According to Kara, this is certainly pos-

sible considering the apparent demand, 

but it also depends on pricing. she agreed 

that the joining of insurances with credit 

systems is a good start; this is a product 

they are currently offering. The meso 

insurance market offers further potential 

for scale. As for agricultural input sys-

tems, it is an area PlaNet Guarantee is 

working on. The audience also thought 

there is good potential in this area.

On the question if people were buying 

more livestock with the insurance dis-

bursements or with credits, Bertram-Hüm-

mer said that this has not been analysed. 

she also mentioned that it is also not 

clear why people drop out of a scheme. 

The latter question cannot be answered 

with the data at hand and would require 

more specific investigation.

The audience also wanted to know if less 

rain is affecting the schemes in the sahel 

region. Kara responded that this will be 

defined by the design of the indexes. 

Ashta asked whether the insurance 

schemes performing better had more 

health centres. Kara concluded that this 

has not been analysed, even if the insur-

ance schemes show better absorption 

capacity against shocks.
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PARALLEL SESSIONS

From time to time, as part of European Microfinance Week, e-MFP organizes special parallel sessions for e-MFP partners.  

such sessions are designed to address a very particular topic of interest to a select audience, but are not part of the European 

Microfinance Week program. In 2015, e-MFP organized two such parallel sessions.

MicrofinancE for inVEStorS: an introduction 

MOderATOr Laura HeMrIkA, Credit Suisse / e-MFP

SPeAkerS Bernd BALkeNHOL, Université de Genève

 roland dOMINICÉ, Symbiotics

 Alex SILVA, Calmeadow

 dolores TOrreS, CARD Bank (Philippines)

 Pierre VAN HedeL, Rabobank Foundation / e-MFP

This session was specially designed for 

investors new to microfinance but who 

are interested in learning more about the 

sector and wanted to take the opportu-

nity of the conference to do so and to 

meet all the relevant sector stakeholders. 

It was developed in collaboration with 

ALFI, the official representative body for 

the Luxembourg investment industry. The 

session provided the attendees with a 

broad overview of the sector and focused 

on the following issues: Dolores TORREs 

shared her insights on the challenges of 

operating a large, complex MFI providing 

a broad array of products and services; 

Bernd BALKENHOL discussed the state of 

leading-edge research into the experience 

of microfinance clients; Pierre VAN HEDEL 

presented how Rabobank Foundation, 

one of the oldest financial institutions in 

Europe, provides agricultural finance to 

serve small farmers in some of the poorest 

countries in the world; Roland DOMINICÉ 

reviewed investment trends over the past 

decade on the basis of symbiotics MIV’s 

survey; Alex sILVA, as founder of the 

first microfinance investment fund in the 

world, Profund, shared his perspective of 

the changes in the sector over the past 

20 years.
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introduction to MicrofinancE

MOderATOr Laura FOSCHI, ADA 

INTrOdUCTION Tim keSSeLer, Permanent Representation of Luxembourg to the European Union

SPeAkerS Josien SLUIJS, NpM Platform for Inclusive Finance / e-MFP

 kaspar WANSLeBeN, LMDF

 Syed Mohsin AHMed, Pakistan Microfinance Network (PMN)

This session was organized together 

with the Luxembourg Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs in the framework of the Luxem-

bourg Presidency of the European Union. 

It was specially designed for the repre-

sentatives of the Development Coopera-

tion (CODEV) working group of the Euro-

pean Council in order to provide them 

with an introduction to microfinance and 

financial inclusion. After an introduction 

by Tim KEssELER, the speakers covered 

the following topics: Josien sLUIJs set the 

scene providing an overview of the sector 

and presented its challenges and opportu-

nities; Kaspar WANsLEBEN presented the 

role of investors in achieving the sector’s 

objectives and facing the challenges; and 

syed Mohsin AHMED shared his decades-

long experience of providing microfinance 

in Pakistan.
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6th EuropEan MicrofinancE aWard cErEMony

MASTer OF CereMONIeS Hedda Pahlson-Moller (OMSINT / TIIME)

SPeAkerS Welcoming remarks by Werner Hoyer, President of the European Investment Bank

 Keynote speech by Peter Maurer, President of the International Committee of the Red Cross

 Address by the President of the High Jury, Her royal Highness the Grand duchess of Luxembourg

 Address by romain Schneider, Minister for Development Cooperation and Humanitarian Affairs 

 Acceptance speech by the winner of the 6th european Microfinance Award

Crédit Rural de Guinée (CRG) was 

announced as the winner of the 6th Euro-

pean Microfinance Award, focusing this 

year on Microfinance in Post-Disaster, 
Post-Conflict Areas & Fragile States, for its 

innovative response to the Ebola outbreak 

in Guinea. The Award was presented 

during European Microfinance Week by 

Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess 

of Luxembourg, during the ceremony 

on 19th November held at the European 

Investment Bank Headquarters in Luxem-

bourg.

CRG was hit by the Ebola virus outbreak 

beginning in early 2014. Unlike many oth-

ers, CRG continued to operate, while tak-

ing special measures to prevent infection 

and protect both clients and staff. This 

included contacting clients and processing 

payments by phone, rescheduling loans 

for affected entrepreneurs (including can-

celling debt in cases of death), continuing 

disbursement of new loans, and provid-

ing clients with the means to withdraw 

their savings. CRG also provided grants 

to the families of staff who were victims 

of Ebola. In addition, CRG launched a 

national awareness campaign to inform 

clients and the general population of 

measures to prevent the transmission of 

the virus. Over 4,000 people participated 

in these sessions. With support from the 

World Food Programme, CRG is currently 

distributing compensation to over 1000 

Ebola survivors who continue to be stig-

matised by their communities, as well as 

to 55,000 affected families.

CRG was one of three finalists for the 

Award, alongside First Microfinance 

Institution syria (FMFI-s), which has been 
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operating in the country since 2003, 

including throughout the civil war that 

has ravaged the country and its people 

for the past four years, and Taytay sa 

Kauswagan Inc. (TsKI), from the Philip-

pines, which suffered a devastating earth-

quake and Typhoon Haiyan in 2013.

The importance of providing continu-

ity and resilience to vulnerable clients in 

these difficult contexts was highlighted 

during the ceremony by the inspiring 

keynote address of Mr. Peter Maurer, 

President of the International Committee 

of the Red Cross (ICRC) who provided his-

torical context for these challenges. “With 

record numbers of people displaced since 

the second World War – over 60 mil-

lion people are currently fleeing violence 

worldwide – and the average duration of 

displacement has increased to 17 years.”

Dr Werner Hoyer, President of the Euro-

pean Investment Bank, also addressed the 

audience and argued that “microfinance 

can be a formidable tool for helping local 

communities increase their resilience even 

under the most difficult circumstances.” 

The audience appreciated the finalists’ 

short films, which were followed by com-

ments from Mr Romain schneider, Min-

ister for Development Cooperation and 

Humanitarian Affairs.

Her Royal Highness the Grand Duchess 

of Luxembourg announced the winner, 

adding “Even in times of war, epidemics 

and natural disasters, institutions such as 

Crédit Rural de Guinée have continued 

not only to provide services to their cli-

ents, but also to adapt their services to 

the needs of their population.”

When accepting the prize, the Director 

General of Credit Rural de Guinee, Mr. 

Lamarana sadio Diallo said: “We are 

proud to accept this Award and will use 

the E100,000 prize to continue support-

ing clients, mitigating the impact of Ebola 

and boosting the solidarity fund to help 

clients increase their resilience against the 

outbreak and economic challenges”.
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prESEntationS 

James MILITZER introduced the panellists 

and explained how each one of them 

would approach the topic from different 

perspectives. Martine sCHOMMER pre-

sented the 2030 Agenda on sustainable 

Development Goals (sDGs). The agenda 

includes 17 new global goals, subdivided 

in 169 targets, important parts on means 

of implementation and the global part-

nership, and a set of principles concern-

ing the follow up and review. The Agenda 

follows the principle of universality. The 

sDGs are built on the MDGs and cover 

the three aspects of sustainable develop-

ment: social, economic, and environ-

mental. she added that such an agenda 

requires both financial and non-financial 

means of implementation. schommer 

then introduced the Addis Ababa Action 

Agenda (AAAA), a global agenda for 

financing sustainable development and 

an integral part of the 2030 Agenda. In 

the AAAA the means of implementation 

have been decided. she remarked that 

official development aid remains crucial 

but is insufficient. This is why the AAAA 

addresses all financial sources: public, pri-

vate, domestic and international. Financial 

inclusion and microfinance are among the 

tools of the AAAA, offering support to 

MFIs and other financial service providers 

(FsPs) and encouraging the use of innova-

tive tools such as mobile banking, pay-

ment platforms and digitalized payments. 

According to schommer, this opens the 

doors to the microfinance sector to de-

liver results in a more innovative way. 

susy CHEsTON presented the state of 

global financial inclusion by sharing the 

results of the FI2020 Progress Report on 

financial inclusion. The report discusses 

five essential areas for achieving finan-

cial inclusion: financial capability, client 

protection, addressing customer needs, 

technology, and credit reporting and data 

analytics. she asked the audience to as-

sign a score from 1 to 10 on how the 

world is performing for some of these 

areas, before sharing the results of the 

report. Cheston then explained that cus-

tomer needs scored a 3, mainly because 

of the tremendous gap between access 

and usage as the number of people who 

have dormant accounts is extremely high, 

and because there are still significant 

populations excluded from financial ser-

vices. Financial capability scored a 2, as 

traditional financial education programs 

have not had much success in changing 

financial behaviour. The report assigned 

a 5 to client protection. This is a relatively 

good score as many national govern-

ments are actively working on client pro-

tection and there is self-regulation within 

the sector. Credit reporting and data 

analytics received a 4, whereas technol-

ogy scored a 7. she noted that technol-

ogy is still underutilised. 

Ulanbek TERMECHIKOV stated that Kom-

panion aspires to be the leading com-

munity development financial institution 

in Central Asia. Kompanion would like to 

share its knowledge with its neighbour-

ing countries as they are facing the same 

friday 20 noVEMBEr 2015

PLENARY
SuStainaBLE dEVELopMEnt GoaLS and financiaL incLuSion

MOderATOr James MILITZer, NextBillion

SPeAkerS Susy CHeSTON, Center for Financial Inclusion at Accion

 Martine SCHOMMer, Luxembourg Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs / e-MFP

 Ulanbek TerMeCHIkOV, Kompanion Financial Group (Kyrgyzstan)
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challenges. The MFI is integrating financial 

products with technical support. Terme-

chikov stressed that Kompanion’s clients 

are often not in need of a loan, but in 

need of business advice on livestock man-

agement. Kompanion is offering technical 

assistance via a technical support unit of 

agronomists and veterinarians. Kompan-

ion also offers educational workshops 

that aim to empower the rural poor, who 

do not have access to natural resources 

and assets, with skills that enable them 

to become more efficient farmers and 

improve their income and well-being. He 

added that smart investments are simple 

and understandable investment ideas 

accompanied by clearly arranged techni-

cal materials. He concluded with Kom-

panion’s integrated Impact Measurement 

system (IMs) which includes 33 indicators 

measuring how well the organization is 

progressing towards its mission goals. 

diScuSSion

Militzer stated that microcredit is no 

longer widely considered to be a pov-

erty alleviation tool but is now included 

and represented in the sDGs. Cheston 

remarked that sDGs include financial 

inclusion, which is more than microcredit. 

she added that according to the Centre 

for Financial Inclusion (CFI), financial 

inclusion is defined by five dimensions: 

1) a full range of products including sav-

ings, payments, insurance and credit; 2) 

delivered with quality, including address-

ing customer needs and client protection; 

3) leaving no-one behind; 4) delivered 

through a diverse and competitive market 

which is supported by sound infrastruc-

ture and regulatory frameworks; and 5) 

delivered to financially capable clients. On 

a question regarding the role of micro-

credit when fostering entrepreneurship, 

schommer explained that microfinance, 

including microcredit, micro-insurance 

and other types of micro-products, can 

be a tool but it is not the only tool. How-

ever, she added that microfinance has the 

advantage of bringing together multiple 

stakeholders; civil society, private sector 

and public sector. This is one of the main 

points of the AAAA: pooling resources 

and stakeholders. 

Cheston expressed the need to shift 

financial capability efforts to focus on 

customers’ behaviour. she noted that 

financial capability is not the ability to 

understand differences in interest rates, 

but people being able to use all available 

financial instruments in their own best 

interests. she remarked that there is a fair 

amount of financial education being pro-

vided, but it does not really equip people 

with the means to act on their own be-

halves. she added that through the use 

of technology, microfinance has reached 

vulnerable populations that had no ac-

cess to formal financial services and were 

unaware of how to use them for their 

own best interests. she stressed the need 

to address this issue with some urgency 

given the entry of new base of the pyra-

mid customers into financial systems. 

Regarding the ‘no-one left behind’ prin-

ciple, the audience asked how it can be 

achieved as it is extremely challenging to 

reach the poorest of the poor. Cheston 

noted that financial inclusion means that 

everybody can have a safe and affordable 

way to transfer and save money. This can 

be achieved via either formal or informal 

services, but one benefit of formal ser-

vices is that they are regulated and should 

have elements to ensure client protection. 

she gave the example of reaching remote 

rural areas and noted that if an institution 

is designing services that work for the 

last mile, it is designing services that work 

pretty well for everyone else as well. she 

also mentioned that many FsPs impose 

age caps on their clientele which results in 

excluding older populations from financial 

services. This is another area the sector 

can improve when working towards ‘leav-

ing no-one behind’ solutions.
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Mfis and aGricuLturaL crEdit and inSurancE:  
doES it haVE to BE an unhappy MarriaGE?

MOderATOr Phillipe GUICHANdUT, Grameen Crédit Agricole Microfinance Foundation 

SPeAkerS Paul CASTLe, Foundation Syngenta

 Issouf SOre, Réseau des Caisses Populaires du Burkina (RCPB)

prESEntationS 

Phillipe GUICHANDUT opened this session 

by welcoming the speakers, the audience 

and introducing also the Microinsurance 

Network (MIN), as this session was part of 

the activity of the Agri Working Group of 

the MIN. Guichandut gave an introduc-

tion to microinsurance for agriculture, 

stressing that index-based insurance is a 

tool with the potential to reduce small-

holder vulnerability, enhance food security 

and support productivity by unlocking 

access to credit and investment in agricul-

ture. The index-based approach reduces 

administrative costs and allows for uti-

lization at different levels. Nevertheless, 

challenges remain in terms of matching 

the actual loss and pay-out (“basis risk”), 

delivering at scale and low-cost as well as 

gaining the trust of farmers. Guichandut 

finished by inviting the panel to address 

the question of why few stakeholders in 

microfinance are involved in agrifinance 

and whether MFIs are the most appropri-

ate partners to deliver microinsurance in 

agriculture. 

Issouf sORE expressed his conviction that 

microinsurance would be an asset to 

MFIs. He introduced Réseau des Caisses 

Populaires du Burkina (RCPB), the largest 

credit and savings co-operative network 

in Burkina Faso and its pilot project with 

PlaNet Guarantee, a microinsurance bro-

ker, to establish an agricultural insurance. 

sore underlined that only 10 percent of 

their portfolio is dedicated to agriculture 

finance. Within this pilot, RCPB serves as 

intermediary between PlaNet Guarantee 

and farmers. Now in its second year, the 

pilot project has experienced a sharp 

increase in beneficiaries, but challenges in 

terms of limited awareness and high costs 

remain. sore stressed the importance of 

educational training and the role of MFIs 

in the process as well as the importance 

of lobbying for subsidies to reduce the 

combined costs of insurance and credit 

to farmers. sore concluded that as yield 

risks caused by climate change will in-

crease, microinsurance will be crucial to 

safeguard people’s livelihood, ensure the 

sector’s financing, improve national pro-

ductivity and enhance food security. 

Paul CAsTLE shared experiences of The 

Agriculture and Climate Risk Enterprise 

(ACRE), a commercial company created to 

reduce the burden of weather and other 

risks for small farmers. The company 

launched by the syngenta Foundation in 

2014, uses different delivery channels, in-

cluding agribusinesses and NGOs. Castle 

highlighted that ideally ACRE also works 

together with MFIs as the program aspires 

to link insurance with credit. Education is 

an important part of ACRE in order to cre-

ate demand. Firstly, smallholders and MFIs 

need to be made aware and educated on 
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index-based insurance to create under-

standing and trust. secondly, key ques-

tions that need to be addressed to create 

understanding among MFIs include: 1) 

The social impact addressing how many 

farmers would improve their livelihoods 

due to better access to financial services; 

2) the portfolio growth addressing how 

many more MFIs would lend if most of 

the risks were covered; 3) the product dif-

ferentiation involving the extent to which 

MFIs would increase their competitive-

ness if it included insurance; and 4) finally 

the portfolio protection encompassed by 

how much MFIs would reduce their loan 

defaults. MFIs’ concern about how small-

holders can be protected if beneficiaries 

cannot repay loans especially needs to be 

addressed. Castle finished his presenta-

tion by stating that he is optimistic that 

MFIs and agricultural insurance can be 

brought together. 

diScuSSion

Guichandut opened the discussion by 

asking sore about the costs for farmers. 

sore highlighted that although the insur-

ance adds to the costs of credit, it has an 

advantage to the insured person since it 

reduces the risks of yield uncertainties. 

Castle, addressed Guichandut’s question 

about advantages and disadvantages 

when working together with MFIs. He 

emphasized that, while NGOs are appro-

priate partners to introduce a large num-

ber of farmers to a new product, MFIs 

are appropriate actors to distribute the 

product combination of credit and insur-

ance. Nevertheless, the program is open 

to other partners, provided that these are 

able to educate credit institutions and the 

public at large. Moreover, new partners 

should ideally also be able to combine 

credit and insurance in their product offer. 

sore, answering whether the risk in Burki-

na Faso is not the lack of irrigation rather 

than drought, stressed that the country 

has a national strategy to ensure irrigation 

using water from reservoirs. However, 

famers in the country are 95 percent 

dependent on actual rainfall while also 

floods represent a risk, sore concluded 

that this vulnerability shows that more 

needs to be done than simply irrigation. 

Addressing the question of subsidies, 

Castle stated that subsidies should al-

ways be avoided since the constant flow 

of subsidies can often not be assured in 

countries. sore disagreed by highlighting 

that beneficiaries are generally receptive 

to insurance and loans as long as product 

affordability is assured. He underlined his 

point with the fact that in Europe around 

50 percent of agriculture is subsidized 

- compared to only 3 percent in Africa. 

Guichandut ended the session by stating 

that although some questions remain, 

there is certainty that the combination of 

MFIs and agricultural credit and insurance 

will work, as long as the governance of 

MFIs show a strong motivation to do so.
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financiaL diariES & diGitaL financE – inSiGhtS and innoVationS

MOderATOr Michel HANOUCH, CGAP

SPeAkerS Wolfgang BÜCker, GIZ

 richard LeFTLeY, MicroEnsure

 Julie ZOLLMANN, Kenya Financial Diaries

prESEntationS

Michel HANOUCH opened by mention-

ing that the session would start with a 

presentation on the Kenyan financial 

diaries, and then focus on innovations 

made within digital finance services (DFs), 

including how insights from demand side 

research can be used to drive innovation 

and experimentation. Hanouch intro-

duced the speakers, who would be show-

casing three innovative cases of DFs. 

Julie ZOLLMANN presented her work on 

behalf of Kenya Financial Diaries. Zoll-

mann’s team visited 300 Kenyan families 

every two weeks, trying to record cash 

flow, transaction of money and savings. 

The financial diaries provided several 

insights. Firstly, households often do not 

have enough money, not just for assets 

and education, but also to fund financial 

services which would be beneficial to 

them. Households have to make trade-

offs. secondly, households often have 

volatile incomes, going up and down by 

54 percent per month. Thirdly, the finan-

cial management challenge is compli-

cated. Households have several financial 

tools for different financial tasks, such as 

savings in the house, AsCAs or ROsCAs, 

pensions or shop credit. This also relates 

to the fourth point, as households have 

to make trade-offs between the tools, 

which can either be helpful for stretch-

ing (‘liquid ity’) and growing (‘investing’) 

money. Fifthly, Zollmann mentioned that 

people face a large number of moderately 

severe risks. Households cannot insure 

for all of these risks and need to make 

trade-offs. Finally, Zollmann stressed the 

importance of social networks in mitigat-

ing impact of shocks.

Zollmann then explained why M-shwari, 

a digital savings and credit product, works 

in this context. Before the introduction 

of M-shwari, liquidity management was 

largely limited to savings in the house, 

which is a serious challenge considering 

the small amounts of liquidity available 

for households. M-shwari allows users 

to have quick access to liquidity and pro-

vides infrastructure to reach nearly eve-

rywhere, including the very poor, filling 

low income households’ critical need for 

liquidity. she concluded by sharing some 

opportunities for DFs to help low income 

Kenyans. Firstly, Zollmann emphasized 

that DFs gives the poor access to existing 

social networks with greater speed and 

efficiency. secondly, DFs caters to their 

flexible payment needs by delivering ser-

vices when needed. Thirdly, DFs can help 

to ease trade-offs between investments 

and liquidity by keeping savings locked 

for investment while enabling borrow-

ing for cash flow liquidity. Lastly, DFs can 

focus on more than credit, for example 

connecting people to new employment 

opportunities.

Richard LEFTLEY presented the develop-

ment path of MicroEnsure’s microinsur-

ance products over time. MicroEnsure 

started working with MFIs in 2002 to test 

whether there was a business case for 

microinsurance. This resulted in simple 

products linked to credit, but clients soon 

wanted more. It became clear that Mi-

croEnsure needed to scale up but would 

then need a bigger revenue stream from 

a wider client base. Leftley had realised at 

the time that the best results would likely 

come from embedding their products into 

a loan, savings account, airtime purchase 

or mobile wallet. 

As a result, MicroEnsure worked with 

telephone companies to develop the 

next version of their product. several key 

attributes made telephone companies 

such a distribution channel: their trusted 

brand, the accessible points-of-sale and 
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their clear payments channel. MicroEn-

sure, together with Airtel and various 

insurance companies, has rolled out a 

structure which offers free insurance 

for the customer based on their airtime 

purchases, which is in fact paid for by the 

telephone company. The next step in the 

structure is a small upsell to cover fam-

ily members in the insurance and finally 

moves into a fully paid service with extra 

products and benefits. As a result of the 

insurance products, telephone companies 

saw an increase in overall revenue and 

average revenue per user. Leftley is now 

preparing for the next step: bringing 

insurance directly to the client.

Wolfgang BÜCKER presented the case 

of develoPPP – a program to enhance 

transparency, efficiency and traceability 

of business operations in the coffee 

value chain in Uganda. The goal of the 

program, together with sAP, was to de-

velop a smartphone-based application, 

capturing buying and payment transac-

tions digitally on all levels of the Uganda 

Coffee Farmers Alliance (UCFA) – from 

farmer to exporter. They then trained 

smartphone-users and farmers in order 

to improve central monitoring and evalu-

ation of transaction data. This has led to 

an increased production of approximately 

10 percent, a reduction in transaction 

costs of 11 percent and an increase in 

trust and transparency in the organiza-

tional structure of UCFA. The main chal-

lenges revolved around the power supply 

and internet network, security, and time 

constraints because of double record 

keeping. 

The next step, according to Bücker, is to 

integrate DFs in the system, including 

mobile payments and designing agricul-

tural loan and savings products for farm-

ers to overcome the financing gap be-

tween coffee seasons. Bücker emphasized 

that the production and sales data from 

the current smartphone application will 

serve as a track record for the loan and 

savings product. The DFs should be easily 

accessible via mobile phone, suitable for 

smallholder farmers and adapted to the 

value chain actors. The new services will 

be combined with financial literacy train-

ing in the field.

diScuSSion

The first question from the audience 

revolved around the effects of DFs. Zoll-

mann answered that DFs is really helpful 

to give the poor low-stakes experience 

using financial services, allowing them to 

learn how things work. Credit is not easy 

to get in Kenya, and where before you 

would need a complicated system which 

was difficult to understand for people, 

DFs allows social experiential learning 

to happen more quickly. And if for some 

reason a customer gets blocked by the 

Kenyan credit bureau, because of non-

repayment, M-shwari helps that customer 

to clear their record. she, furthermore, 

stressed that the fine of the credit bureau 

is relatively small (UsD 20), making it eas-

ier for customers to make and learn from 

mistakes. Leftley added that MicroEnsure 

aims to keep life insurance products sim-

ple by blocking exclusions, so that people 

will understand and use the product.

Another question from the audience 

revolved around the future of MFIs in the 

era of DFs. Leftley mentioned that there 

will always be a group that benefit from 

MFIs and group lending. However, mobile 

money will compete with microfinance 

and he stressed that MFIs should embrace 

technical innovations. Bücker emphasized 

that the client relation that MFIs have 

will remain important. The final question 

from the audience related to the future of 

index-based insurance for farmers. Leftley 

mentioned that because of issues related 

to distribution and high premiums, he is 

not very optimistic about weather-related 

insurances.

Hanouch concluded by noting that:  

1) poor customers have broad financial 

needs; 2) DFs is not only a risk for MFIs 

but also an opportunity; and 3) there are 

multiple models to provide financial ser-

vices to low income customers. Providers 

need to balance between offering  

sufficient value to customers, while  

providing the services in a sustainable  

and scalable way.
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GrEEn MicrofinancE in Latin aMErica and cariBBEan (Lac):  
tranSLatinG SuccESSES aBroad 

MOderATOr davide FOrCeLLA, CERMi – Proyecto CAMBio

SPeAkerS Lukas kAHLeN, MicroEnergy International

 Irene LOder, Frankfurt School of Finance & Management

 Arantza LOZA, Inter-American Development Bank

prESEntationS

As an introduction to the session, Davide 

FORCELLA provided a general framework 

of green microfinance, which revolves 

around three main dimensions: 1) strat-

egy; 2) risk management; and 3) opportu-

nities in product development. However, 

Forcella pointed out that it is very difficult 

to have a complete overview of this seg-

ment, since clear reporting is missing.  

To address this issue, Forcella and Enclude 

partnered up and engaged in a data-

collection mission across different projects 

dealing with green microfinance. 

Forcella revealed that in 2014, among the 

MFIs reporting to the MIX Market about 

their environmental management (620), 

around 31 percent declare to have green 

loans. This is a trend which is increasing 

in all regions of the world. Preliminary 

results from another study done for 

the Inter-American Development Bank 

in Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) 

revealed that the uptake of green micro-

finance is quite high in the region where 

around one third of the MFIs analysed 

(over 200) had activities related to green 

microfinance between 2012 and 2015. 

He revealed that the Caribbean region 

manifested particular demand for further 

development of green products, while 

still having limited outreach compared to 

other regions in LAC. Forcella concluded 

that the interest and activity in green 

microfinance is increasing significantly 

among microfinance institutions (MFIs). 

However, he also clarified there has been 

a clear gap between the potential and the 

actual utilisation of green products.

Arantza LOZA reminded the audience 

that the poorest are also the most vulner-

able to the effects of climate change, 

and that access to technology through 

microfinance is a means to remediate 

their situation. On this note, she intro-

duced EcoMicro, a programme financed 

by the Inter-American Development Bank 

(IADB) and aimed at building the capaci-

ties of Latin American MFIs so that they 

can provide their clients with the financial 

means to acquire the necessary technolo-

gies. Loza explained that EcoMicro relies 

on a holistic approach which looks at 

the entirety of the institution, a process 

divided into three steps: 1) helping the 

MFI’s management to understand and 

buy into the idea; 2) working with the 

risk management structure of the MFI, 

helping the staff understand that climate 

change is a risk which should be con-

sidered; and 3) developing the products 

together with the MFI. In terms of les-

sons learned stemming from the various 

projects, Loza summarised that adopting 

green microfinance products in the con-

text of a MFI requires: 1) a high level of 

acceptance at the management level; 2) a 

risk-free proposition aimed at helping the 

client; and 3) wide partnerships, which 

might require knowledge outside the MFI. 

In addition, she pointed out that the work 

of EcoMicro requires a high level of adap-

tation, because the different countries in 

Latin American are vulnerable to climate 

change in different ways. 

Irene LODER, replacing Carola Menzel, 

presented another experience with green 

microfinance in Latin America called 

Microfinance for Ecosystem-based Adap-

tation (MEbA). she explained that, as a 

point of departure, MEbA acknowledges 

that MFIs deal with very complex ecosys-

tems within their areas of activity, which 

can vary widely across different branches. 

According to Loder, this is why MEbA 

engages with in-country experts to col-

lect and interpret data before starting 

the product development stage, which is 

tailored to the region. she explained that, 

once the region-specific instrument is 

developed, MEbA looks at the procedures 

of the MFI to support risk management. 

Loder revealed that in general, Latin 

America is a mature microfinance market 

with mature MFIs, and the intake of green 

and climate-smart microfinance products 

has benefited from the existing infrastruc-

ture and capacities. In other contexts such 

as Ethiopia and Nepal, where institutions 

are struggling with more basic issues, 

products must be simplified and other 

forms of institutional capacity build-
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ing may be needed. In her concluding 

remarks, Loder reminded the audience 

that MEbA’s objectives lie on balancing 

benefits and opportunities with new chal-

lenges and risks, which she divided into 

the fields of profit, people and planet. 

Loder noted that economic incentives to 

MFIs can be created through investments 

in resilience and adaptation clean energy 

projects, but they require real-time due 

diligence, a strategic approach integrat-

ing the triple bottom line institutionally 

and provide clients with suitable finance 

products to enable them to invest and 

manage risks.

Lukas KAHLEN started his presentation 

by showing ‘before and after’ photos to 

the audience. The ‘before’ photo showed 

a traditional cooking stove, whereas the 

‘after’ photo showed an improved cook-

ing stove financed through a green loan 

offered by the Colombian MFI CONTAC-

TAR. According to Kahlen, the improved 

cooking stove had a direct impact on 

improving the lives of rural communities 

in terms of health, social and economic 

benefits. The photos subsequently served 

as a basis for Kahlen to introduce the 

work of MicroEnergy International (MEI). 

He explained that MFIs supported by MEI 

have implemented a similar two-hand 

business model consisting of three main 

actors: 1) the MFI itself; 2) a local techni-

cal supplier;and 3) the beneficiaries. In 

this model, the MFI first identifies –with 

support of entities such as MEI- the de-

mand for energy products and services 

among their current and future clients  

in order to identify potential renewable  

and/or efficient technology options that 

most benefit their clients. Once the 

techno logies are identified respective  

local suppliers are evaluated and selected. 

When there is a match between these 

two entities, they establish a commercial 

agreement. This usually entails that the 

supplier promotes, markets, installs and 

maintains the product whereas the MFI 

provides the financing for the technol-

ogy upfront to the supplier, which the 

beneficiaries repay in the form of a 

loan. Among the technologies financed 

through green loans, Kahlen highlighted 

a few: efficient fridges, solar water heat-

ers, improved cooking stoves and solar 

crop dryers. Kahlen concluded his presen-

tations with four major lessons learned: 

1) ownership by the MFI’s management is 

key for successful implementation, green 

loans should be seen as part of the port-

folio and must be profitable; 2) knowl-

edge transfer to the MFI is paramount, 

which will require an energy champion at 

the MFI level; 3) demand and supply must 

be matched, making it crucial to define a 

clear partner profile; and 4) the product 

must be customised to local conditions, 

thus requiring an in-depth needs assess-

ment with local entities, such as universi-

ties and NGOs. Kahlen also noted that 

this is the right time to engage in green 

microfinance in Latin America, since 

there have been a number of successful 

pilots in the last few years. Moreover, the 

supplier market becomes more mature 

and thus more reliable as partners to 

microfinance institutions. The latter also 

attracted competition from other MFIs in 

the region. To take advantage of the mo-

mentum for green microfinance in LATA 

he mentioned three interesting vehicles: 

1) Foster the so-called network approach, 

i.e. implement such green loan programs 

through local MFI networks; 2) increase 

the range of technologies by certifying an 

entire catalogue of products for interested 

MFIs; and 3) foster the so-called one hand 

model in which one entity offers both the 

financial services as well as the technolo-

gy. With the correct use of these vehicles, 

green microfinance has the potential to 

increase first its outreach significantly and 

thus also to achieve the sDGs. 

diScuSSion

The round of discussions started up with 

a heated debate among the panellists on 

the issue of outreach and scale of green 

microfinance products. Whereas Loza 

claimed that the industry must be cau-

tious about how large the green microfi-

nance opportunity really is, Loder defend-

ed that such products might actually be 

a way for an MFI to diversify its portfolio. 

Nonetheless, she emphasized that aware-

ness needs to be raised at the institutional 

level prior to upscaling the green microfi-

nance projects. Forcella stressed the huge 

potential in the light of climate change, 

but that we need the right mechanism 

to reach people. Kahlen highlighted that 

there is a large market from the end-user 

perspective, since a lot of people can ben-

efit from green products. He confirmed 

the point that caution is needed in terms 

of implementation. Upscaling will only be 

possible after lessons learned from dif-

ferent pilot projects will create more and 

more standardised processes. 

A further discussion point dealt with the 

real business case of green microfinance 

products to MFIs and to their end-clients. 

Loza clarified that EcoMicro only provides 

grants in terms of capacity building to 

MFIs, but it does not have a say on how 

the institutions will incentivize their end-

clients. she further elaborated that MFIs 

are piloting green loans with their own 

balancing sheets. Loder also explained 

that green loans should be income-

generating loans, and this should be the 

motivation for MFIs to engage in those 

products. Nonetheless, she noted that 

technical assistance is still provided in the 

framework of projects. Kahlen agreed 

that, without technical assistance, it is not 

possible to implement green microfinance 

projects. The industry should call for ways 

to integrate this process into the frame-

work of the MFI.
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iMpLEMEntinG innoVation in incLuSiVE financE: thE nEtWork approach

MOderATOr Benjamin MACkAY, ADA

SPeAkerS Jack BUrGA CArMONA, COPEME

 Syed Mohsin AHMed, Pakistan Microfinance Network (PMN)

 Allan robert SICAT, Microfinance Council of the Philippines Inc. (MCPI)

prESEntation

Ben MACKAY shared the backgrounds 

of the panellists and said the aim of the 

session was to share ideas on innovations, 

challenges and possible solutions. He then 

presented his definition of innovation and 

the general context of innovation through 

networks: “Changes to target markets, 

products and services, delivery channels 

or processes that open up new opportuni-

ties for increasing the productivity of both 

MFIs and the clients they serve”. Accord-

ing to Mackay, innovations have struggled 

to reach scale and are often difficult to 

replicate in different contexts. Neverthe-

less, he believes that networks have prov-

en capable of pooling scarce resources, 

whether financial, human or technical. 

This provides members of the network 

with the necessary tools, methodologies 

and financial or other incentives to inno-

vate more efficiently and effectively with 

new products and services. 

subsequently, Allan sICAT explained 

about the Microfinance Council of the 

Philippines Inc. (MCPI), and how the sec-

tor landscape has changed. The aim of 

financial inclusion is to remove exclusion 

of in particular low-income farmers, off-

grid clients and youth. He then provided 

some examples, starting with DevsEA, 

which deals with sustainable energy so-

lutions for micro and small businesses. 

Together with ADA, they work with two 

pilot MFIs, and he explained about the 

approach and advantages. They start with 

an energy needs assessments of clients, 

for which they then do a technology and 

supplier assessment. sicat considers this 

to be the commercialisation phase of 

MFIs for which they develop and provide 

tailored loan products. The second ex-

ample presented was on climate-smart 

agriculture, with integrated farming sys-

tems expanding the agricultural options 

for small farmers with innovative loan 

products. The results of these two pilot 

cases are not yet promising, as there are 

still many challenges to be tackled at the 

network level in efficiency and costs of 

technical assistance. As next steps, they 

aim to improve the business model and 

broaden the scope of the pilots to a ‘big-

ger green initiative’ at the network level. 

When Mackay asked him about how to 

manage high staff turnover (staff start-

ing their own businesses), sicat explained 

that they develop guidebooks to maintain 

knowledge and expertise within and 

among the MFIs. similar, for scaling up 

and innovations, they need to get bigger 

buy-in at a green network level, including 

accreditation and tax incentives.

Jack BURGA CARMONA presented the ex-

periences of COPEME in Peru, which aims 

to help micro and small entrepreneurs in 

Peru. For 25 years they have worked with 

two main services: Microfinance and Busi-

ness Development. He then introduced 

the ‘Rural Expert’, a mobile application, 

allowing small rural producers to get the 

right technical and microfinance informa-

tion to obtain credit. They select service 

providers on the basis of added value, 

although they still encounter challenges 

in getting the business models right and 

add value for the network and members. 

There are obviously cost implications for 

scaling up and sustainability. COPEME 

works with loan products based on 

market trends which offer a broad ser-

vice portfolio which is more than solely 

finance solutions. They have a relatively 

small team, which according to Mackay 

must mean some challenge to manage 

and innovate. Burga Carmona explained 

that there is good commitment and shar-

ing of experiences, also during the field 

visits which they see as a ‘learning coop-

eration’. They get donors’ support for the 

payment of some services, in order not to 

exclude smaller or poorer members. For 

their network members to manage such 

schemes, it is important to differentiate 

and build capacities.
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syed AHMED then introduced the Paki-

stan Microfinance Network (PMN). This 

network has a Microfinance Growth 

strategy 2020, addressing financial exclu-

sion in Pakistan with an Inclusion strategy. 

After presenting some poverty figures of 

Pakistan, Ahmed pointed to the bigger 

picture of the sustainable Development 

Goals. He sees PMN as a national Apex 

body to address strategic rather than 

operational issues, using research and 

knowledge as the pillar of advocacy and 

product innovation, such as mobile wal-

lets for savings (Mwallet). Dealing with 

some 3.8 million borrowers, it is crucial  

to manage risks, for example through 

microinsurance and disaster manage-

ment. Fortunately, several consecutive 

governments have contributed to a num-

ber of positive developments for inclusive 

finance in Pakistan. This was possible 

because the central bank of Pakistan (sBP) 

has played a major role in leading the in-

dustry. Through some of these initiatives, 

PMN aims to reach 10 million borrowers. 

A Medium Term Framework, which is said 

to need some UsD 2 billion in funding, 

encompasses capacity building, disas-

ter risk management, and a regulatory 

framework for non-bank microfinance 

institutions. When asked by Mackay how 

to manage and get funding for all this, 

Ahmed replied that it is important to have 

a good business plan to engage with 

funders and to develop a proper eco-sys-

tem for that plan to work. It also requires 

a clear revenue model, with membership 

fees, training fees and consultancies, and 

fees for enquiries by the Credit Bureau. 

In addition, he mentioned funding for 

research and income from fees generated 

through their digital platform.

diScuSSion

On a question regarding the structure 

of the Mwallet, Ahmed responded that 

Mwallet is a digital wallet for which all 

proper regulation is in place. They now 

want to also improve on a documented 

payment system, which is still not much 

liked in Pakistan. PMN is not aimed at 

retail, but works through agents to estab-

lish low-cost health and disaster insurance 

schemes. He attributed the relatively low 

rate of outreach in Pakistan to the late 

start and rollout of such schemes. 

sicat added that microinsurance in the 

Philippines has already a regulatory frame-

work, but is indeed quite expensive and 

difficult to roll out. As for green finance 

in rural areas, technical assistance officers 

engage with clients, after which the sup-

plier assesses potential services to be pro-

vided. Burga Carmona added that there 

is indeed much potential in services to be 

developed, but that it is important and a 

challenge to certify their quality. Even if 

he agrees that insurances are interesting, 

they are still expensive for the poor, and 

hence COPEME focuses more on other 

innovative low-cost loan products.
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prESEntationS 

Jared PENNER introduced the topic and 

noted that the case studies discussed in 

this session can be found in the latest 

publication of the e-MFP Youth Financial 

Inclusion Action Group: More inclusive 
finance for youth: scalable and sustain-
able delivery models for financial and 
non-financial services1. He remarked that 

an enabling macro-environment is crucial 

for both scalability and sustainability. 

Providing services to youth of legal age in 

urban areas allows for high sustainability 

and scalability while targeting rural popu-

lations is more challenging. He stressed 

that investing in youth financial services 

is a multi-year investment. Profitability, 

scalability, and sustainability cannot be 

achieved within a short time frame, even 

in the presence of significant external 

grants.

Ata CIssE introduced the UN Capital De-

velopment Fund’s programme Youthstart 

and noted UNCDF is the United Nations 

leading agency focused on financial 

inclusion. Youthstart was initiated in 

2010 in partnership with the MasterCard 

Foundation and is active in eight African 

countries, partnering with ten Financial 

service Providers (FsPs). Youthstart pro-

vided grants to FsPs in order to design, 

test and scale up responsible, affordable, 

and accessible youth products and iden-

tify and build partnerships with financial 

training providers to reach youth. The 

main products include loans and savings 

and the objective of the program was to 

reach up to 200,000 youth by the end of 

2014. By June 2015, Youthstart’s part-

ners surpassed that goal as they reached 

more than 600,000 youth, collected UsD 

16 million, gave UsD 11 million loans to 

80,000 young entrepreneurs and provided 

financial education trainings to more than 

660,000 youth. Most of the loans provid-

ed were used to pay for education or start 

up a business. Cisse remarked that youth 

have higher repayment rates when com-

pared with other clients mainly because of 

the provision of financial education. 

Cisse identified three factors that assisted 

partners to scale up their programs. The 

first factor was integrating youth into 

the programs by using young leaders 

and clients of the FsPs as youth officers 

to help promote the FsPs services and 

products, deliver financial education and 

serve as role-models for other youth. 

secondly, Youthstart encouraged FsPs to 

partner with Youth serving Organisations 

(YsOs) to deliver non-financial services 

to increase its outreach, in particular to 

vulnerable groups such as young women 

and out-of-school youth. Thirdly, FsPs 

provided youth with targeted and con-

cise financial education trainings. With 

regards to sustainability, Cisse mentioned 

that nine out of the ten partners have 

institutionalised youth services in their 

organisations. Many of them have ac-

complished sustainability by either finding 

other revenue streams via cross-selling, or 

by increasing savings volume by providing 

savings accounts to more affluent youth 

that can then be used to target more 

vulnerable groups of youth. Using youth 

officers has also been proven significant 

as it helped minimise labour costs. Penner 

commented on partnership mismatches 

and asked Cisse how Youthstart man-

aged to deal with this challenge. Cisse 

mentioned that mismatches and partner-

ship failures occur because the objectives 

of each partner are not well understood 

by the other. It is extremely important for 

partners to share their expectations with 

each other and keep strong lines of com-

munication open between parties. 

1 Available at http://www.e-mfp.eu/resources/european-dialogue-no8
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Aymeric FUsEAU talked about the expe-

riences of the Youth Entrepreneurship 

Program (YEP) initiated in 2013 in Egypt, 

Lebanon, and Palestinian Territories. YEP’s 

goal is to foster the economic empow-

erment of youth, to strengthen MFIs’ 

capacities and improve their support 

services in targeting youth. YEP’s method-

ology includes the adaptation of the fi-

nancial and non-financial services offered 

by MFIs to the needs of targeted youth, 

the training of field staff on the newly 

adapted services, and the establishment 

of exchange forums for the various stake-

holders. Fuseau explained the model used 

by Al Majmoua MFI in Lebanon. The first 

step was identifying the target youth and 

classifying them to existing entrepreneurs; 

fresh graduates; and formal or informal 

workers. After this classification youth re-

ceived training relevant to their needs and 

had to prepare a business plan. successful 

participants received a loan and further 

one-to-one coaching. 

Fuseau mentioned that the socioeconom-

ic and political situation and instability are 

the main challenges YEP is facing. This 

instability decreases start-up opportuni-

ties, as the syrian crisis is affecting youth 

employment and has caused a lack of 

motivation to existing entrepreneurs. 

Penner remarked that in order to receive a 

loan, youth need to provide 25 percent of 

the capital themselves, mainly via savings. 

Moreover, they need to have at least one 

year of working experience. These terms 

and conditions were another challenge 

on scalability of the project in terms of 

outreach.

Katia GOMEZ talked about MÍA, 

ADOPEM’s youth savings program. 

ADOPEM is a regulated bank with 70 

branches in the Dominican Republic. 

ADOPEM has currently 29,501 MÍA sav-

ings accounts representing seven percent 

of the bank’s portfolio. In the Dominican 

Republic, youth receive an ID card at 

the age of 16 segmenting ADOMEP’s 

clients in two groups; younger youth: 

0 to 15 years old and older youth: 16 

to 24 years old. Younger youth need to 

have a guardian to open a savings ac-

count and although both youth and the 

guardian can deposit, only the guardian 

can withdraw. Older youth can open a 

savings account with their own ID and 

they are the only ones who can access 

their accounts. ADOPEM does not charge 

transaction fees but imposes a dormancy 

fee if the account stays inactive for a 

period longer than six months. To avoid 

charging dormancy fees and incentivise 

youth savings, ADOPEM calls young cli-

ents with inactive accounts or accounts 

with a decreasing balance to remind them 

of the importance of saving. ADOPEM 

offers passbooks to youth and encour-

ages them to keep it in a safe place and 

maintain control over it. Gomez said that 

ADOPEM’s goal with the MÍA savings 

accounts is to create a culture of saving 

amongst youth and children. she empha-

sized the importance of providing finan-

cial education both to the parent and the 

youth to achieve this, and stressed the 

significance of being a child-friendly insti-

tution. Gomez focused on the importance 

of cross-selling to achieve sustainability, 

emphasizing that 81 percent of youth 

accounts have been created after a mem-

ber of the family was already a client of 

ADOPEM. 

diScuSSion

Gabriella Crescini from swisscontact 

asked Gomez whether MÍA is profitable 

since there are no transaction fees in 

place. Gomez explained that ADOPEM is 

about to break even on MÍA but cross-

selling brings extra revenue in the bank. 

she added that ADOPEM has received 

a grant to kick-start MÍA. The discus-

sion was continued by Penner asking 

Cisse whether the youth products have 

changed the organisational culture of 

partners. Cisse mentioned that there 

was a lot of awareness raising within 

partners’ institutions and she emphasized 

that management buy-in is of crucial 

importance to incentivise the staff. Pen-

ner closed the session by encouraging 

the audience to review the Youth Ac-

tion Group’s publication which describes 

each case study in great detail and offers 

further lessons learned and recommenda-

tions for practitioners. 
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prESEntationS 

Michaël DE GROOT welcomed the audi-

ence, introduced the speakers and an-

nounced that unfortunately Maria Elena 

QUEREJAZU from Fundación sembrar 

could not attend the session. she was 

represented by her colleague Jorge CRE-

sPO VELAsCO. 

Crespo Velasco introduced the Fundación 

sembrar, a Bolivian non-profit entity 

which uses a particular service package 

to achieve its mission to fight poverty 

and ensure food availability. Fundación 

sembrar addresses the country’s rural 

areas in particular, since around 33 per-

cent of Bolivia’s population lives in rural 

areas where poverty is especially high. 

smallholder farmers in rural areas face 

constraints as they have limited access to 

capital and assets, lack adequate technol-

ogy and do not meet the standards of 

the market. In addition, they face risks 

in terms of production and crop, climate 

and weather, as well as price and market. 

To support farmers in addressing these 

constraints and risks, a particular model 

was created. Over the last six years, the 

ATF (Asistencia Tecnica y Financiera) 

model has been providing a combination 

of services: access to credit, bundled with 

the provision of technical assistance and 

market access facilitation. These services 

are offered by two separate institutions. 

Fundación sembrar provides technical 

assistance to improve yields and produc-

tivity as well as market access facilitation 

through the provision of market and price 

information, while financial services are 

provided by the microfinance institution 

Fundación sembrarsartawi. Crespo Ve-

lasco stressed that the productivity results 

were great, illustrated by, for example, 

the milk production being doubled. He 

concluded that producers need financial 

resources, but must be supported with a 

comprehensive package. 

Gabriella CREsCINI of swisscontact, 

presented an innovative way to enhance 

agricultural productivity: microleasing 

bundled with training provision. The 

development organisation realised that 

access to local financial services is often 

constrained for landless people, women 

and micro farmers and micro entrepre-

neurs who lack collatoral. Microleasing 

eliminates the need for individuals to 

borrow or commit their resources up 

front. Risk is mitigated instead by a col-

lateralized and insured asset and credit-

worthiness is based on future prospects 

and potential cash flows. In 2006, swiss-

contact commenced ‘greenfielding’ with 

K-Rep Development Agency, a research 

and development microfinance NGO in 

Kenya. The project started with cow leas-

ing and extended to other livestock and 

agricultural assets, until in 2009 Juhudi 

Kilimo was established. Three years later, 

the social enterprise reached profitability 

and swisscontact exited in 2015. Crescini 

stressed that a good model is required 

in order to make microleasing success-

ful. First of all, working assets with quick 

turnover are required in order to repay 

lease and increase farmers’ income. As 

high quality products are not enough, 

it is important to insure products at the 

same time. secondly, technical assistance 

and training provision is an important 

part of the model - on both the farmer 

side and the financial service provider 

side. Currently, swisscontact has more 

pilots running in other East African and 

Latin American countries. The develop-

ment organization now works with more 

mature financial service providers (FsPs) 

to reach profitability over a shorter time 

period. Nevertheless, this remains a chal-

lenge since FsPs are often not agricultural 

specialists, a lot of investment capital is 

needed for microleasing and “there are 

not a lot of patient and risk-taking fi-

nancial service providers on the market”. 

Crescini concluded with the remark that 

a lot of work with the investment market 
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and accompanying technical assistance 

for the FsPs is required to make microle-

asing successful. 

Mike WARMINGTON from One Acre Fund 

described the particular service bundle 

that the organization developed in order 

to serve smallholder farmers. One Acre 

Fund developed a repeatable and scalable 

model, currently serving over 250,000 

farmers, located primarily in East Africa. 

The service bundle includes: 1) asset fi-

nancing in the form of farm input loans, 

such as seed and fertilizer; 2) distribution 

of the farmer’s order to the rural areas 

where the farmer lives; 3) market facili-

tation to maximize profits from harvest 

sales through improved storage and links 

to market; and 4) training on modern 

agricultural techniques which is largely 

focused on increasing yields. Warmington 

stressed that the service bundle is taken 

on credit, which farmers pay back on a 

schedule that suits their cash flow over 

the course of the season. As a result of 

this service package, including train-

ing, the average One Acre Fund client 

increases their farm income by at least 

50 percent, and realizes more than a 

100 percent return on their investment. 

Warmington highlighted that, despite a 

solid repayment history, One Acre Fund 

still face a number of challenges with 

the training program. Firstly, the uniform 

training program might not necessarily 

address the differing experience range 

and training level of farmers. One Acre 

Fund is currently looking into customiza-

tion of training without losing efficiency. 

secondly, the long-term health of soil 

as well as risks posed by climate change 

need to addressed. And lastly, the time 

constraint that training poses. The organi-

zation currently addresses the question 

how to achieve more efficient training; 

with one possibility being technological 

solutions such as mobile payment in order 

to reduce the time of group meetings 

before the trainings. 

diScuSSion

De Groot opened the discussions by 

asking Warmington whether One Acre 

Fund deliberately focuses on food crops 

rather than on cash crops. Warmington 

affirmed, stating that the aim is to ensure 

food security first while access to market 

is secondary. Addressing the question if 

training costs are factored into the margin 

of interest rate charged, Warmington 

stressed that it is. The interest rate is 

made transparent and competitive. How-

ever, he also highlighted the need to scale 

up since after six years, One Acre Fund is 

not financially sustainable yet. Addressing 

questions regarding default risk, Warm-

ington stated that the default rate is very 

low as farmers recognize the value of the 

services, the approach uses joint liability 

and in addition, farmers need to finish 

their payment before they can enjoy next 

year’s services. 

Bakir Lashkari from Rabobank Rural Fund 

addressed the transparency of donations 

that the Fundación sembrar receives. 

Crespo Velasco emphasized that dona-

tions flow to the technical assistance side 

and that investors are informed about the 

economic and social role of the invest-

ment they make. Responding to the ques-

tion if multiple trainings are really neces-

sary, Warmington stressed that it is indeed 

necessary since repetition, follow ups and 

check-ups are crucial to achieve change. 

Crescini agreed, stressing that implemen-

tation and practice change after training. 

De Groot drew attention to the fact that 

questions remain on how to feed 9 billion 

people in 2050. He asked for ideas, also 

given the background that before the 

1980s, extension services by governments 

in Africa were cancelled due to demanded 

budget cuts by the IMF. Warmington and 

Crescini agreed that, if country structures 

allow it, governments have a role to play 

to deliver training. supporting countries in 

doing so is one possible approach.
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iMpLEMEntinG diGitaL financiaL SErVicES to EMpoWEr  
thE poor – SuccESS StoriES

MOderATOr Philippe BreUL, PHB Development

SPeAkerS Fatoumata CAMArA, WSBI

 Bram PeTerS, FINCA

 Andrew TUSHABe, UOB (Rwanda)

prESEntationS

Philippe BREUL introduced the speakers 

and the topic of Digital Financial services 

(DFs) by showing what we have learned 

so far in digital field application, agency 

banking and mobile banking based on 

well documented cases: 1) Musoni Kenya 

plummeting loan turnaround time from 

72 to 6 hours; 2) Indian MFI Ujjivan in-

creasing loan officers’ caseloads by 134 

percent; and 3) Opportunity Bank serbia, 

providing instant credit decisions in re-

sponse to 80 percent of loan applications. 

For clients, it leads to lower barriers and 

faster loan disbursement, while institu-

tions benefit from increased revenue from 

enhanced loan officer, field-staff and 

back-office efficiency, and they save costs 

by eliminating physical files, reducing 

fraud and improving client service. 

Fatoumata CAMARA presented the case 

of the Tanzania Postal Bank (TPB). The 

bank, together with WsBI and the Bill 

and Melinda Gates Foundation had the 

goal to “double the number of savings 

accounts” in the period 2008-2015 and 

chose a mobile banking platform to serve 

excluded and poor customers. In order 

to reach this goal, TPB used a segmented 

approach targeting VICOBA (Village Com-

munity Banks) apexes, VsLAs (Village 

savings and Loan Associations) and Youth 

sports clubs. Each segment was served 

with specific, tailored products to ensure 

user convenience, accessibility and af-

fordability. Camara then highlighted the 

business model for VsLAs and VICOBA. 

Members are able to access their mem-

ber account through multiple channels, 

including digital financial services such 

as Airtel Money, Tigo Pesa and M-Pesa. 

Their member accounts are, at the same 

time, directly related to the VsLA/VICOBA 

deposit account. The approach of the 

bank resulted in 47 percent higher profit, 

asset growth of 48 percent, an increase 

in savings deposits of 41 percent and an 

increase in lending of 59 percent with a 

non-performing loan ratio of 3.2 percent.

Breul asked the audience to react to 

the presentation. Based on a question 

on whether TPB or WsBI brought in the 

technical knowledge, Camara replied that 

WsBI was involved in the technical as-

sistance. On a question on how the new 

technical infrastructure influences the 

partnership between VICOBAs and their 

members, she mentioned that VICOBAs 

will keep their members and meeting 

infrastructure. However, TPB provides 

them with digital structures to facilitate 

payments and loan repayments.

The session continued with Bram PETERs 

presenting the DFs of FINCA Tanzania. 

He showed a video to set the stage and 

show the opportunities that their services 

can provide. Peters explained how FINCA 

rolled out its DFs until 2015 with mobile 

payments and agency banking services. 

He further explained that these DFs have 

led to a reduction in costs for FINCA as 

agency banking lowers funding costs 

funding by mobilising deposits, while 

mobile banking reduces operational costs. 
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Moreover, DFs have led to an increased 

customer experience in the markets 

where FINCA operates by increasing out-

reach through deeper penetration and a 

denser coverage. Peters compared FINCA’s 

model with the business case of MNOs 

which looked to protect their existing 

business and increase revenue through 

transaction fees. MNOs often look for ad-

ditional revenue streams, for example by 

charging fees for transactions. However, 

Peters stressed that, as a bank or MFI, you 

should look at the total costs benefits of 

an agency or mobile payments model, 

which is significantly cheaper compared 

to a full banking branch.

The main lessons highlighted by Peters 

were that the head office should ensure 

business ownership of the delivery chan-

nel right from the start. Next, MFIs and 

banks have to start with the learning 

process and should have the basics right 

before scaling up in order to keep the 

digital channel under control. Lastly, in-

troducing DFs will change the traditional 

group lending model. MFIs have to be 

ready to change their interaction with 

customers. 

diScuSSion

When Breul gave the floor to the audi-

ence, one participant asked what the 

most important lesson was regarding the 

scaling up of the agents model. Peters 

stressed the importance of liquidity man-

agement. This is monitored in real-time 

using a simple Excel-based tool. Another 

question revolved around one of the les-

sons learned in his presentation: do not 

adapt the channel to existing products 

and procedures but develop products, 

procedures and the channel in tandem. 

Peters emphasized that banks should not 

stop offering old products, using the ex-

ample of the group lending model. After 

introducing the new services, group meet-

ings were no longer necessary to make 

payments. New group-lending models 

had to be introduced that still provided 

value to group meetings as an internal 

control system.

The last case was provided by Andrew 

TUsHABE of UOB (Rwanda) who pre-

sented their mHose mobile banking 

service. The service aims to remove cash 

handling to improve efficiency and staff 

safety, increase operational efficiency, and 

improved but branchless customer access 

to services. UOB offers customers bank 

accounts with a wide array of services, 

such as credit, savings and life insurance. 

UOB currently has 57,000 mobile bank-

ing customers (of which 12,400 active 

users), 214 agents and an operational 

presence throughout Rwanda. The chal-

lenges related to the new DFs were linked 

to technical literacy, coverage and qual-

ity of the service, agent availability and 

liquidity, and the management of loan 

groups. Possible solutions to tackle some 

of these issues are the introduction of 

overdrafts for agents, direct debit of loan 

repayments from customer accounts and 

linking with Mobile Money Transfers (Tigo 

Cash, MTN Mobile Money). 

Tushabe concluded by highlighting solu-

tions implemented to improve loan repay-

ments. Firstly, he mentioned that groups 

have to function properly by having 

consistent group meetings, timely infor-

mation on arrears and group repayment 

reminders with immediate follow-up. 

secondly, you have to improve the cus-

tomer experience by supporting custom-

ers to use mHose and ensure a high level 

of service from agents. Finally, you have 

to define roles and responsibilities of the 

staff involved, for example by sharing KPIs 

with sales managers and refine customer 

and agent registration and activation 

procedures.

A member of the audience asked for fur-

ther explanation on the relationship be-

tween Tigo and the UOB. Tushabe replied 

that UOB is responsible for bank-related 

activities while Tigo leads the promotion 

of the product. Another question from 

the audience related to the charges on 

digital transactions. Peters provided the 

example of Vodacom which raised their 

transaction fees from m-Pesa to FINCA. 

As a result, transactions plummeted. He 

repeated that indirect costs of offices 

should be taken into consideration before 

starting to charge higher fees. Mobile 

transaction costs will overall be cheaper 

than a transaction in a branch. 
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coLLaBoratiVE EffortS driVinG SuStainaBLE dEVELopMEnt

MOderATOr Jenny NASr, Microinsurance Network / InFiNe.lu

SPeAkerS Jorge rAMIreZ, European Microfinance Network (EMN)

 Josien SLUIJS, NpM Platform for Inclusive Finance / e-MFP

 Sahar TIeBY, SANABEL

prESEntation

Jenny NAsR opened the session, un-

derlining the interest and need for col-

laboration in the sector. she then gave 

the floor to Josien sLUIJs, who opened 

her presentation stating that much can 

be done in terms of providing access to 

finance and inclusive finance as still 2 

billion people lack access. On the other 

hand, we should also realise that much is 

already being done. We have built quite 

an extensive network of institutions pro-

viding financial services. If you look at the 

current situation of the sector, you see 

that there is a changing focus. Investors 

increasingly look at how to play their part 

in the many themes related to the sus-

tainable development goals (sDGs), such 

as health, climate and water, where ac-

cess to finance takes an essential part. 

NpM gathered investors in the Netherlands 

to join their efforts and link them with 

government, private sector, civil society 

actors and knowledge institutes, calling it 

‘The Dutch Diamond Approach’.  

In this context, stakeholders sit together to 

develop business cases, a prerequisite to 

make initiatives independent from subsi-

dies, ready for up-scaling and involvement 

of the private sector. A recent example of 

cooperation is a statement signed by the 

Dutch investors in the Inclusive Finance 

sector to include more ‘green’ in their busi-

ness strategies, which was then offered 

to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. such 

complex matters as ‘greening the indus-

try’ require involvement of many actors. 

Another example is the research ‘Finance 

for smallholders’, promoting access to 

finance for farmers. since they play an 

important role in the food security agenda, 

NpM members shared their success cases 

in reducing risks. Risk, or perceived risk, is 

one of the largest obstacles in making sure 

farmers have access to finance. By work-

ing with ‘organised farmers’ (producer 

organisations, cooperatives, special finance 

structures), risk can be reduced.

Results of such analysis are widely spread 

through, for example, expert meetings 

in African countries. The work of a net-

work like NpM is to initiate activities that 

individual members would not take on, 

but are important for the sector at large 

and for microfinance clients. Besides the 

above mentioned examples, NpM works 

on issues like policy development projects 

on law and regulation as well as joint 

expressions on taxation policies. 

Jorge RAMIREZ of EMN stressed that the 

work of microfinance cannot be separat-

ed from non-financial services, in particu-

lar when taking the sDGs into account. 

He pointed in particular to sDG 1 on ‘no 

poverty’ and sDG 1.4 mentioning micro-

finance explicitly and sDG 8 on ‘decent 

work and economic growth’, referring 

to access to finance and the capacity of 

domestic financial institutions. In terms of 

what networks can contribute, Ramirez 

points out that they can help tracking 

the performance of the sector, facilitate 

capacity building, and advocacy at EU 

and national levels (in the case of EMN). 

He continued by articulating the EMN 

strategy 2015-20, which has clearly set 

out to increase impact by 100 percent on 

the following indicators: delivery, trans-

parency, good governance (referring to 

the European Code of Good Conduct)2, 

collaboration with mainstream financial 

institutions.

sahar TIEBY introduced the sANABEL 

Microfinance Network, covering 22 Arab 

countries in the Middle East and North 

Africa. It was only established in 2002, 

but is already feeling ‘mature’ with some 

92 member in 80 financial services, and 

comprising 12 networks. They worked 

a lot on rules and regulations and on 

regulatory frameworks such as for the 

interpretation and harmonisation of fi-

nancial inclusion. However, their coverage 

is still limited, now serving some 3 million 

2 see session ‘Following a (social) standard: compliance, codes of conduct and more’ page 34
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people by 15 institutions on a popula-

tion of approximately 370 million. There 

is a need for more capacity building and 

support mechanisms. They are struggling 

with structuring in large part also due to 

shocks and security issues, as they are op-

erating in the most violent regions. They 

have increased cooperation with regula-

tors and policymakers to get more en-

gagement and work out concrete steps. 

some seven countries have now adopted 

regulatory frameworks, yet national fi-

nancial inclusion strategies still need to be 

defined. They aim at doubling outreach 

next year in order to enhance the impact 

to their societies.

diScuSSion

There was a question from the audience 

on whether the sDGs are really being 

taken seriously by the microfinance sector, 

and whether the priorities for networks re-

garding the promotion of the sDGs should 

focus on regulations or advocacy. Accord-

ing to sluijs, networks differ considerably 

as their member base differs. In the case of 

NpM, their member base consists of inves-

tors. An example of how they contribute 

to the sDGs is by signing a joint statement 

in which they commit to ‘greening the 

inclusive finance sector’. In promoting a 

responsible sector and aligning and con-

tributing to themes described in the sDGs, 

they agree to implement and add value 

through advocacy and joint efforts. 

Tieby referred to the evolution of their 

members, which demanded first and 

foremost the development of materials 

and skills and the adoption of standards 

to build credibility. They now work with 

some members of sANABEL on capac-

ity building, while the more advanced 

members focus on advocacy. In addition 

they work with regulators in the region. 

Ramirez explained that it will differ from 

country to country; some work on regula-

tions and others on capacity building. It is 

not always easy to find a balance.

Nasr subsequently asked about the main 

social protection issues that the European 

networks are faced with. sluijs responded 

that an important element of working on 

social performance and client protection 

is financial education. This is a topic that 

requires a broader approach than can be 

provided by individual members. When 

asked by Nasr about the main constraints 

for scaling up, sluijs pointed to the 2 bil-

lion people that still need to be reached. 

We have to find ways to reach them and 

techniques will play an important role in 

this effort. Regarding the role of inves-

tors in the inclusive finance sector in the 

important sDG themes, it is crucial that 

we scale up and develop business cases 

to attract commercial funding. For devel-

oping and piloting business cases, grant 

funding is required. In that respect, NGOs 

are now getting less funding and have 

transformed into investors in this sector. 

Tieby added that this is also the case in 

her region. They are now working jointly 

with CGAP for the coming years, but 

overall she is concerned that funding and 

investor patterns are still the same as ten 

years ago. There is a need for more coor-

dination, illustrated by the abundance of 

support in retail and a lack of support in 

infrastructure. Furthermore, she stressed 

for the development of institutional strat-

egies and support mechanisms. 

On the question what the main challeng-

es are for small and medium sized enter-

prises (sMEs), Ramirez mentioned that the 

regulatory framework for sMEs is outside 

the scope of microfinance. It is clear, how-

ever, that such a regulatory framework is 

much needed in combination with ac-

companying support mechanisms. sluijs 

added that it is still a evolving segment of 

the market. There are a large number of 

initiatives supporting this development. In 

some cases they outnumber actual sMEs. 

Dutch investors realise that advancing the 

sME segment contributes to developing a 

middle class and job creation which is es-

sential in contributing to stable situations 

in countries.

The final discussion revolved around mi-

grant workers and the current refugee 

crises. Ramirez said that MFIs can col-

laborate with relevant actors to link with 

countries of origin, share best practices, 

and technical assistance to build capaci-

ties. Remittances have a big potential in 

this respect. sluijs added that the Dutch 

government has increased funds avail-

able for sMEs because of the belief that 

a stable economic situation reduces the 

need to seek better opportunities else-

where. she again stressed that the work 

with investors is important to help create 

stable economies and societies. some of 

the Dutch investors, like Cordaid, even 

chose this as their focus. According to 

Tieby, refugee crises are to be tackled at 

national rather than regional level. Even if 

the region can provide coordination, local 

action is required for real practical and 

legislative solutions. she concluded that 

we should make more use of digital tech-

nologies, such as smart cards for savings 

and credits which are now increasingly 

used in refugee camps.
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cLEan cookinG optionS to dEcrEaSE MortaLity and MitiGatE cLiMatE chanGE 
and air poLLution

MOderATOr Yekbun GUrGOZ, CCAC

SPeAkerS Noah eLBOT, XacBank (Mongolia)

 Caroline OCHIeNG, Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI)

 Thomas THIVILLON, Entrepreneurs du Monde

prESEntationS

Yekbun GURGOZ gave a short intro-

duction to the theme of the session, 

highlighting the work of the Climate 

and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) and 

contextualising the influence of cooking 

stoves on air quality and climate change. 

3 billion people still cook and heat their 

homes using solid fuels: wood, crop 

wastes, charcoal, coal and dung in open 

fires and leaky stoves. Most are poor, and 

live in low- and middle-income countries. 

she mentioned that around 2 million 

people worldwide die prematurely due 

to poor air quality stemming from the 

emission of black carbon or particulate 

matter. Gurgoz also pointed out that 

the negative effects of black carbon on 

climate change could be partly avoided 

with an increasing use of improved cook-

ing stoves. From this perspective, Gurgoz 

explained that this session would look at 

the behavioural challenges and success 

factors in different cooking stove adapta-

tion programmes. 

Caroline OCHIENG started her presen-

tation by noting that the stockholm 

Environment Institute (sEI) has several 

branches worldwide, including one in 

Nairobi. subsequently, she explained sEI’s 

focus on households with the following 

fact: more than half of the population 

in developing countries lacks access to 

modern energy, thus relying on biomass 

for everyday activities such as cooking. 

Ochieng also demonstrated that around 

70 percent of the population in sub-sa-

haran Africa does not have connection to 

electricity, which will worsen by 2030 due 

to the region’s population growth. The 

use of biomass to generate energy has 

serious impacts on people’s health and 

on the environment. she mentioned that 

household air pollution from solid fuels 

is the number one risk factor for people’s 

health in sub-saharan Africa, and num-

ber two in Asia. The effects, as Ochieng 

explained, go beyond health. Traditional 

cooking stoves depend on wood fuel, 

whose collection results in deforestation 

and long-term scarcity. In addition, health 

and education services depend on elec-

tricity to function. 

Ochieng stated that the solution to the 

problem requires concerted efforts going 

beyond the energy sector. she noted that 

the adoption of improved cooking stoves 

in developing countries is one of the most 

important solutions to address the impact 

of biomass use. Nonetheless, it brings a 

series of behavioural and cultural chal-

lenges, such as the adaptation of tradi-

tional cooking to the new equipment. 

In a specific example from the field, 

Thomas THIVILLON introduced the Nafa 

Naana (“easy benefits” in Dioula) pro-

gramme, implemented in Burkina Faso 

since 2012. He explained that almost 

90 percent of the Burkinabé households 

rely on wood fuel for cooking, and more 

than 100,000 hectares of forests are cut 

down annually. In this context, the mis-

sion of Nafa Naana is to make clean and 

affordable energy products available to 

the poorest households. Thivillon said 

that this is done by selecting a range of 

lighting and cooking products, the latter 

including wood, gas (LPG) and charcoal 

stoves. Nonetheless, he noted that Nafa 

Naana is in the process of introducing 

more advanced, but affordable, wood and 

LPG stoves. These products rely on an in-

ternational standard set up by the Global 

Alliance for Improved Cooking stoves. 

Thivillon further noted that Nafa Naana 

bridges the gap between manufacturers 

of cooking stoves and distributors. He 

also called attention to Nafa Naana’s role 

in conducting market research to collect 

consumer information, arranging the im-

ports of products, carrying out marketing 

campaigns and providing financial ser-
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vices. Nafa Naana pays 70 percent of the 

products upfront to manufacturers to ad-

dress their working capital challenges, and 

it also provides distributors with deferred 

payments. Thivillon also explained the 

structure of the financial services provided 

to microfranchised retailers, who receive 

a 3-month payment term with a 20-30 

percent initial payment. Regarding key 

accounts such as associations and federa-

tions, a payment facility is also provided 

by Nafa Naana, so that they can re-sell the 

product to their members with a payment 

plan. Thivillon revealed that nearly 30,000 

products have been sold since 2012, 

representing a disbursement for payment 

plans of around EUR 375,000. In terms of 

impact, he estimated that the programme 

has helped save nearly 52,000 tonnes of 

wood, avoided the emission of 111,300 

tonnes of CO2 and saved EUR 3 million in 

fuel purchases since 2010. 

Noah ELBOT briefly introduced XacBank 

and emphasized the bank’s strict triple 

bottom line policy. He contextualised the 

challenge presented by Mongolia’s natu-

ral disaster: the “dzud”, which causes 

a lot of people to lose their livelihoods 

in the countryside and move to the city. 

The migrant population is mostly accom-

modated in Ulaanbaatar’s “ger” area in 

nomadic homes which are not connected 

to the heating grid. As a result, the popu-

lation resorts to traditional coal stoves, 

thus creating a thick layer of black smoke 

during the cold winters. Elbot specified 

that the black smoke over the city greatly 

exceeds the WHO’s standards. He also ex-

plained that the population in the “ger” 

area spends up to 40 percent of their 

winter income on fuel, also representing 

a financial burden. In order to address this 

issue, the XacBank and its institutional 

partners joined forces in 2009 to make 

a quick impact through an eco-product 

programme, establishing distribution 

centres in the “ger” districts and selling 

World Bank-tested stoves and insulation 

tools. He explained that the programme 

subsidized up to 80 percent of the stove 

and generated carbon credits. Elbot also 

highlighted that the stove is a culturally 

important piece in the household, which 

resulted in a lot of marketing efforts 

towards convincing the local population 

to replace it. In the end, the programme 

reached a successful penetration rate of 

70-80 percent in the “ger” areas.

diScuSSion

A member of the audience claimed that 

access to gas in rural areas is very difficult, 

and wondered whether Nafa Naana faced 

a similar challenge regarding LPG stoves. 

Thivillon clarified that the gas infrastruc-

ture in Burkina Faso is not bad, and that 

the programme also provides fuel re-fills. 

In addition, the fuel is subsidised by the 

government. Gurgoz expressed that it is 

important to move away from subsidised 

rates, since co-financing adds more value 

and sense of ownership to the product. 

she then invited the panellists to com-

ment on the success factors of their pro-

grammes.

Elbot mentioned that some of the strong 

points of XacBank’s eco-product pro-

gramme were its city approach and strong 

institutional partnerships, which created a 

solid business case. Ochieng commented 

that success factors will vary per context. 

she mentioned that, in the case of rural 

Kenya, the product has to be paid for 

upfront, and that the stove has to ad-

dress real needs; the user cannot keep on 

alternating between the traditional and 

the improved stove. Thivillon agreed that 

the products are still failing to incorporate 

some of the benefits which users are 

looking for and to go beyond the issue of 

emissions. 

In a question related to the involvement 

of MFIs in Nafa Naana, Thivillon men-

tioned that the products are sufficiently 

affordable, and require a type of technical 

skill which MFIs do not have. In addition, 

he clarified that this is not a highly profit-

able business. A member of the audience 

agreed that MFIs are not good at promot-

ing the product, but can still be involved 

as a loan provider.

To conclude the session, Gurgoz and 

Elbot summarised the ideal configuration 

for the implementation of improved  

cooking stove programmes consists of:  

1) ensuring availability of alternative rev-

enue streams; 2) making sure of adapta-

tion to consumer needs; 3) providing the 

right quality and affordability; 4) being 

able to rely on availability of fuel in the  

local market; 5) securing seed funding 

and a conducive regulatory framework; 

and 6) moving away from subsidies with  

a commercial approach.
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PLENARY
WhErE to Go froM hErE: thE futurE of MicrofinancE

SPeAkerS Marc LABIe, UMONS – CERMi

 Blaine STePHeNS, MIX

Blaine sTEPHENs introduced the topic 

of the plenary by referring to the movie 

“Back to the Future”, which has 21st 

October 2015 as the date when Marty 

McFly visits the future. stephens invited 

the audience to reflect on the movie’s pre-

dictions which were accurate and those 

which were not. Bringing the session back 

to microfinance, he used the outcomes 

of the closing panel of European Microfi-

nance Week 2012 to take a look at pre-

dictions which became a reality in 2015.

The first prediction made in 2012 was 

that microfinance clients would be able 

to use a service analogous to Yelp, a 

website that connects people with local 

businesses, thus being able to look up 

specific MFIs and their price propositions 

and services. stephens said that we are 

not quite there yet, but several enablers 

for that vision are in place. He rated each 

enabler with a number of stars, ranging 

from 1 (lowest) to 3 (highest). He rated 

smart phones with 1 star, emphasiz-

ing that it is a tool which is increasingly 

available in developed and developing 

markets, but that prices are still high. 

Geospatial information received 2 stars; it 

is becoming more and more prevalent in 

the context of financial inclusion, helping 

regulators to better understand reality. 

At the same time, it helps clients to find 

services such as providers and agents and 

helps businesses in expanding and finding 

opportunities. stephens also emphasized 

that more than 42 governments have 

committed to mapping financial inclusion 

to date, despite the remaining challenges 

such as data standardisation and open-

ness. The next enabler, client feedback, 

received 1 star. stephens called attention 

to the importance of client feedback in 

the democratisation of expert advice. In 

microfinance, there has been a strong 

focus on connecting to client feedback, 

such as hotlines on financial service pro-

viders. However, stephens stressed that 

such efforts remain tentative but we are 

heading in the right direction. similarly to 

client feedback, mobile financial services 

also received 1 star. There has been an 

enormous growth in the usage of mobile 

wallets and other mobile-enabled ser-

vices, but they have not yet moved to a 

broader spectrum. 

stephens then invited the audience for 

projections of the microfinance industry 

for 2018. Through the online polling 

system, the audience were able to vote 

on questions covering three areas: 1) the 

ecosystem; 2) the institutions; and 3) the 

clients. The questions and results, com-

mented on by Marc LABIE, were:
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1. What market infrastructure develop-

ment underway today will have the 

greatest impact on financial inclusion 

in the coming years?

a. Nigeria’s e-ID cards with embedded 

MasterCard payment technology.

b. Cote d’Ivoire’s launch of multi-

operator mobile registration and 

payment of school fees.

c. India’s push for electronic social 

benefits transfers to Aadhaar 

(unique ID) linked accounts.

Item c received the highest percentage of 

votes (47%), followed by items b (10%) 

and a (43%). Labie commented that there 

is no doubt that technology has the po-

tential to push the frontier, but that we 

have to learn from history that replication 

is not easy. He emphasized that, in order 

for replication to work properly, it must be 

socially and culturally embedded. In addi-

tion, Labie mentioned that the issue is not 

with the technology itself, but the level to 

which people will be able to incorporate 

and use it. In this light, we must think 

of objectives and risks in employing new 

technologies.

2. What is your opinion in terms of the 

potential crises that the microfinance 

sector could face in the future?

a. The ones that have happened over 

the last ten years have generated 

enough knowledge for limiting the 

risk that others happen.

b. The industry has not learned enough 

from previous crises and a similar 

situation could happen again.

c. The crises that the sector has already 

experienced are very diverse; they 

do not help predict future crises.

Item c received 57% of the answers, 

followed by items b (30%) and a (13%). 

According to Labie, crises are inevitable. 

However, industry should ask itself wheth-

er it is normal that crises come from 

the same wrong decisions by the same 

stakeholders. He pointed out that many 

crises came down to the same causes, 

including inadequate governance, growth 

and competition and policies, as well as 

overloading good clients. In that respect, 

there will not be much change from what 

we already know.

3. Which of these statements will hold 

the most insight on funding of insti-

tutions in the sector in the coming 

years?

a. Donor and development-oriented 

funding will continue the move 

away from ‘microfinance’ and 

towards sME finance, agricultural 

finance and basic account access.

b. social investor capital will increas-

ingly focus on institutions that 

demonstrate responsible finance 

practices and client impact.

c. Global social investors will tend 

to move away from microfinance, 

leading microfinance institutions to 

finance themselves on local markets 

(deposits, local debt, etc.).

Item b received half of the votes, followed 

by item a (31%) and c (17%). Labie 

agreed with the audience at first instance, 

but called attention to the timeframe of 

this question. Whereas microfinance was 

historically seen as socially positive, public 

opinion and markets nowadays are start-

ing to develop more diverse viewpoints 

regarding its impact in the long run. He 

mentioned that the issue of double bot-

tom line is essential, and that only a mi-

nority of institutions are really pushing for 

it. Labie said that the market and public 

opinion will eventually be able to distin-

guish between different segments and 

develop proper impact investment assess-

ment alternatives.

4. What tools will prove most effective in 

increasing access to financial services 

by underserved segments (e.g. youth, 

elderly, and women)?

a. Funding (e.g. targeted at develop-

ing products for segments, address-

ing financial capabilities)

b. Product design

c. Policy setting (e.g. targets, regula-

tions)

Item b received 57% of the votes, fol-

lowed by items a (28%) and c (15%). 

Labie mentioned that the three elements 

have a strong impact, and would like to 

share the optimistic view of the audience 

on product design. He questioned wheth-

er new products will mean better financial 

inclusion and whether the margin will be 

passed on to the consumer. In terms of 

policy setting, Labie called for stronger 

attention to the industry’s history, remind-

ing the audience that savings as a way to 

improve service to client in terms of fi-

nancial inclusion has not received enough 

attention.

Based on a question from the audience 

regarding technology ownership and 

service delivery decisions, Labie empha-

sized that the big issue is whether funds 

are delivered to people who need them, 

in an efficient manner, while making sure 

that the margin is reasonable. Another 

member of the audience called attention 

to mobile technology as a possible source 

for unexpected crises in the future of mi-

crofinance. stephens closed by expressing 

his hope to check the results of the online 

poll in three years.
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cLoSinG of thE EuropEan MicrofinancE WEEk 2015

SPeAker Anne CONTrerAS, e-MFP Chairwoman

Anne CONTRERAs reminded the audience 

of the theme of European Microfinance 

Week 2015, Financial Inclusion for Sus-
tainable Development, emphasizing that 

sustainability has various dimensions. In 

its financial dimension, Contreras noted 

that sustainability is translated into bet-

ter identifying overheated markets and 

targeting underserved markets, as well 

as encouraging funding of the sector. 

she also called attention to the industry’s 

long-term outlook versus short-term re-

turns. Contreras remarked that sustaina-

bility in the sector calls for new approach-

es to manage risks and expand outreach. 

This touches upon the better understand-

ing of client needs and the development 

of tools to reach them effectively and 

affordably. In its social dimension, Contre-

ras remarked that sustainability involves 

client protection and the provision of 

suitable financial services for sustainable 

livelihoods. Environmentally, sustainable 

financial inclusion revolves around green 

energy products and alludes to the im-

provement of agricultural practices. 

Contreras noted that the above-men-

tioned themes were covered extensively 

during the three conference days by a 

number of experts and, as each of the 

plenaries has made clear, long-term think-

ing is crucial in financial inclusion and 

the future of microfinance clients. she 

concluded the session by thanking the 

audience, the sponsors of the European 

Microfinance Week 2015 and gave special 

note to the translators, to the supporting 

team of the Abbey of Neumünster, and to 

the team of the European Microfinance 

Platform (e-MFP).
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FIRST NAME LAST NAME ORGANISATION COUNTRY

samir Barghouthi ACADF Palestine

Marina Abboud ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Nicolas Blondeau ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Obegi Bruno ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

sarah Canetti ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Jérémie Chapet ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Olivia Fechner ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Laura Foschi ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Gilles Franck ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Matthew Genazzini ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Bernard Georges ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Bénédicte Godefroid ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Miguel Gonzalez Vargas ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Ben Mackay ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Olivier Massart ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Wendy Medrano ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Katia Mehanneche ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Léa Mérino ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Caroline Morilhat ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Philippe Onimus ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Carla Palomares ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Juana Ramirez ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Frédéric Ruaz ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Bram schim van der Loeff ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Paul surreaux ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Luc Vandeweerd ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

sophie Wiesner ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Claude Witry ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Iván Gutiérrez ADA Microfinance Luxembourg

Olivier Mugabonake Bayingana ADFINANCE LTD Belgium

Katia Gomez ADOPEM Dominican Republic

Amanda Hannan Advans sA France

Juliette Moulas Advans sA France

Lilian steinhäuser AFC Consultants International Germany

Jens Windel AFC Consultants International Germany

Eric Oti Addai Africa Centre For Peace Building Ghana

Benoit Destouches Aga Khan Agency for Microfinance switzerland

sitara Merchant Aga Khan Agency for Microfinance switzerland

Raphael De Guerre Agence Française de Développement (AFD) France

Mathilde D’Orgeval Agence Française de Développement (AFD) France

Tanmay Chetan Agora Microfinance United Kingdom

Medha Wilson Agora Microfinance United Kingdom

Ulrich Pickmeier Akademie Deutscher Genossenschaften ADG Germany

Elena Uriostegui Akademie Deutscher Genossenschaften ADG Germany

Alia Farhat Al Majmoua - Lebanese Association for Development Lebanon

Youssef Fawaz Al Majmoua - Lebanese Association for Development Lebanon

Pascale Massaad Al Majmoua - Lebanese Association for Development Lebanon

Othman Belamqaddam ALBARAKA Morocco

Magdy Maged Alexandria Business Association (ABA) Egypt

Anouk Agnes ALFI Luxembourg

Josee Lynda Denis ALFI Luxembourg

Valère Houssou ALIDé Benin

Niels sauerland Allen & Overy Luxembourg

Andreas Andersen Allliance Microfinance as Norway
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Khaddouj Gharbi AMssF / MC Morocco

Walter Tukahiirwa Angelus Uganda

sam Mendelson Arc Finance United Kingdom

Gustavo Bohlen Arendt & Medernach Luxembourg

Aurélien Hollard Arendt & Medernach Luxembourg

Anne Contreras Arendt & Medernach / e-MFP Luxembourg

Jaouad Rebbouj ATTADAMOUNE Micro-finance Morocco

Tisiana Baguet ATTF Luxembourg

Josée Thyes ATTF Luxembourg

Hany Assaad Avanz Capital Canada

Aafke Van sprundel Awareness Initiatives The Netherlands

Cristina Alvarez Babyloan France

Violette Cubier Babyloan France

Mira Berger Blue Rhino The Netherlands

Jesse Bloemendaal Blue Rhino The Netherlands

Gustavo Ferro Blue Rhino The Netherlands

Bert-Jan Ottens Blue Rhino The Netherlands

Evgenia Papoula Blue Rhino The Netherlands

Pall Eyjolfsson BlueOrchard Luxembourg

Hoa Le BlueOrchard Luxembourg

Maria Teresa Zappia BlueOrchard switzerland

Megha Bhatia BNP Paribas India

Maha Keramane BNP Paribas France

Alain Levy BNP Paribas France

Zoubida Labdi BNP Paribas - BMCI Morocco

Claudia Belli Jeanteur BNP Paribas / e-MFP France

Kolawole Bello Bosak Microfinance Bank Limited Nigeria

Irene Luisa Fuggetta Boulder Institute of Microfinance Luxembourg

Natasa Goronja Boulder Institute of Microfinance United states

Ariful  Islam BRAC (NGO) and Universite Libre de Brussels (ULB) Belgium

Jan Bergmans BRs Belgium

Marina Kortenbusch Business & Finance Consulting switzerland

Yuri Zenteno Linares CABEI Honduras

Alex silva Calmeadow Costa Rica

Georgina Vázquez Calmeadow Costa Rica

Ghislaine sundulu Dia Mackiza CAPPED Congo

Dolores Torres CARD Bank Philippines

Kubaki Lufuluabo Mado CARITAs CONGO Congo

susy Cheston Center for Financial Inclusion at Accion United states

Mohammad  
sulaiman

Khan Centre for Rehabilitation Education Earning Development 
(CREED)

Bangladesh

Marie Anna Benard CERIsE France

Cécile Lapenu CERIsE France

Davide Forcella CERMi - ULB Belgium

Michel Hanouch CGAP south Africa

Timothy Lyman CGAP France

Barbara scola CGAP France

Matthew soursourian CGAP France

Elodie Gouillat CGAP / Gret France

Beatrice Githinji Chase Bank, Kenya Ltd Kenya

Naa Odey Asante Christian Community Microfinance Limited Ghana

Antoine Flipo Citibank Luxembourg

Olesia Paukova CJs MFC Kompanion Financial Group Kyrgyzstan

Howard Li Climate Analytics Germany
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Yekbun Gurgoz Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) France

Gabriela Boiteux CODEV Czech Republic

Ritienne Bonavia CODEV Malta

Dirk Brems CODEV Belgium

Koralijka Deur CODEV Hungary

sylvie dos santos CODEV Luxembourg

Peggy Frantzen CODEV Luxembourg

Max Gerten CODEV Luxembourg

Pauline Guibbaud CODEV France

Nadine Haas CODEV Luxembourg

Carmen Hagenaars CODEV The Netherlands

Matuš Huťka CODEV slovakia

Aneta Kedziora CODEV Poland

Tim Kesseler CODEV Luxembourg

Julie Lamsens CODEV Belgium

Yves-Marie Léonet CODEV singapore

David Lloyd Davies CODEV United Kingdom

Karen Lynch CODEV Ireland

Jørgen Mærsk Pedersen CODEV Denmark

Dimitrios Maghroros CODEV Belgium

Gonçalo Marques CODEV Portugal

Véronique Marx CODEV Luxembourg

Jakob Muehlenstein CODEV Austria

Linn Olsson CODEV Belgium

Cristina Perez CODEV spain

sintija Rupja CODEV Latvia

Dorothee starck CODEV Germany

Anastasia strati CODEV Greece

Valdas Verbus CODEV Lithuania

Rae Verkkoranta CODEV Finland

Wolfram Vetter CODEV Belgium

Karla Wusterova CODEV slovakia

Constantina Voutounou CODEV Cyprus

Yombo Odanou Coopérative d’Epargne et de Crédit des Artisans (CECA) Togo

Jack Burga COPEME Peru

Resi Janssen Cordaid The Netherlands

Jasmina Glisovic Council of Europe Development Bank France

Lamarana sadio Diallo Crédit Rural de Guinée Luxembourg

Laura Hemrika Credit suisse / e-MFP switzerland

Georges Beckene Credit suisse Fund services (Luxembourg) s.A. Luxembourg

Alain Thilmany Credit suisse Fund services (Luxembourg) s.A. Luxembourg

Bruno Carteron Credit suisse Luxembourg sA Luxembourg

Jared Penner CYFI The Netherlands

Fernando Lucano Cyrano Management s.A Peru

Yoshiko saito Deutsche Bank Germany

Brad swanson Developing World Markets United states

Jane Dater Development Exchange Centre Nigeria

Claudia Huber devImpact switzerland

Fedor Boehmert DGRV Germany

Hans Dieter seibel DGRV / e-MFP Germany

Barbara Doswell ECLOF switzerland

Nicolas Karambadzakis ECLOF Germany

Cheikh Ndiaye Elvinger, Hoss & Prussen Luxembourg

Adriaan Loeff Enclude BV The Netherlands
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Juan Vega Enclude BV The Netherlands

Thibaut Mary Entrepreneurs du Monde France

Thomas Thivillon Entrepreneurs du Monde France

Justina Ndahafa Alders-sheya Ernst & Young The Netherlands

Laurent Capolaghi Ernst & Young Luxembourg

Arvind Ashta EsC Dijon France

Diattou Coulibaly Etimos Africa senegal

Cornelia Andrei European Commission Belgium

solène Marchetto European Commission Luxembourg

Monica Peiro Vallejo European Commission Belgium

Olivier Jérusalmy European Financial Inclusion Network EFIN Belgium

Frank Betz European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Edvardas Bumsteinas European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Anaëlle Croteau European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Claudia Dijkstra European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Yves Ferreira European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Christopher Knowles European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Xavier Mommens European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Vanessa Paul European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Jesper Persson European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Christos Pouris European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Hannah siedek European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Ando siitam European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Adela svobodova European Investment Bank Luxembourg

Luís Baptista European Investment Bank Institute Luxembourg

Guy Clausse European Investment Bank Institute Luxembourg

Riccardo Aguglia European Investment Fund Luxembourg

Noemie Renier European Investment Fund Luxembourg

Jorge Ramírez European Microfinance Network Belgium

Gabriela Erice García European Microfinance Platform (e-MFP) Luxembourg

Roxane Gonzalez European Microfinance Platform (e-MFP) Luxembourg

Christoph Pausch European Microfinance Platform (e-MFP) Luxembourg

Daniel Rozas European Microfinance Platform (e-MFP) Luxembourg

Niamh Watters European Microfinance Platform (e-MFP) Luxembourg

Ingrid J.M. Allemekinders EY Belastingadviseurs LLP The Netherlands

Toshiaki Ono FAO Italy

Michael Enriquez FIACG Guatemala

Jorge Marroquin FIACG Guatemala

Adriana Marroquin FIACG Guatemala

Bram Peters FINCA Uganda

Hanan Dahab First MicroFinance Foundation - Egypt Egypt

Adeeb sharaf First Microfinance Insititution - syria Luxembourg

Bert Richly Brinkenberg FMO The Netherlands

Jesper Houwen FMO The Netherlands

Hatem Mahbouli FMO The Netherlands

Diego Luigi Dagradi Fondazione Giordano Dell’Amore Italy

Constanze Lehmann Frankfurt school of Finance & Management Germany

Tania Lopez Frankfurt school of Finance & Management Germany

silke Mueffelmann Frankfurt school of Finance & Management Germany

Adalbert Winkler Frankfurt school of Finance & Management Germany

Irene Loder Frankfurt school of Finance & Managementl (Fs-UNEP Collabo-
rating Centre)

Germany

Jorge Crespo Fundación sembrar Bolivia

Maria Elena Querejazu Fundación sembrar Bolivia
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Luca Torre GAWA Capital spain

Agustin Vitorica GAWA Capital spain

Tim Niepel GFA Consulting Group Germany

Özlem Yasemin Taskin GFA Consulting Group Germany

Naureen Ansari GIZ Germany

David Bartocha GIZ Germany

Wolfgang Buecker GIZ Germany

Thomas Rahn GIZ Jordan

Philippe Guichandut Grameen Crédit Agricole Microfinance Foundation Luxembourg

Jürgen Hammer Grameen Crédit Agricole Microfinance Foundation France

Jonas Enrico Luini Grameen Crédit Agricole Microfinance Foundation France

Jean-Luc Perron Grameen Crédit Agricole Microfinance Foundation France

Julie Peachey Grameen Foundation United states

Paul DiLeo Grassroots Capital Management, PBC United states

Helene smertnik GsMA United Kingdom

sebastian Pasteiner Hand in Hand International United Kingdom

Nathalie Close Harmattan Luxembourg

Zeynep Gurakan Hedgeserv Luxembourg

Deepak saksena Hindustan Unilever Ltd. India

Charles Isingoma Hofokam Uganda

Tigran Ghalumyan Home For Youth RCO CJsC Armenia

Hayk Zakaryan Home For Youth RCO CJsC Armenia

Mariel Mensink ICCO-Terrafina The Netherlands

Craig Churchill ILO switzerland

Francesco Grieco Impulse Europe Belgium

Madeleine Legal INALCO France

Fadoua Boudiba Incofin Investment Management Belgium

Loïc De Cannière Incofin Investment Management Belgium

Marcel Gerrits Incofin Investment Management Belgium

Edwin Zimmermann Incofin Investment Management Belgium

Bart De Bruyne Independent Consultant Belgium

Micol Guarneri Independent Consultant France

Emile Groot Independent Consultant The Netherlands

Fedde Potjer Independent Consultant The Netherlands

Ligia Castro Monge Independent Microfinance Expert Costa Rica

Michel Maquil InFiNe.lu Luxembourg

solène Marchetto InFiNe.lu Luxembourg

Catherine Van Ouytsel InFiNe.lu Luxembourg

Adriana Balducci Innpact Luxembourg

Christophe Chabaud Innpact Luxembourg

Arnaud Gillin Innpact Luxembourg

Kejia Guo Innpact Luxembourg

Emre Karabekirogullari Innpact Luxembourg

Anita Kover Innpact Luxembourg

Frédéric Huybrechs Institute of Development Policy and Management (IOB) Belgium

Arantza Loza Inter-American Development Bank United states

Peter Maurer International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) switzerland

Nicolas Roggo International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) switzerland

Michael Hamp International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) Italy

Nanette Farwerck-Bergwerf INTL FCstone The Netherlands

Pierre Carpentier Investisseurs & Partenaires (I&P) France

Isabelle Guérin IRD-Cessma France

Alan Moore Irish League of Credit Unions Foundation / e-MFP Ireland

Rahal Ahmed Islamic Relief Worldwide United Kingdom
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David Dao Kafo Jiginew Mali

Julie Zollmann Kenya Financial Diaries Kenya

Carmen Colla KfW Development Bank Germany

Eduard Koster King & Wood Mallesons Luxembourg

Thierry Benoit Koalaboox Belgium

Ulanbek Termechikov Kompanion Financial Group Luxembourg

Paul Mugambi Kytabu Kenya

Elder Lucky Omozusi LAPO Microfinance Bank Nigeria

Veronika Bertram-Hümmer Leibniz University Hannover / DIW Berlin Germany

Gilles Angely LH Invest France

Heinz Duenser Liechtenstein Development service (LED) Liechtenstein

Christian Hertz Linklaters Luxembourg

Ira Liebermann Lipam International United states

Zoltán Decsi Local Enterprise Agency Heves County Hungary

Zoltán Farkas Local Enterprise Agency Heves County Hungary

ÉVa Francia Local Enterprise Agency Heves County Hungary

István Kaknics-ujhelyi Local Enterprise Agency Heves County Hungary

Kossi Firmin Agboka Louvain la Neuve Luxembourg

Eleanor De Rosmorduc Luxembourg for Finance Luxembourg

Kenneth Hay Luxembourg Microfinance and Development Fund Luxembourg

Kaspar Wansleben Luxembourg Microfinance and Development Fund Luxembourg

Anenmarie Arens LuxFLAG Luxembourg

sachin s Vankalas LuxFLAG Luxembourg

Cristian Canis MDO services sA Luxembourg

James Kurz Mercy Corps United states

Clive Munn MFTsE Affairs s.A. Luxembourg

Almir sultanovic Micro Credit Foundation EKI Bosnia and  
Herzegovina

Bob summers MicroCapital United states

Fabiola Diaz Microcredit summit Campaign United states

Raluca Dumitrescu MicroEnergy International GmbH Germany

Lukas Kahlen MicroEnergy International GmbH Germany

Richard Leftley MicroEnsure United Kingdom

Piotr Korynski Microfinance Centre Poland

Gadwin Handumon Microfinance Council of the Philippines, Inc. Philippines

Allan Robert sicat Microfinance Council of the Philippines, Inc. Philippines

Rolan Glenn salazar Microfinance Council of the Philippines, Inc. (DevsEA Program) Philippines

Aldo Moauro MicroFinanza Rating Italy

Lucia spaggiari MicroFinanza Rating Italy

Annalisa Bianchessi Microinsurance Network Luxembourg

Jenny Nasr Microinsurance Network Luxembourg

Mahamat Charfadine Madjir Ministère de Finance et du Budget du Tchad Chad

Nejla Ben Abdallah Ministère des Finances Tunisie Tunisia

Mahmoud Montassar Mansour Ministère des Finances Tunisie Tunisia

Ali Ouerghi Ministère des Finances Tunisie Tunisia

Fethi Ben Mimoun Ministère du Développement de l’Investissement Tunisia

Mika Vehnämäki Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland Finland

Michel Haas Ministry of Finance Luxembourg

David Goebbels Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs Luxembourg

Manuel Tonnar Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs Luxembourg

Marc Bichler Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs / e-MFP Luxembourg

Martine schommer Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs / e-MFP Luxembourg

Armonia Pierantozzi MIX France

Blaine stephens MIX United states
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Ali Garboa Mahamat Ali Garboa Mutuelle d’épargne et de crédit islamique du Tchad Chad

Tara Chand Chaudhary Nirnayak saving & Credit Co-operative Ltd. Nepal

Josien sluijs NpM Platform for Inclusive Finance / e-MFP The Netherlands

Corinne Ostertag OFI LUX Luxembourg

Andrea Dominguez Oikocredit Uruguay

Robin Gravesteijn Oikocredit International The Netherlands

Florian Grohs Oikocredit International The Netherlands

Gunter Jansen Oikocredit International The Netherlands

Kawien Ziedses Des Plantes Oikocredit International The Netherlands

Mike Warmington One Acre Fund United Kingdom

Qudsia Asif Organization for social Development Initiatives Pakistan

Aasim siddiqui Organization for social Development Initiatives Pakistan

Bruno Molijn Oxfam Novib The Netherlands

Michaël Knaute OXUs / e-MFP France

Aldric Luyt Oxus Group France

syed Mohsin Ahmed Pakistan Microfinance Network (PMN) Pakistan

Hamza Ghannam Palestine for Credit & Development «FATEN» Palestine

Marion Allet PAMIGA France

Quentin Antoine PAMIGA France

Claire Ozanne PAMIGA France

Zeljko Djuric Partner MKF Bosnia and  
Herzegovina

Fuad sehovic Partner MKF Bosnia and  
Herzegovina

Philippe Breul PHB Development Belgium

Maylis Luna PHB Development The Netherlands

Victorin salifou PHB Development Belgium

Pete sparreboom PHB Development France

Marie-sophie Tar PHB Development The Netherlands

Aurélie Wildt Dagneaux PHB Development France

Anaar Kara Planet Guarantee France

Négui Audrey Positive Planet France

Azalea Carisch Positive Planet France

Aymeric Fuseau Positive Planet France

Luca Giacopelli Positive Planet Germany

susann seifert Positive Planet Germany

Nadège Kabore Première Agence de Microfinance - Burkina Faso (PAMF-BF) Burkina Faso

Tamás Kodzó Diosi Primatum Found Management s.a. r.l. Luxembourg

Paola Ovando santander PROFIN Fundation-Bolivia - Advanced Master student at solvay 
Business school

Bolivia

Pauline Angoso Proparco France

Jean-Gabriel Dayre Proparco France

Patrick Wallerand PW Consult Belgium

Andreas Drossel PwC Luxembourg Luxembourg

Maria Huynh PwC Luxembourg Luxembourg

Matthieu Lauzier PwC Luxembourg Luxembourg

Wayra Villarroel Zambrana QUATRIM s.R.L. Belgium

Michaël De Groot Rabobank Foundation The Netherlands

Pierre van Hedel Rabobank Foundation / e-MFP The Netherlands

Antony Mayodi Rafode Kenya

Aracely Castillo Redcamif Nicaragua

Allan Pérez Redcamif Nicaragua

Indra Nur Fauzi Regional economic Development Institute (REDI) Indonesia

Maïga Amourata Réseau des Caisses d’Epargne et de Crédit Nyèsigiso Mali
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Issouf sore Réseau des Caisses Populaires du Burkina (RCPB) Burkina Faso

Kateryna Finoshkina responsAbility Investments AG France

simon Gupta responsAbility Investments AG switzerland

Klaus Tischhauser responsAbility Investments AG switzerland

Vivian Wegelin responsAbility Investments AG switzerland

Johann Georg Will responsAbility Management Company s.A. Luxembourg

Kevin Fryatt Risk management Initiative in Microfinance (RIM) United states

Karl Dayson salford University United Kingdom

sahar Tieby sanabel, the Microfinance Network of Arab Countries Egypt

Dominique Lesaffre sIDI France

Estelle Marcoux sIDI France

Justine Maytraud sIDI France

Anne-sophie Bougouin sIDI/FEFIsOL France

Raoul Thill siYOU Luxembourg

Arif Mikayilov social Fund for the Development of IDPs Azerbaijan

Dayana Azor solvay University Belgium

François CAJOT sOs Faim Belgique Belgium

François Legac sOs Faim Luxembourg Luxembourg

Niclaus Bergmann sparkassenstiftung für internationale Kooperation Germany

Laura Foose sPTF United states

Francis Vazheparambil standard Microfinance Bank Limited Nigeria

Caroline Ochieng stockholm Environment Institute (sEI) Kenya

Bjorn stian Hellgren stromme Microfinance Norway

Gabriella Crescini swisscontact switzerland

Roland Dominicé symbiotics sA switzerland

Christophe Favre symbiotics sA switzerland

Ramkumar Narayanan symbiotics sA switzerland

Paul Castle syngenta Foundation switzerland

Jean Marcel Ilunga Karamba Task Force sc Congo

steffen Eyhorn Technical University of Berlin Germany

Ly Nguyen TH Microfinance Instution Viet Nam

Ruth Tchagnang Njanpou The Maenow Tabe Trust Fund Organization Cameroon

Nadia Van De Walle The smart Campaign / Center for Financial Inclusion United states

Christophe Bochatay Triple Jump B.V. The Netherlands

Orsolya Farkas Triple Jump B.V. The Netherlands

Claudia Vroom Triple Jump B.V. The Netherlands

Angel De Leon TsKI Philippines

Angelo solarte TsKI Philippines

Mohamed Khalaf TU-Berlin Germany

Ata Cisse United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) senegal

Henri Dommel United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) United states

Hanadi Tutunji United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) United states

Maria Livia De Rubeis Università Cattolica del sacro Cuore in Milan Italy

Cécile Godfroid Université de Mons Belgium

Marc Labie Université de Mons Belgium

Laure Radermecker Université de Mons Belgium

Cece Etienne Lamah Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Dube Fireyihun Fikru Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Marion Allimant Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Nalitiana Oliva Andrianantenaina Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Guillaume Bidubula Juwa Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Anna Lao Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Pam suthasinee songsrisod Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium
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FIRST NAME LAST NAME ORGANISATION COUNTRY

Akm Zahirul Haque Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Mujtahidah  
Anggriani 

Ummul Muzayyanah Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Michel Awono Mvogo Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Wondirad Hailu Abebe Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Marlyse Ngo Bakang Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Carl Edouard Estime Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Meryem Afoukane Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Adèle Voyeux Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Gauthier Malnoury Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) - solvay Belgium

Davide Castellani University of Bergamo Italy

Veronica Vergani University of Bergamo Italy

Bernd Balkenhol University of Geneva switzerland

Marloes Huis  University of Groningen The Netherlands

sophia Cramer University of Lucerne switzerland

Afsheen Abrar University of Twente The Netherlands

saba Nisar Ahmad University of Twente The Netherlands

Andrew Tushabe UOB Rwanda

Edmund Higenbottam Verdant Capital Mauritius

Mai Nguyen Thi Tuyet Vietnam Microfinance Working Group Viet Nam

stewart McCulloch VisionFund International United Kingdom

José Goncalves Wallberg Invest s.A. Luxembourg

James Militzer William Davidson Institute United states

Fatoumata Camara World savings and Retail Banking Institute (WsBI) Belgium

Fiona Joyce World savings and Retail Banking Institute (WsBI) / e-MFP Belgium

Noah Elbot XacBank Mongolia
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fEEdBack and StatiSticS
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Following european Microfinance Week 2015,  
all participants were invited to take part in a satisfaction survey. 
e-MFP would like to share the feedback received.

37%
previous attendees

63% 
first-time attendees

MeMBerS ATTeNdING

39% 
members

61% 
non-members

FIrST-TIMe ATTeNdeeS

15% 
not directly involved

PArTICIPANTS dIreCTLY  
INVOLVed IN MICrOFINANCe

85%
directly involved

54% 
three days

dAYS SPeNT AT THe CONFereNCe

18% 
one day

28% 
two days
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SATISFACTION WITH reGISTrATION PrOCeSS

IMPreSSION OF CONFereNCe FACILITIeSSATISFACTION WITH CONFereNCe MATerIALS

1% 
below average

60% 
excellent

26% 
very good

13% 
good

52% 
very satisfied

43% 
satisfied

75% 
very satisfied

24%
satisfied

QUALITY OF THe CONFereNCe OrGANISATION

51%
excellent

40% 
very good 7% 

good
2% 

average
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Were THe CONFereNCe STAFF HeLPFUL ANd COUrTeOUS?

89%
always

10%
mostly

0%
only sometimes

IMPreSSION OF CONFereNCe SPeAkerS

PArTICIPATION NexT YeAr

6%
average

IMPreSSION OF THe MOderATION  
OF THe CONFereNCe SeSSIONS

Thank you Martin Kinsella & Associates for the survey.

24%
excellent

42%
very good

28% 
good

19%
excellent

47%
very good

29%
good

5%
average

35% 
undecided

65%
return next year
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Below are some comments on what  
participants appreciated about  
european Microfinance Week 2015

Interesting topics, good debates between 
the audience and the speakers

I am particularly impressed 
with the wide array of 

professionals from various 
areas of microfinance spread 

across wide geographical 
coverage

Terrific networking opportunities 
and a great atmosphere

Excellent sharing 
of experiences 

from microfinance 
practitioners

Lot of quality choices 
thanks to a wide variety of 
interesting topics covered

It was very well organized and  
had some inspiring debates

The best microfinance conference in 
the sector, fantastic networking oppor-

tunities and really nice atmosphere

Insightful and rich,  
informative presentations

It was good to bring in something which  
is really topical such as refugees

Excellent opportunities to make 
interesting new contacts

Thanks a lot for these 
wonderful 3 days

A delightful conference,  
so professionally organized

Well organized conference, many 
professional attendees, who share 
their experience and knowledge

Keep up the excellent 
quality of the conference!

The conference was well organized 
and the sessions I attended improved 

my knowledge

Congratulations 
for a great event!

I enjoyed myself  
thoroughly and 

learnt a lot

It was great on all fronts:  
sessions, speakers, logistics!

Congrats on another very  
successful conference
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Armenia 
Austria 
Azerbaijan 
Bangladesh 
Benin
Bolivia
Cameroon 
Canada 
Chad
Cyprus
Czech Republic

Denmark
Dominican Republic
Finland 
Ghana
Greece 
India 
Indonesia 
Ireland
Jordan
Kyrgyzstan 
Latvia

Liechtenstein 
Lithuania
Mali
Malta
Mauritius 
Mongolia 
Nepal 
Norway 
Palestine 
Peru 
Poland

Philippines 
Portugal
Rwanda 
Senegal 
Singapore 
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa 
Togo 
Uruguay
Vietnam 

22%
Other

countriES
Number of registered participants: 466 from 67 countries

other

orGaniSationS

 26% 
Bank or financial 

institution

14% 
Consulting or 

support services

5% 
Government 

agency

23% 
NGO

10% 
Research institution  

or university

Luxembourg  26%

Belgium  9% 

France  10%

The Netherlands  8%
Gemany  6%

Switzerland  4%

Italy  2%

United Kingdom  2%

Bosnia and Herzegovina  1%

United States  3%

Burkina Faso  1%
Congo  1%

Costa Rica  1%
Egypt  1%

Guatemala  1%
Hungary  1%

Kenya  1%
Lebanon  1%
Morocco  1%

Nigeria  1%
Pakistan  1%

Philippines  1%
Spain  1%

Uganda  1%

Other  15%
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eUrOPeAN MICrOFINANCe PLATFOrM

The European Microfinance Platform [e-MFP] was founded formally in 2006. e-MFP  
is a growing network of over 120 organisations and individuals active in the area of 
microfinance. Its principal objective is to promote co-operation amongst European 
microfinance bodies working in developing countries, by facilitating communication 
and the exchange of information. It is a multi-stakeholder organisation representative 
of the European microfinance community. e-MFP members include banks, financial 
institutions, government agencies, NGOs, consultancy firms, researchers and 
universities.

e-MFP’s vision is to become the microfinance focal point in Europe linking with  
the south through its members. 

executive Secretariat

Christoph Pausch, Executive secretary
European Microfinance Platform (e-MFP) 
39 rue Glesener
L-1631 Luxembourg 
contact@e-mfp.eu 
www.e-mfp.eu
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